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Most studies of electoral system effects tend to ignore the characteristics of
parties in the causal chain. Yet, this dissertation argues that different party structures,
when interacting with electoral systems, lead to different levels of party system
fragmentation. In a weak party structure, elite action is the key to explaining the different
outcomes: a permissive electoral system tends to inflate the number of parties because the
rule poses an obstacle to elites’ electoral coordination. But this major obstacle is removed
under a restrictive rule, which results in lower fragmentation. By contrast, the role of
voters becomes active in a strong party structure; therefore, the effects of permissive and
restrictive electoral systems become similar as both tend to bring down the number of
parties through voters’ strategic behavior.
This dissertation tests the theory on Thailand since the country has gone through
three waves of electoral reform in which the electoral system has been changed between a
permissive and a restrictive electoral rule. At the same time, the party structure has
changed following the victory of the Thai Rak Thai Party in the 2001 election. The
changing interactions of party structures and electoral systems provide a quasiexperimental setting conducive to inspecting the effects of the key factors on party
system fragmentation while other confounding variables (social heterogeneity and
vii

political institutions) are held constant. This research design allows me to compare
periods of time in different configurations of party system fragmentation. This
dissertation applied multi-methods, including case study analysis, single-country multilevel quantitative analysis, and a large N, cross-national quantitative analysis, to reach the
conclusions. Theoretically, the findings suggest that electoral system effects are
contingent on party structures. Successful institutional engineering requires deep
understanding of both formal rules and the political context of a particular country. In
other words, one size cannot fit all, even for the same country at different times.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In a representative democracy, the purpose of parties is to channel, communicate,
and express citizens’ preferences to the polity. In other words, parties are the intermediaries
between citizens and the state for facilitating decision-making and policy formation. Ideally,
parties represent the diﬀerent interests of citizens and compete with each other based on
policy positions. Thus, the more diverse citizens’ interests are, the more parties are there
to represent those interests. A party system, therefore, is characterized by the level of
fragmentation (the number of parties) and the level of polarization (ideological or policy
distance) among political parties in a polity (Sartori, 1976).
With regard to party system fragmentation, many scholars have studied its consequences and suggested that both too few and too many parties are detrimental to democratic
governance, and have adverse eﬀects on coalition stability, representation, accountability,
policy decisiveness, and policy quality (Laver and Schoﬁeld, 1990; Tsebelis, 2002; Chambers, 2008). Given the documented eﬀects of party system fragmentation on governance,
several new democracies in East Asia hoped to reduce the number of parties in their polities through electoral engineering (Reilly, 2007). Since formal institutions1 incentivize and
constrain players, as the incentives and constraints embedded in rules change, actors are
1

Formal political institutions are deﬁned as “formal rules of political contestation”(Carey, 2000, 735).

1

expected to adopt new strategies in order to maximize their payoﬀs (Norris, 2004, 6). We
generally expect this to hold true in the arena of party politics.
Such electoral reforms took place in Thailand on three occasions (in 1997, 2007,
and 2011), but the eﬀects of the reforms are still under debate. Moreover, such attempts
sometimes come with unanticipated consequences. The ﬁrst electoral reform greatly reduced
the party system’s fragmentation, as evidenced by the Thai Rak Thai Party (Thais Love
Thais, or TRT) winning a majority of parliamentary seats – which was unprecedented in
Thai politics – in the 2001 election. The party further consolidated its hegemonic status
with popular social policies and won a landslide victory in the 2005 election. However,
a powerful prime minister and a dominant party sparked the fear of a “parliamentary
dictatorship” that led to the 2006 military coup. Several measures, including two electoral
reforms, attempted to undermine the political forces behind the Thai Rak Thai Party to
no avail; the party was still able to gain power through elections.
The TRT managed to win two more elections even after the party had been disbanded and changed its party name twice. The TRT was disbanded in 2007 and the
remaining members who were not barred from participating in politics formed the People’s Power Party (PPP). The PPP won the 2007 election with 233 seats in the 480-seat
parliament. However, the PPP was disbanded in 2008 and its main opposition party, the
Democrat Party, formed a new government without an electoral mandate until 2011. After
ruling a shaky coalition government, the Democrat Party initiated another electoral reform
ahead of the 2011 election. The new incarnation of the TRT, the Pheu Thai Party (For
Thais, or PT) re-claimed victory and took over the government. As the political landscape
remained intact, the opposition staged a new wave of protests against the PT-led govern2

ment in November 2013. The political gridlock lasted for months and was ﬁnally resolved
by the military’s intervention in May 2014. It is clear that the 2007 and 2011 electoral
reforms failed to change the political landscape as the reformers anticipated (Otherwise,
we would not see another military coup that forced the PT/TRT out of politics.)
The brief information on the background of the three waves of electoral reforms
and the ensuing electoral outcomes indicates that electoral reform worked on one occasion
but failed on the other two. We generally expect that formal institutions should provide
incentives for actors to adopt the best strategies and through that reach the expected goals
of formal rules. Yet, previous studies have pointed out that the eﬀects of formal rules
are not universal and the eﬀects are much dependent on the context. The purpose of this
study is to explore further under what context formal institutions work to achieve their
expected goals by using Thailand as a case study. Speciﬁcally, the dissertation aims to
explain why the 1997 electoral reform helped the TRT win a majority of seats in 2001 and,
thus, reduced the fragmentation level of the party system, and why the fragmentation level
was less aﬀected by the subsequent electoral reforms in 2007 and 2011. The ﬁndings from
Thailand will shed some light on the studies of electoral system eﬀects and provide a lesson
of electoral engineering with similar attempts for other countries.

1.1 The Puzzle
To illustrate the puzzle as to why the eﬀect of each electoral reform varied, Figure
1.1 shows the change in party system fragmentation at the national level measured by
parties’ vote shares and seat shares across elections when the electoral system was changed
on three occasions. The electoral system of approval voting (AV) was used between 1986
3

and 1996 before the 1997 electoral reform replaced it with a mixed-member majoritarian
(MMM) vote system. AV is an electoral system that elects multiple candidates in each
district. In Thailand, the majority of districts elected three candidates and, thus, the
district magnitude (the number of seats allocated to each district) under AV was greater
than one. On the other hand, MMM is an electoral system that gives voters two separate
ballots. The ﬁrst ballot is to elect candidates in a single-member district using plurality rule
(called the SMD tier). The second ballot selects parties using a proportional representation
vote system (called the PR tier). The majority of seats were allocated to the SMD tier (400
out of 500 seats) in 2001. In the 2007 reform, AV was re-adopted in replace of SMD in the
district elections. SMD, however, was re-installed following the 2011 electoral reform.

Figure 1.1. Change in National Party System Fragmentation across Elections

The most remarkable result of the 2001 general election is the decrease in the number

4

of parties in the national party system. Both the eﬀective numbers of parties by votes and
by seats are smaller than those between 1986 and 1996. As predicated by Duverger’s Law
that asserts that a single-member district vote system will tend to produce a two-party
system (Duverger, 1954), the election result indicates that SMD is at work to reduce the
fragmentation level. Since the multi-seat districts of AV were replaced by one-seat districts
of SMD in 2001, the decrease in the eﬀective number of parties in that year follows the
prediction of electoral rules. Moreover, when the electoral system was changed back to AV
from SMD in 2007, there was an increase in both the eﬀective numbers of parties by votes
and by seats. When SMD was re-adopted in 2011, the electoral result, again, seemed to
follow the expectation of electoral rules as there was a further decrease in party system
fragmentation. In short, these election results suggest that electoral systems worked to
adjust party system fragmentation through diﬀerent district magnitudes. If this is the case,
there is no need for further exploration since the conclusion has been reached. Yet, this
dissertation argues that the result was reached through a causal chain that is more complex
than the explanation based on the change in district magnitude.
The ﬁrst puzzle, I argue, lies on the immediate decrease in party system fragmentation in 2001. We generally would not expect electoral systems to work in the ﬁrst election
that uses a new electoral system. Since voters and politicians need time to adapt to the
new rule, the learning process would take some time before the new electoral system has
an eﬀect on party system fragmentation (Taagepera, 2002; Best, 2012). Moreover, newly
democratized countries usually do not have an institutionalized party system in which parties can structure votes, and this feature usually leads to the failure of electoral systems
in constraining system fragmentation (Moser and Scheiner, 2012). Thus, the decrease in

5

party system fragmentation in 2001 runs counter to the extant literature.
With regard to the last two electoral reforms, it did not change the fragmentation
level to the same extent as the ﬁrst reform, especially concerning the eﬀective number of
parties by seats. Under AV elections, the eﬀective number of parties in the parliament was
usually greater than four before 2001. Given that the majority of districts in AV elected
three candidates, it allows more parties to gain seats in the parliament. However, the
re-adoption of AV in 2007 did not lead to a signiﬁcant increase in the number of parties.
The parliament was still dominated by two parties with the People’s Power Party (PPP)
controlling the majority of seats. It is obvious that the result of the 2007 election deviated
from previous AV elections. Thus, the ﬂuctuation of party system fragmentation cannot be
fully explained by the change in district magnitude. Therefore, the second puzzle is why
AV failed to inﬂate the party system in 2007 compared to the previous AV elections in
which the electoral rule seemed to be more eﬀective.
The third reform, in 2011, was initiated by the Democrat Party in hopes of reducing
the number of parties in the parliament. The party expected to win more seats from small
parties given that the SMD tier of MMM has a positive bias towards large parties. To the
contrary, the beneﬁciary of the rule change was the new incarnation of the TRT, the Pheu
Thai Party. In other words, the third reform partially fulﬁlled its political goals in terms of
reducing the fragmentation level of the party system. But it did not beneﬁt the Democrat
Party as the party anticipated. Although, in theory, SMD should help shape a two-party
system, it does not mean that the two parties will have equal support among the electorate.
In a genuine two-party system like the U.S., one party is usually dominant in one district
or a state despite using a plurality rule. Thus, the third puzzle is why SMD failed to create
6

two major parties with relatively equal size in the system.

1.2 Arguments of the Dissertation: A Question of Party Structure
To account for why the results of the three electoral reforms varied a great deal, I
argue that it is due to the interaction between electoral rules and party structures at the time
of each reform. I deﬁne a party structure as strong or weak depending on whether it is party
or individual politicians that have direct linkages with voters to command votes. When
parties have direct linkages with voters and party labels aﬀect candidates’ electability, the
party structure is strong since parties are able to hold individual politicians together and to
deter defection. By contrast, a party structure is weak when parties cannot command votes
but instead rely on individual politicians, who otherwise own the assets of electability, to
secure votes. Since party leaders must depend on these politicians to win seats, parties are
too powerless to deter defection. Moreover, the success of parties’ electoral coordination
hinges on the willingness of these politicians to cooperate. The willingness, in turn, is
aﬀected by diﬀerent electoral rules.
The ﬁrst reform was successful in reducing the fragmentation level because MMM
removed the obstacles to electoral coordination for parties. By electoral coordination, I
refer to the process by which parties/candidates align to form large parties as a means to
win elections at the district level. This process is called intra-district party coordination
throughout the dissertation. Given that parties relied on individual politicians and the
factions they formed to win seats, eﬀorts to form a large party were hindered by the electoral
system of approval voting (AV) at the district level.

7

AV hindered intra-district party coordination due to its ballot design. AV is “a
system of voting for multicandidate elections that allows a voter to vote for as many candidates as he or she wishes” (Niemi, 1984, 952). Unlike voters in most electoral systems
who only have one ballot, voters in AV systems have multiple ballots at their disposal. A
voter can choose to cast all ballots for candidates of the same party or split the tickets
for candidates of diﬀerent parties. Since party label did not communicate ideological or
policy interests under a weak party structure, voters could not rank parties according to
the interests parties represent. In this situation, voters are likely to split the ticket and
this voting behavior allowed more parties to win seats. For the oﬃce seekers themselves,
as long as parties/candidates were winning seats, their goals were being met. They did not
have an incentive for intra-district party coordination since it did not enhance the chance
of winning.
Replacing AV with a single-member district (SMD) voting system has favorable
eﬀects on intra-district party coordination when party structure stays the same. I argue
that SMD should impel small parties to form large ones because small parties cannot
survive by extra ballots when voters are given one vote under SMD. SMD should have this
eﬀect, especially when voters do not have strict preferences for parties, so parties can merge
without the concern over position or ideological diﬀerences. As a result, intra-district party
coordination under SMD helped the TRT win an unprecedented number of seats in Thai
electoral history that also led to the reduction in the party system fragmentation at the
national level.
The arguments above provide an additional explanation for the rise of the TRT.
The existing theories explaining why and how the TRT won the 2001 election are agent8

based arguments on the one hand, and power centralization on the other. The agent-based
arguments emphasize the wealth of the TRT leader, Thaksin Shinawatra, to the party’s 2001
victory. As a rich businessman, Thaksin had the resources to buy oﬀ strong candidates
and local factions to run for the newly formed party, which made the 2001 election a
foregone conclusion (Ockey, 2003; Phatharathanunth, 2008). On the other hand, the 1997
Constitution strengthened the power of the prime minister, and this power centralization
at the executive branch explains why Thaksin invested so much in the election. Since the
prime minister became a lucrative position with lots of power, it provided a strong incentive
for political entrepreneurs to engage in party aggregation as a means to win state power
(Hicken, 2009). However, both lines of arguments only suﬃciently explain why the TRT
won the 2001 election, but insuﬃciently explain why the party won the election with a large
margin.
Buying candidates is an old tactic used by all would-be prime ministers before each
election. Yet, the eﬀort did not reward parties with a majority of seats until 2001. As I will
explain in detail in Chapter 4, the largest party was only able to win just over 100 seats
in 1996 while the second-largest party not far behind. The TRT, however, won over 200
district seats while the Democrat Party, the second-largest party, had less than 100 seats.
It is doubtful that the seat distribution between the two largest parties could change so
dramatically using the same tactic. Of course, Thaksin might be just wealthy enough to buy
so many more candidates than others could. He was also determined to win the premiership
due to the incentives embedded in the new constitution. But buying candidates does not
mean winning seats since the process has to go through electoral competitions at the district
level, in which electoral rules dictates how winners are produced. This mechanical eﬀect,

9

as explained earlier, aﬀects party coordination at the district level.
Intra-district party coordination can be achieved under a weak party structure because SMD is a strict rule that requires new strategies to increase the likelihood of winning.
However, such cooperation between parties/candidates can be short-lived. Since parties do
not control the assets of electability, which are controlled by candidates instead, opportunistic politicians are free to switch parties in the next election. However, once parties
build direct linkages with voters and party labels become important cues for vote choice,
a party structure turns into a strong one. As parties control the assets of electability and
voters vote for parties instead of for candidates, it activates the role of voters in aﬀecting
election outcomes.
From 2001 onwards, the TRT’s social policies won them consistent support from
the agrarian population. The successful policies helped the party build a direct linkage
with voters, and voters gradually shifted their loyalty from local factions/candidates to the
party. The TRT’s party label began to represent the interests of rural voters, while its major
opposition party, the Democrat Party, attracted urban voters and the southerners. As party
label entered the equation of vote choice, it constrained the movements of local factions
and politicians and strengthened the power of parties relative to factions and candidates.
Voters, on the other hand, changed their voting behavior in the strong party structure. As
voters tended to vote for parties and developed ranked preferences for parties according to
the interests parties represent, it is likely that the majority of voters turn to cast bloc votes
under AV. In this context, an AV electoral game is similar to a SMD game, which tends to
allow two viable parties to exist in district contests. This explains why the 2007 electoral
outcome deviated from the previous experiences and failed to re-create a multi-party system
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in the country.
As diﬀerent social groups ﬁnd representation in parties, the distribution of voter
preferences largely determine the votes that each party can get. Moreover, uncompetitive
parties are disadvantageous under SMD since they are likely to be the victim of strategic
voting.2 The majority of the Thai population still engages in farming, and farmers prefer
the TRT to the Democrat Party. The Democrat Party, therefore, is uncompetitive in
the North and Northeast, two regions that contain the majority of the electorate and the
agrarian population. Supporters of the Democrat Party in these two regions might defect
and vote for viable third parties to avoid wasting their votes. This explains why the third
reform did not result in the Democrats gaining more seats in the parliament.
It is clear that the same electoral system can have diverging eﬀects in diﬀerent party
structures. The arguments also point out that the success of electoral engineering hinges on
the condition pre-existing each electoral reform. Thus, electoral system eﬀects are less likely
to be universal because diﬀerent contexts (party structure and path dependency) come in
to mediate the eﬀects.

1.3 Case Selection and Research Design
The purpose of this dissertation is to explain why electoral system eﬀects diﬀer
in diﬀerent party structures. Thailand is the core case in this study since the country has
2

Strategic voting is a phenomenon when a voter’s preference for parties and her vote choice do not
match (Kawai and Watanabe, 2013, 625). It is expected to occur when a voter’s most preferred party
is not competitive enough to prevent her least preferred party from winning the election. Under such
circumstances, the voter might cast the ballot for her second preferred party in hopes of aﬀecting the
election outcome.
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gone through three waves of electoral reform in which the electoral system has been changed
between AV and SMD. At the same time, the party structure has also changed following
the victory of the Thai Rak Thai Party in the 2001 election. The changing interactions
of party structures and electoral systems provide a quasi-experimental setting conducive
to inspecting the eﬀects of the key factors on party system fragmentation while holding
other confounding variables (social heterogeneity and political institutions) constant. This
research design allows me to compare periods of time in diﬀerent conﬁgurations of party
system fragmentation.
More speciﬁcally, I investigated the eﬀect of the 1997 reform on the 2001 election in
comparison to the previous elections. In this case, the electoral rules changed, but the weak
party structure remained the same. This allowed me to scrutinize whether parties’ eﬀorts
at electoral coordination were aﬀected by diﬀerent electoral systems. The 2007 electoral
reform, on the other hand, re-adopted AV, but by then a direct party-voter linkage had been
created following the TRT’s victory and the 2006 military coup. This allowed me to probe
whether voters changed their voting behavior in the context of strong versus weak party
structure while holding the electoral system constant. As for the eﬀect of the 2011 reform,
I investigated whether diﬀerent electoral systems (AV and SMD) led to the change in party
system fragmentation in the same party structure. In short, the Thailand case provides the
opportunity to compare three before and after eﬀects of key factors while controlling for
other confounding variables.
In addition, the 1997 and 2007 reforms excluded politicians from the process of
choosing electoral systems. Both constitutional drafting assemblies were created outside of
the parliament and had only experts (academics and bureaucrats) and provincial delegates
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design the constitutions. The fact that politicians were excluded from the constitutional
redesigns is important because it allows me to inspect the independent eﬀect of formal
institutions without concerns over the problem of endogeneity. An empirical study by
Colomer (2005) found that when politicians were involved in the process, they tended
to design electoral systems not to create change, but rather to maintain the status quo.
That is, the expected eﬀects of new electoral systems on party system fragmentation had
already existed prior to the electoral system reforms. This ﬁnding, therefore, casts doubt
on the eﬀect of formal institutions on party system fragmentation. However, Thailand’s
institutional redesigns rule out the problem of endogeneity and that this fact makes the
conclusions more convincing.
Although the dissertation studies one country closely, the scope is beyond a onecountry study. Putting Thailand in comparative perspective, I test the ﬁndings from the
Thai case in a cross-national setting. Thus, the arguments concerning the change in the
Thai party system are also applicable to other countries. I applied multi-methods, including
case study, single-country multi-level quantitative analysis, and a large N, cross-national
quantitative analysis to reach the conclusions. The data source includes electoral data, socioeconomic indicators, and survey data. Appropriate statistical models are applied according to the construction of the dependent variable in analysis. I provide detailed descriptions
of the research design in each chapter.

1.4 Signiﬁcance and Theoretical Implications
The existing research on the relationship between party system fragmentation and
electoral systems points out that Duverger’s Law usually do not bear out at the national
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level because the eﬀects of electoral systems are only eﬀective at the district level (Cox,
1997). However, the practices of SMD in newly democratized countries demonstrate that
the rule usually fails to constrain the number of parties even at the district level (Moser,
1999; Bielasiak, 2002; Moser and Scheiner, 2012). The limited electoral system eﬀects are a
result of the poorly institutionalized party systems in these newly democratized countries.
Since parties do not structure votes, voters lack the information necessary to engage in
strategic behavior. Absence of strategic behavior, then, leads to the inﬂation of parties
even under a restrictive electoral system.
The Thai case, however, shows that SMD could constrain the number of parties
in a poorly institutionalized party system due to successful elite coordination. Actually,
the electoral rule had an immediate eﬀect on party system fragmentation exactly because
the party system was less institutionalized. Since parties had no social roots, parties and
candidates could re-align and re-shape the party system without much help from voters.
After parties built direct linkages with voters and politicized social divisions that transcend regional diﬀerences to some extent, the party system became more institutionalized
than before as there was convergence between societal groups and party support. In this
situation, voters join forces to constrain the number of parties by engaging in strategic
behavior. As voters take the lead to determine the number of parties, the role of elites and
their strategic actions become less important to aﬀect the outcome. In this context, party
system fragmentation generally follows the expectations of electoral rules.
Compared with strategic voting, elite decisions are relatively understudied in the ﬁeld
of electoral system eﬀects. The Thai case demonstrates that elites could engage in successful
electoral coordination and brought down party system fragmentation even when the role of
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voters was marginalized in the electoral games. In other words, a less institutionalized party
system is not necessarily associated with high party system fragmentation in the long run.
As this dissertation argues, rational entry should be an important factor that helps bring
down party system fragmentation over time. It is because elites who rely on clientelism to
secure votes are rational calculators and would only enter the contests when there is a good
chance of winning. Although ﬁnancial consideration is a common factor aﬀecting entry
decision, future work should explore other factors that leads elites to stay in or withdraw
from competition. Given that elites play an important role in less institutionalized party
systems, they deserve much attention in such an environment in future research.
The contribution of this dissertation is that it inspects the relative importance of
elites and voters in shaping the party system under diﬀerent party structures. Moreover,
the study also bridges the gap between the study of party politics and that of electoral
system eﬀects. Previous research usually emphasizes one component while underestimating
the eﬀect of the other. This dissertation argues that while investigating the electoral system
eﬀects, party structure and the motivations of parties and candidates should be taken into
account since the interaction between parties and electoral systems is likely to produce
diﬀerent outcomes for party system fragmentation.
Finally, political engineering is considered an eﬀective way to actively guide political
development in developing countries. However, such attempts might be counterproductive
if reformers are not aware of the limits of formal institutions and the exact sources of their
eﬀectiveness in successful cases. Successful political engineering requires strong logical
reasoning and a deep understanding of both formal rules and the political context of a
particular country. In other words, one size cannot ﬁt all, even for the same country at
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diﬀerent times. Therefore, the political engineering strategy under consideration should be
carefully studied and designed before implementation.

1.5 Plan of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized into seven chapters in addition to the introduction.
Chapter 2 provides a theoretical framework and propositions that serve as guides to the
empirical chapters that follow. This chapter theorizes the relationship between electoral systems and party system fragmentation in the context of diﬀerent party structures. Chapters
3 through 6 focus on the three waves of electoral reforms in Thailand. Chapter 3 provides
background information on party structure and the three electoral reforms in Thailand. I
also brieﬂy analyze the outcome of each electoral reform and explain whether the anticipations of reformers have been fulﬁlled and why or why not. Chapter 4 focuses on the ﬁrst
electoral reform and investigates whether the success of the Thai Rak Thai Party can be
attributed to the change in electoral rules. Chapter 5, then, scrutinizes the change in the
Thai party structure after the TRT built a direct linkage with rural voters through social
policies. This chapter also inspects the results of the 2007 and 2011 elections in the new
party structure. In Chapter 6, I compare the eﬀects of strategic behavior of parties and
voters on district-level party system fragmentation across ten elections to infer about the
change in party structure before and after 2001. Looming out from Thailand, Chapter 7
has a large-N, cross-national analysis investigating the relationship between party system
polarization and strategic voting. Chapter 8, then, presents the ﬁndings and provides the
theoretical and policy implications of the dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Theory and Propositions

This chapter provides a theoretical framework for analyzing the conditions under
which electoral systems can cause changes in party system fragmentation. I argue that party
structure is an important intervening variable when investigating this causal relationship.
Since parties must play by the electoral rules as they form party systems, it is necessary
to understand how parties interact with electoral systems to produce the party system
structure. Weak and less institutionalized parties and party systems are found to be less
likely to react to the incentives embedded in electoral systems. This chapter argues that
direct party-voter linkage and the meaningfulness of party labels are the most important
factor explaining why weak parties and less institutionalized party systems fail to react to
the incentives of electoral systems.
More speciﬁcally, the eﬀects of electoral systems on constraining party system fragmentation depend on strategic behavior from parties/candidates, on the one hand, and
voters on the other. Under weak party structure in which party labels do not reﬂect the interests of voters and are thus insigniﬁcant for vote choice, parties mainly rely on candidates
to win seats. Since parties do not appeal to voters directly but instead rely on individual
candidates to secure votes, this indirect party-voter linkage provides little information for
voters to engage in strategic behavior. In this context, the role of voters is marginalized
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and candidates and parties are the key player in the electoral games. Thus, elite strategic
behavior and coordination are the main mechanisms determining the number of parties at
both the district and national levels.
On the other hand, after parties build direct linkages with voters and voters begin to
vote for parties instead of individual candidates; a party structure turns into a strong one.
As party labels signal the interests of societal groups that will be represented, inter-party
competition begins to reﬂect the cleavage structure of a society. The cleavage structure
provides information about the distribution of voter preferences. Given the socioeconomic
condition of a locality, it also provides information about the competitiveness of parties in
that locality. In this context, voters become an important player in the electoral games
as they now have the information necessary for engaging in strategic behavior that helps
electoral systems constrain party system fragmentation.
In what follows, I ﬁrst explain why party label and direct party-voter linkage are
the most important factor that separates a strong party structure from a weak one. I
then explain how the interaction between electoral systems and party structure aﬀects
party system fragmentation. I provide three testable propositions based on my theoretical
framework to account for why or why not the three electoral reforms have been successful,
judged by the anticipations of the reformers. The ﬁndings from these tests will be discussed
in the following chapters.
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2.1 Main Argument: The Importance of Party Label and Direct
Party-Voter Linkage
Studies on the eﬀects of electoral systems on party system fragmentation emphasize the importance of the institutionalization of parties and party systems (Moser, 1999;
Bielasiak, 2002; Moser and Scheiner, 2012). These studies found that the eﬀects of electoral
systems on party system fragmentation are the weakest in countries with less institutionalized parties and party systems. Since weak parties and less institutionalized party systems
are not good at relaying the information necessary for either parties and candidates or voters to engage in strategic behavior, the interaction between parties/candidates and voters
is not suﬃcient for the system to reach the Duvergerian equilibrium. In these cases, party
system fragmentation cannot be constrained by electoral rules.
The Duvergerian equilibrium is an extension of Duverger’s Law eﬀective at the
district level. While Duverger’s Law elegantly summarizes the relationship between a singlemember district (SMD) voting system and a two-party system, the Duvergerian equilibrium
explains how Duverger’s Law works at the district level. Cox (1997) argues that strategic
behavior is necessary on the part of both parties and voters for an electoral system to
produce the Duvergerian equilibrium, deduced as M+1, where M is district magnitude (the
number of seats allocated for each district). That is, in a one-seat district (M=1), there
should be no more than two viable candidates when a Duvergerian equilibrium is reached.
More speciﬁcally, when facing a strict rule like SMD, parties/candidates should coordinate
among themselves to increase the likelihood of winning the only seat. Candidates, as
rational actors, should choose to run under established parties to increase their chances of
winning. Parties, on the other hand, should withdraw from the competition if the chance
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of winning the one seat is slim. Such behaviors, called strategic entry and rational entry
respectively, lead to just a few viable contenders participating in the contest.
Meanwhile, the interests that party labels represent provide the information voters
need to rank their preferences for parties. It is assumed that all types of voter preferences
are represented by parties/candidates, so the possible winners will be common knowledge
for both voters and contenders (Cox, 1997, 77). For instance, the party label of a socialist
party appeals to the working class, while the party label of a conservative party appeals to
wealthy voters. It is likely that a worker will prefer the socialist party to the conservative
party since the socialist party represents the interests of the working class. When such
preferences are commonly known, the competitiveness of parties is also common knowledge
at least based on the socioeconomic condition of a district. In this situation, voters have the
information necessary for engaging in strategic behavior, for example by pouring votes to
the viable parties and candidates. Strategic voting, also known as strategic defection, is thus
another mechanism that helps SMD put downward pressure on party system fragmentation
until there are approximately two parties at the district level.
Strategic behaviors are necessary to reach the Duvergerian equilibrium. But to
engage in strategic behaviors, actors need information. Voters need information about
the vote-choice preferences of other voters. Parties and candidates, in turn, ascertain the
possible front-runners and losers based on the preferences of voters. Voter preferences,
therefore, are the necessary information to facilitate the strategic behaviors. To have that
information, however, it requires that parties cultivate support from a segment of the society
and that party labels convey the information about the interests being represented. When
the preferences of social groups and party support converge, competitions between parties
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are also transparent and open to observation. Voters can decide whether to defect from
their preferred parties when calculating the probability of each party winning seat under
diﬀerent electoral rules. Parties, then, decide whether to withdraw from competitions based
on their predictions about whether they will become the victims of strategic defection.
While the assumption that party labels signal the interests of social groups being
represented is not problematic in most advanced democracies, the assumption encounters
challenges in newly democratized countries where party labels usually do not convey such
information. Parties in the latter environment mainly rely on leaders’ charisma or candidates’ clitentelist networks to secure votes (Mainwaring, 1999; Kitschelt, 2000; Mainwaring
and Zoco, 2007). These are the features of weak parties. Weak or less institutionalized
parties are parties without social roots or positions on social issues (Kitschelt and Smyth,
2002). The impact of weak parties on mitigating the eﬀect of electoral systems is two-fold.
On the one hand, weak parties attract voters with other tactics instead of the interests
they represent; they do not provide the crucial information necessary for voters to engage
in strategic voting. That is, if parties claim to represent voters of a certain societal group,
voters, then, have the information about how other voters will vote based on the socioeconomic construction of a district. By contrast, securing votes through clientelism obscures
the information about how voters will vote since clientelism is usually operated through
personal networks that are complicated and unclear to outsiders.1 Parties, likewise, do
1

Parties can secure votes through clientelism as well. Kitschelt (2000) divides clientelist party-voter
linkage into modern clientelism and individualistic clientelism. The former refers to parties that control
the state funds and are the sole patrons of candidates and voters. The latter refers to parties that rely on
individual candidates who are the patrons of voters. The party structure of the former is stronger than
that of the latter since it is party, not politicians, that command votes. The situation is reversed in the
latter case.
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not have information about which candidates will trail behind and end up with too many
candidates in the contests.
In addition, a weak party also has diﬃculty in engaging in party-candidate coordination. As oﬃce seekers, parties and party leaders have the incentive to engage in electoral
coordination and to win as many seats as possible in order to win state power. Yet, parties’
optimal strategy for winning the maximum number of seats is contingent on the willingness
of those candidates to cooperate. The willingness is, in turn, aﬀected by diﬀerent electoral
rules on which rational candidates rely to calculate whether or not cooperation can increase
the likelihood of winning. To further explain why party-candidate coordination is aﬀected
by electoral systems, let me explain ﬁrst the typical structure of a weak party.
A weak party usually consists of individual candidates who rely on clientelist networks to win seats. The linkage between parties and voters is, thus, formed indirectly
through individual politicians. It is not uncommon that weak parties suﬀer from party
switching, which leads to high electoral volatility from one election to another.2 The reason that weak parties do not have stable support is because parties do not hold the assets
of electability, which are instead controlled by the individual candidates. In some situations, candidates form factions to manage and distribute the assets among members (Cox,
Rosenbluth and Thies, 1999; Bettcher, 2005). These assets include ﬁnance, label, and nomination. Finance provides a candidate resources for campaigning. Label oﬀers cues to voters
by which they can judge the qualiﬁcation of a candidate, including how the candidate will
beneﬁt the district through the party/faction label that endorses the candidate. Nomina2

See Mainwaring (1999)’s discussion on Brazil.
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tion, then, determines who will be given ﬁnancial backing to compete in the election.
When party label is meaningless as a reﬂection of the interests that will be represented, and parties do not have centralized power over ﬁnances and nomination, the party
structure is the weakest. Since parties have to rely on either factions or individual candidates to win seats, they are the secondary players in the electoral games. That is, incentives
embedded in the electoral rules aﬀect the actions of factions and candidates more directly
than they do parties. Since factions and candidates are oﬃce seekers who care only about
winning, they will enact the best strategy for their success as allowed or induced by electoral
rules. That is, electoral formula guild candidates to team up or to cultivate a personal vote
if a candidate’s wish of winning a seat requires such action to achieve the goal (Carey and
Shugart, 1995).
More speciﬁcally, parties have an interest in winning as many seats as possible to
control the state. The candidates have an interest in winning just one seat. The party’s goal
is to recruit viable candidates into the party to maximize the number of seats won by the
party. But candidates might consider this goal as secondary if such coordination does not
aﬀect the likelihood of winning a seat under the electoral rules. Thus, an optimal strategy
for parties is not necessarily the best strategy for candidates given diﬀerent electoral rules.
In other words, electoral coordination between parties and candidates might be subject to
the incentives of electoral rules. Electoral coordination between parties and candidates is
referred to as intra-district party coordination throughout the dissertation. It is a process
by which parties align with candidates or the factions they form in order to win elections
at the district level.
The discussion above indicates that to ascertain the eﬀects of electoral systems
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on party system fragmentation, we need to understand the party structure at hand. To
explain the eﬀects of the three electoral reforms on the Thai party system, I provide three
propositions. Proposition 1 investigates whether and how changing electoral systems aﬀect
party coordination within a weak party structure. Proposition 2 scrutinizes whether a
party system is more responsive to electoral rules when parties can command support
directly from societal groups. Proposition 3 probes the eﬀect of strategic behavior on party
system fragmentation before and after the change in party structure. The ﬁndings from
the Thai case suggest that, in addition to electoral rules, strategic voting also occurs when
the party system is polarized. Putting Thailand in comparative perspective, Proposition 4
hypothesizes a positive relationship between party system polarization and strategic voting.

2.2 Party System Fragmentation and the Electoral Systems of
AV and SMD
Thailand used an electoral system called approval voting (AV) for years before the
ﬁrst electoral reform, in 1997, replaced it with a mixed-member majoritatian (MMM) vote
system.3 The country, however, re-adopted AV in the 2007 reform and replaced it with
MMM again in 2011. Meanwhile, the party structure also changed after the Thai Rak Thai
Party (TRT) built a direct linkage with voters through popular social policies. As politics
became polarized and the TRT and its main opposition party, the Democrat Party, gradually consolidated support from diﬀerent societal groups, the previous weak party structure
has turned into a strong one. In other words, there are four scenarios of party system frag3

MMM has two tiers. The ﬁrst tier uses SMD and the second tier uses PR. The majority of seats were
allocated to the SMD tier.
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mentation when the electoral system alternated between AV and MMM in diﬀerent party
structures.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a two by two table that has the predicted and observed levels of
party system fragmentation in four combinations of electoral systems and party structures.
Conventional understanding of the electoral system eﬀects would predict that party system
fragmentation tends to be high under AV due to AV’s large district magnitude. However,
this dissertation argues that AV should produce high party system fragmentation only when
the party structure is weak. This is because voters tend to split tickets to reward multiple
parties with seats under a weak party structure. By contrast, when the majority of voters
cast bloc votes under AV, AV becomes a grouped SMD game and, therefore, the expected
number of parties should be close to two. Voters, however, tend to cast bloc votes only when
they have strict dichotomous preferences for parties. This condition requires that parties
establish direct linkages with voters and, as a result, voters tend to see the competition
as between parties instead of between candidates. In other words, voters change their
voting pattern under a strong party structure and, thus, the eﬀect of AV on party system
fragmentation is not constant under diﬀerent conditions. As we can see that the observed
fragmentation level (in the parenthesis) is low in 2007 but high between 1986 and 1996,
indicating that the change in party structure explains the outcome.
On the other hand, although the theoretical expectation asserts that SMD should
work to lower party system fragmentation when the district magnitude is reduced to one,
previous research argued that the eﬀect would not happen so quickly (Taagepera, 2002).
The 2001 election is the ﬁrst election that used MMM and, thus, we would expect that the
electoral rule failed to constrain party system fragmentation as politicians and voters learn25

Figure 2.1. Comparison of Theoretical Electoral Systems Eﬀects and the Eﬀects under
Diﬀerent Party Structures

ed to adapt to the new rule. Moreover, SMD was found to fail to constrain the number of parties in poorly institutionalized party systems(Moser, 1999; Moser and Scheiner,
2012). I will argue that the Thai party system was poorly institutionalized as evidenced
by widespread party switching ahead of the 2001 election that results in a high electoral
volatility. However, the 2001 election results show that there is an immediate decrease in
party system fragmentation, which runs counter to the existing literature. I argue that the
immediate eﬀect of SMD is due to successful intra-district party coordination. And parties
could do it exactly because they were weak parties that did not have social roots. In this
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situation, there is no limitations on the alignment of parties. Below, I compare the eﬀects
of AV and SMD on the eﬀort towards intra-district party coordination within a weak party
structure.
Approval Voting and Intra-district Party Coordination
AV is an electoral system that give voters multiple ballots to elect candidates in
multi-seat districts. Voters can cast as many ballots as the district has seats, but cumulative
voting is not allowed (in other words, each candidate can only get one vote from each voter).
However, voters are not required to cast all ballots (partial abstention is permitted). The
candidate who garners the greatest number of votes wins. In other words, AV is a “M thpast-the-post system” and candidates whose votes are on the top-M win seats. AV has
many variants; some have full or limited ballots and some have open or closed ballots.
Thailand’s AV was the kind with full but open ballots. That is, the number of ballots
is equal to the district magnitude (between one and three) and voters cast each ballot
separately for individual candidates. Thus, voters can either cast a bloc vote for candidates
of the same party or split the ballots for candidates representing diﬀerent parties.
The mechanical eﬀect embedded in Thailand’s AV is two-fold. First, the threshold
to win a seat was high due to multiple ballots. Although plurality rule is applied, having
multiple ballots actually requires winners to garner the majority of votes. Since voters have
M votes, to be top-M candidates, the winners need to get votes from a near majority of
voters to win a seat. More speciﬁcally, it is like running in M SMDs simultaneously and
winners have to be on top in at least half of the SMDs. The high threshold ensures that
the winner has majority support. Thus, the system is hailed as strategically proven and is
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said to always elect the Condorcet winner if it exists (Brams and Fishburn, 2005; Laslier,
2009).4 The majoritarian feature of AV means that a candidate cannot rely on a small
portion of voters to win a seat; her support base needs to cover almost the entire M SMDs.
Second, with open ballot, there is no vote pooling within parties. Candidates who bear the
same party banner do not share votes with each other; each is an individual competitor
in the election. Without the mechanical eﬀect of vote pooling, parties that want to boost
their number of seats need to engage in intra-party coordination. That is, candidates of
the same party need to cooperate in order to secure support from the same voter (Carey
and Shugart, 1995, 427).
The incentive to cooperate and coordinate votes among candidates encourages group
formation. That is, candidates of the same party tend to campaign together. Running as
a group is a cost-saving strategy since each candidate in the group can engage in vote
bartering with other candidates who have support bases in other areas. Some candidates
in the group can also be free riders if there is one popular candidate in the group who can
plead for his supporters to cast ballots for other candidates in the group. Running as a
group creates a similar eﬀect to vote-pooling when voters cast bloc votes to all candidates
in the group. When candidates run as a group and voters cast all ballots for a group,
AV becomes a grouped SMD game since the competition among candidates is extended to
become a competition among groups.
When this occurs, a strong group is likely to sweep all seats in the district (Cox, 1984;
Colomer, 2007). Of course, voters can cast ballots for their preferred candidates who do
4

A Condorcet winner is the person who would win in any pair-wise contest against all other candidates.
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not belong to the same group. If a majority of voters choose to split tickets, more than one
party will win seats in the district. In other words, voting in bloc is not a voting behavior
induced by the electoral system per se but induced by party strategy (Colomer, 2007, 268).
Empirical observations found that ticket-splitting districts made up the majority of the twoseat districts in England in the nineteenth century, while in the United States before 1890
almost ninety percent of districts had one party that swept all seats (Colomer, 2007, 268).
The reason that England had a majority of districts ticket-splitting is due to voters’ lack of
dichotomous preferences for parties (Cox, 1984). Thus, the presence of bloc votes depends
on how parties manage coordination among candidates and the preference of voters.
It is clear that the multiple ballot structure under AV has the eﬀect of simultaneously
encouraging and discouraging party coordination at the district level. On the one hand,
multiple ballots require candidates to win a majority of support in a dichotomous ranking.
The mechanical eﬀect impels candidates to form electoral groups as some kind of intradistrict party coordination. However, once groups or parties are formed, multiple ballots
reduce the incentive for further coordination when groups/parties can survive with ticket
splitting. Since groups and parties only care about winning, as long as they can win
seats, their goals have been met. They do not have other incentives for intra-district party
coordination. Under these conditions, multiple ballots have a similar eﬀect to district
magnitude on the number of viable parties. That is, the greater the number of ballots
(district seats) is, the more viable parties are allowed to be in district contests (Cox 1997).
The eﬀect of AV on party coordination tends to be negative when operating in a
weak party structure. Since party label does not convey interests, it is diﬃcult for voters
to have a dichotomous preference for parties. The lack of dichotomous preferences tends to
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lead to ticket splitting, which in turn allows more parties to survive, hindering intra-district
party coordination. With these conditions in mind, I will next discuss how replacing AV
with SMD aﬀects party coordination at the district level.
Intra-district Party Coordination under SMD
Replacing AV with SMD can encourage intra-district party coordination in two ways.
On the one hand, SMD makes races more competitive by reducing the number of ballots to
one. This ballot structure creates the incentive for coordination since parties can no longer
rely on extra ballots to survive; they have to be the most preferred parties in order to get
the only ballot from each voter. However, such coordination eﬀorts might be weakened
when allying parties have to negotiate over the nominees, who must compete for a small
number of seats. Even though they can reach an agreement, intra-party coordination is
important for the likelihood of winning a seat. Since candidates from the same party vie
for the only vote from each voter, intra-party competition might make the alliance fragile.5
The small district magnitude under SMD, therefore, adds another beneﬁcial condition to intra-district party coordination. Since an M-seat AV district is divided into M
SMDs, candidates of the same party no longer compete in the same district but diﬀerent
districts under SMD. For oﬃce seekers, as long as they can secure the nomination in the
districts where they have a good chance of winning, concerns over the new cooperation
should be removed, which makes coordination easy to achieve. It is even more likely for
5

This is the electoral game under Single Non-transferable Vote System. Studies on the electoral system
have found that candidates from the same party usually relied on diﬀerent groups of voters to secure seats
(Cox, Rosenbluth and Thies, 1999). Therefore, in reality there was not much intra-party competition and
several factions could still co-exist since the demarcation of the support base for each candidate was known
beforehand and respected.
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intra-district party coordination to take place when parties do not have ideological or policy
diﬀerences. When the United Kingdom abolished all multi-candidate districts in 1950, there
was no party merging between the central and the left/right parties (Norris, 1995). The
Liberal Democrats is still a viable third party occupying the central position. The ability of
candidates to represent distinct voting pools is one reason for a lack of party coordination
transcending the left/central or right/central divisions. By contrast, in an environment
where parties do not compete over policies, party coordination is likely to happen since
there is no limitation on the alignment between parties.
The small size of SMD is also conducive to parties and candidates with minority
support winning seats. Parties and candidates need to have a majority of support under
AV to win seats, so over time parties with only minority support will be driven away from the
competition. With SMD, those parties and candidates can re-organize and challenge those
dominant parties and groups. In other words, SMD also encourages minority representation
(Colomer, 2007). This feature should beneﬁt candidates that do not have large support
bases.
The TRT was successful at intra-district party coordination because SMD provided
two beneﬁts that cleared the obstacles for such eﬀort that was previously hindered under
AV. Thus, to account for the outcome of the ﬁrst electoral reform, Proposition 1 provides
a general statement of how AV and SMD aﬀect party coordination and, thus, party system
fragmentation. Note that the proposition is more probable in the structure of weak parties
in which party labels do not convey the interests of citizens being represented and, thus,
parties can merge without the concern over position diﬀerences.
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Proposition 1: Party structure and electoral systems interact to aﬀect party system fragmentation. When the party structure is weak, AV hinders intra-district
party coordination that leads to high party system fragmentation. Replacing
AV with SMD facilitates party coordination and that it tends to result in low
fragmentation.

2.3 Party System Fragmentation and Social Cleavages
After winning the 2001 election, the TRT continued to win the 2005, 2007, and
2011 elections even though the party has been disbanded and changed it name twice.
The party’s successive victories indicate that the 2007 and 2011 electoral reforms failed
to change the political landscape that was dominated by the party. As shown in Figure 2.2,
the fragmentation levels remained low in 2007 and 2011 despite using diﬀerent electoral
rules. I argue that the change in party structure is the cause. After parties establish
direct linkages with voters and claim to represent the interests of societal groups, a weak
party structure turns into a strong one. In this situation, voters change their behavior and
become an important player in the electoral games. In other words, when parties claim
to represent the interests of certain societal groups, social cleavages are politicized and
particized to aﬀect the electoral arena. The process of politicization and particization is
the precondition for social cleavages to have eﬀects on the number of parties in a party
system (Cox, 1997, 26).
The eﬀects of formal institutions and social cleavages on determining the number
of parties in a party system have long been a source of debate in electoral and party politics. Studies based on the rational-institutionalist perspective assert that electoral systems
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can constrain the eﬀects of social cleavages (more speciﬁcally, of ethnic divisions) on the
fragmentation of party systems (Amorim Neto and Cox, 1997; Clark and Golder, 2006;
Ordeshook and Shvetsova, 1994). By contrast, some scholars contend that party system
fragmentation is the reﬂection of the social cleavages of a polity (Rokkan and Lipset, 1967).
The latest research, however, suggests that the eﬀect of electoral systems should be analyzed
in the context of the structure of social cleavages, the duration of democratic experiences,
the level of party system institutionalization, and the depth of partisanship (Moser and
Scheiner, 2012; Ferree, Powell and Scheiner, 2013). In other words, the eﬀects of electoral
systems on party system fragmentation are not deterministic but are contingent upon other
factors.
The seemingly contradictory research ﬁndings indicate that the eﬀects of electoral
systems come with conditions. More specially, I argue that the relationship between social
cleavages and electoral systems is conditioned by party structure. Parties having party
labels that represent voters’ interests are the most important element that connects the
diﬀerent ﬁndings. On the one hand, arguments regarding formal institutions are based on
the assumption that voters have preferences for parties and that they will act strategically
(or not) when facing diﬀerent electoral rules. The assumption expects that parties represent
the preferences of voters, which involves the development of social roots. If the interests
of diﬀerent societal groups are represented by parties and conveyed by party labels, the
inter-party competition reﬂects the structure of social cleavages of a society.
On the other hand, this argument about social cleavages bears on the convergence
between social cleavages and party support. Although social cleavages provide the structure
for party competition as parties strive to represent the interests of diﬀerent social groups,
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the convergence does not appear automatically; political parties are needed to politicize
social cleavages and to map the cleavage structure onto the party system. This requires
that parties mobilize support from societal groups that they claim to represent. In Western
Europe, for instance, the emergence of the national party system was closely related to
the emergence of left-right social cleavages that transcended regional divisions during the
process of state building and industrial revolution (Rokkan and Lipset, 1967; Caramani,
2004). Parties, as rational actors and oﬃce seekers, mobilized and appealed to diﬀerent
societal groups to secure votes and win state power (Sundquist, 1983; Chhibber and Torcal,
1997). In other words, inter-party competition helps map the cleavage structure onto the
party system and this cleavage structure interacts with electoral systems to determine the
number of parties in a polity.
When parties and social cleavages converge, vote choice is predictable based on
voters’ social background. The convergence also provides information about the distribution
of voter preferences in a polity. Studies on the relationship between social characteristics
and vote choice are abundant in western democracies. In the United States, scholars found
that membership in a social group and social attributes were strong predictors of vote choice
(Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet, 1944; Campbell et al., 1980; Lewis-Beck et al., 2009). In
western Europe, diﬀerent societal groups have been found to consistently support speciﬁc
parties that represent their interests (Lijphart, 1981; Evans, 2000; Elﬀ, 2009).6
The relationship between social cleavages and party support is the main reason that
6

There are also arguments stating that voting behavior based on class and religion is in decline in several
European countries. See Clark, Lipset and Rempel (1993); Dalton (1996); Dogan (1995); De Graaf, Heath
and Need (2001).
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parties and party systems are responsive to electoral rules. This is because voters enter the
electoral games and help determine the number of viable parties in a system. Recall that
AV inﬂates the number of parties under a weak party structure because the majority of
voters split tickets to reward multiple parties with seats. Voters split tickets because they
lack dichotomous preferences for parties. However, when party labels signal the interests
being represented, voters begin to develop preferences for parties. As a result, voters see
the competition as between parties and tend to bloc vote. As discussed earlier, when the
majority of voters casts bloc votes, an AV game becomes a grouped SMD game, which
should constrain the number of viable parties to be close to two. This is exactly what
happened in the 2007 election as the successor party of the TRT and the Democrat Party
together controlled over 80 percent of the parliamentary seats.
The anticipation that re-adopting AV would create a multi-party system ignores the
role of voters in the electoral games. The result of the 2007 election was a surprise to
the reformers since it deviated from the previous experiences. As I will discuss in detail
in Chapter 3, the reason of re-adopting AV was because the electoral system produced a
multi-party system in the country for decades. As a result, AV was related to multipartism
and thought as a right choice given that the purpose of the reform was to break up the
TRT and to have more parties in the parliament to counterbalance the TRT. The election
result indicates that the reformers did not know the real cause of ticket splitting/bloc
voting or they did not expect that voters would change their voting pattern. In either case,
underestimating the role of voters explains why the 2007 reform failed to fulﬁll its political
goals.
On the other hand, when parties represent the interests of social groups, the dis35

tribution of the preferences (and of the social groups) largely determines the vote share
that each party can get. As I will discuss in detail in Chapter 5, the distribution of voter
preferences does not favor the Democrat Party. The Democrat Party, as the representative
of the conservative forces, replaced AV with MMM ahead of the 2011 election in hopes
that the supporters of small parties would defect to vote for it. The anticipation, however,
is based on the premise that the party is competitive enough to allure voters who do not
wish to waste votes on hopeless parties. Given that the party and its positions are not
attractive to voters in the North and the Northeast, two regions that contain the majority
of the electorate, the Democrat Party is more likely to be the victim of strategic voting
than being the beneﬁciary. The outcome of the 2011 election conﬁrms this conjecture since
the party won slightly fewer seats than it did in the 2007 election.
To sum up, the last two reforms failed to fulﬁll their political goals because voters
and their preferences were not taken into account in the selection of electoral rules. Voters
become an important player in the electoral games due to the convergence between societal
groups and party support. As party labels signal the interests being represented and become
the cues for vote choice, voters change their behavior and engage in strategic voting. This
changing behavior helps the electoral systems of AV and SMD constrain the number of
parties in the party system.

Proposition 2: The convergence between social cleavages and party support
transforms a weak party structure into a strong one. As a result, voter behavior
changes and both AV and SMD tend to reduce party system fragmentation
through strategic voting.
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Combining Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, it is apparent that the eﬀects of AV
and SMD on party system fragmentation are contingent on party structure. With strong
party structure in which party labels signal the interests of societal groups, the eﬀects of AV
and SMD on fragmentation are equivalent; both result in fewer viable parties. By contrast,
AV leads to high fragmentation in weak party structure due to ticket splitting that hinders
intra-district party coordination. Replacing AV with SMD in the same structure facilitates
coordination that lowers the fragmentation level.

2.4 Strategic Behavior and Party Structure
The discussion above indicates that the Thai party system has been transformed
since 2001 after parties built direct linkages with voters and party labels became signiﬁcant
for vote choice. The importance of party labels for vote choice is what I use to distinguish
weak parties from strong ones. Given that the change in party structure is the key variable
that I use to explain diﬀerent outcomes, it is necessary to corroborate that it is the cause.
Since I do not have indicators that can directly measure the strength of party structure, I
instead infer the change from the strategic behaviors of elites and voters, which are observable. If there is change in party structure before and after 2001, we shall see that strategic
behaviors of elites and voters assert diﬀerent degrees of importance to aﬀect fragmentation.
That is, elite behavior should play a key role in determining fragmentation level in weak
party structure, while voters are the key player in strong party structure.
As argued earlier, the role of voters is marginalized in the electoral games when
party labels do not convey the interests of societal groups that will be represented. In
this situation, elite coordination is the main mechanism determining the fragmentation
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level. Elite coordination has two sorts, however. While intra-district party coordination
reduces the number of viable parties on a large scale at one point in time, rational entry of
parties/candidates lowers the fragmentation level gradually over time. Intra-district party
coordination is what I argue to reduce the number of parties at the national level in 2001.
However, as shown in Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1, the eﬀective number of parties at the national
level was decreasing between 1986 and 1996, the period when AV was in use.
The gradual decrease in party system fragmentation was mainly due to rational
entry. If candidates rely on clientelist networks to secure votes, they should be more likely
to engage in rational entry because maintaining such networks is costly. When the likelihood
of winning a seat is slim, rational parties and candidates should choose to withdraw from
the competition to avoid wasting resources. The evidence of rational entry should appear
post hoc when the size of clientelist networks adjusts to reﬂect the share of votes the winner
received in the last election. The winner’s vote share, therefore, provides information about
the likelihood of winning to the potential challengers in the next election. Thus, the initial
fragmentation of the party system might be high due to the lack of strategic voting, but
the number of contestants should decrease with each election cycle.7
On the other hand, after party structure becomes strong as party labels represent
the interests of societal groups, voters begin to develop ranked preferences for parties and to
care about election results. Voters’ preferences provide the information about the competitiveness of parties in the contests. In this context, voters can derive the information about
parties’ competitiveness from the socioeconomic construction of their districts and engage
7

See Cox’s (1997, 173-78) discussion on Japan.
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in strategic behavior that brings down the fragmentation level. As a result, strategic voting
should become more important than rational entry to aﬀect fragmentation. Figure 2.4 illustrates the expected role played by elites and voters under weak and strong party structures.
Proposition 3 provides a general statement of how actions taken by elites and voters assert
diﬀerent levels of importance to aﬀect party system fragmentation at the district level.

Proposition 3: In a strong party structure, strategic voting is the main mechanism to aﬀect party system fragmentation. In a weak party structure, rational
entry is the main mechanism to bring down party system fragmentation.

Figure 2.2. Expected Importance of Strategic Action in Diﬀerent Party Structures
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2.5 Beyond Electoral Systems: Party System Polarization and
Strategic Voting
When social cleavages are mapped onto the party system, party system fragmentation tends to reﬂect the cleavage structure. Moreover, the positions parties take dictate
the level of party system polarization. Party system fragmentation (the number of parties)
and party system polarization (ideological distance among parties), therefore, summarize
the characteristics of a party system (Sartori, 1976). In theory, party system fragmentation
and party system polarization might be positively related; that is, the more fragmented a
system is, the more polarized the system should be. In reality, it is found that the two
dimensions are not correlated; more parties does not indicate that the ideological distance
between parties is large (Dalton, 2008). This observation is especially true when a party
system is full of small, regional, and non-ideological parties. In most newly democratized
countries, it is more common to see a highly fragmented system without a clear pattern of
inter-party competition based on the diﬀerence in ideology or policy positions.
The Thai party system used to be dominated by numerous localized and nonideological parties. However, the party system began to change in both fragmentation
and polarization since 2001. The party system at present can be characterized as a twoparty system with the TRT (and its successor parties) and the Democrat Party representing
the interests of the agrarian population and the conservative forces. The convergence between social cleavages and party support changed voter behavior as voters began to engage
in strategic voting to help SMD/AV constrain the number of parties. However, I found
that strategic voting also occurred in the PR tier even though the incentives for such action
were weak under PR. The result indicates that voters might face other incentives that led
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them to vote strategically in addition to those induced by electoral systems.
Investigating why strategic voting occurs under PR, scholars argue that concerns
about the post-electoral government formation and policy consequences lead voters to defect
from their most preferred parties (Abramson et al., 2010; Kedar, 2005). Since voters care
about not only the election results at the district level but also policy consequences at the
national level, voters have additional incentives to vote strategically. Although formulas
that allow parties to win seats with a low threshold are likely to encourage small parties to
enter the contests (because the incentive for rational entry is weak), voters tend to avoid
wasting votes on those parties. Since there are usually more parties in the contests using
PR than in those using the ﬁrst-past-the-post (FPTP) system, strategic defection is also
likely to happen under PR.
I further argue that the incentive for strategic voting becomes stronger when the
party system is highly polarized. If voters feel the need to defect because they are concerned
with policy outcomes, the need becomes more urgent when politics is polarized and elections
are perceived as a zero-sum game. More speciﬁcally, when politics becomes polarized and
electoral competition becomes intense; the most important thing for a strategic voter is
to cast a vote that would change the election outcomes instead of being wasted. In other
words, a strategic voter must feel that her role is pivotal and that her vote counts to aﬀect
the outcome. A highly polarized party system enhances such feeling and, therefore, should
leads voters to vote strategically. In short, strategic voting should be more likely to occur
in a polarized party system even under PR.

Proposition 4: The more polarized a party system is, the more likely strategic
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voting is to occur, even under PR.

2.6 Conclusion
This chapter provides a theoretical framework for analyzing the relationship between
electoral systems and party system fragmentation. I argue that party structure is an important intervening variable in the causal relationship. When party labels are meaningless
in terms of signaling which voters’ interests will be represented, parties’ eﬀorts at electoral
coordination are hindered by AV due to the multiple ballot structure and large district
magnitude. This is because voters tend to split tickets when they lack dichotomous preferences for parties and parties can survive because of those split tickets. As oﬃce seekers,
as long as parties can win seats, they do not have further incentives for party coordination
since such eﬀort will not enhance the chance of winning. However, SMD impels parties to
coordinate when ballots are reduced to one. With only one ballot, parties are more likely
to engage in intra-district coordination in order to secure the only ballot from each voter.
Reducing the size of the district magnitude further removes intra-party competition as an
obstacle to party coordination.
Once party labels become important in aﬀecting vote choice, voters join parties and
candidates as important actors in aﬀecting election outcomes. As parties come to represent
the interests of diﬀerent social groups, party label becomes meaningful and conveys the
information necessary for voters to engage in strategic voting. Moreover, when parties
develop support from societal groups and begin to polarize the party system, voters care
about the election result even more and engage in strategic behavior as a result. This
should also be evident even in PR electoral systems.
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The propositions will be tested in the following chapters. Chapter 4 discusses the
test of Proposition 1 in terms of party coordination under diﬀerent electoral rules. Chapter
5 discusses the test of Proposition 2 in terms of party support and social cleavages. Chapter
6 discusses the test of Proposition 3 with regard to whether strategic actions taken by elites
and voters assert diﬀerent levels of importance in aﬀecting party system fragmentation
before and after 2001. Putting Thailand in comparative perspective, Chapter 7 discusses
the test of Proposition 4 regarding the relationship between party system polarization and
strategic voting. In the next chapter, I provide background information on party structure in
Thailand and a descriptive analysis explaining whether electoral reforms have accomplished
their intended goals and why or why not.
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Chapter 3
Electoral Reforms and Change in Party Structure

Recent electoral reforms in East and Southeast Asian countries aimed to guide parties to form cohesive organizations so that they could better channel citizens’ preferences
to the polity (Reilly, 2007; Scheiner, 2008). Thailand joined this trend of electoral reforms
in 1997 when a new constitution was promulgated. The country then changed its electoral
system twice more, in 2007 and 2011. The purpose of the three electoral reforms was to
remedy the problems within the Thai party system at the time. Judging by the goals of the
reformers, the 1997 electoral reform was a successful one, since afterwards strong parties
and a stable party system seemed to emerge. The last two reforms, however, failed to
achieve the reformers’ goals of undermining the political forces behind the Thai Rak Thai
Party.
I argue that these diﬀerent outcomes can be explained by the varying eﬀects of the
electoral reforms on the changing structure of Thai parties. The 1997 electoral reform
constructed an environment that encouraged rival local factions to merge into large parties
at the district level and which undermined the power of local factions; the last two electoral
reforms failed to undo that strategic environment. The TRT’s social policies have made
voters shift their support from local factions to the party and voters also changed their
voting behavior accordingly. As voters developed ranked preferences for parties, they tended
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to cast a bloc vote under AV. Moreover, voters also came to care about election results and
engaged in strategic behavior that helped AV and SMD constrain the fragmentation level of
the party system. The convergence between societal groups and party support was strong
enough to survive short-term interventions and political engineering.
This chapter provides background on the Thai party system and the electoral reforms
of 1997, 2007, and 2011 in order to lay the foundation for the empirical analyses in the
following chapters. Applying the theoretical framework outlined in the previous chapter,
this chapter provides a descriptive analysis to explain the relationship between the Thai
party system and these electoral reforms. The chapter begins with the characteristics
of Thai parties, focusing on the trilateral relationship, comprised of local factions, party
factions, and parties, within the party structure and the changing nature of the party-voter
linkage over time. Taking the 2001 election as the watershed, I explore how and why the
trilateral relationship changed with each electoral reform. I also discuss what eﬀects the
reformers expected each of the electoral rule changes to have on parties and the party
system. I then analyze whether those intentions were realized and why and why not.

3.1 Parties, Party Factions, and Local Factions
Students of Thai politics are very familiar with the features of the Thai party system. Before 2001 the Thai party system was an unstable multi-party system (Hicken, 2009,
2006b). The system was unstable in the sense that the electoral fortunes of major parties
could change dramatically from one election to another due to party switching by politicians. Multi-partism, then, led to fragile coalition governments plagued by internal ﬁghts
among party factions and allied parties over cabinet portfolios (Chambers, 2005). While
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much of the blame falls to political parties for their failure to become organized entities and
to discipline members (Ufen, 2008; Kuhonta and Hicken, 2011), political groups or factions
within parties are a variable that cannot be ignored. Party factions and factionalism are key
factors in explaining various electoral and political outcomes in many countries (Morgenstern, 2001; Cox and Rosenbluth, 1993; Cox, Rosenbluth and Thies, 1999), and Thailand is
one of them. To understand which aspects of Thai parties and the party system the electoral
reforms tried to change, it is especially necessary to understand the trilateral relationship
comprised of local factions, party factions, and parties.
Factions within parties are a key variable in explaining the stability of coalition
governments and electoral outcomes in Thailand (Chambers, 2008, 2005; Ockey, 1994, 2003;
Nelson, 2007). By factions within parties, I refer to those groups organized by the members
of the parliament (MPs) based upon diﬀerent types of commonalities. Some MPs form
factions based on ideological similarity and some based on kinship and regional linkages.
But more often than not, MPs form factions to secure ﬁnancial and electoral support (Ockey,
1994). Of the diﬀerent kinds of factions, these are often the most organized. I distinguish
this type of faction from others since the primary goal of these factions is to win elections
at the district level.
Factions organized to win district seats are called phuak in Thai, a word referring
to group or community (Nelson, 2007). These factions are usually geographically bounded
since their primary goal is to help members win parliamentary seats. Thus, unlike other
types of factions, these factions are formed before their members become MPs. In order to
diﬀerentiate this type of faction from others, I will refer to them throughout the dissertation
as local factions; the rest I will refer to simply as party factions. Local factions are the
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logical result of an approval voting (AV) electoral system. As explained in the Chapter 2,
for oﬃce seekers competing under AV, the optimal strategy is to run as a group. Forming
a group to share resources, including electoral networks, is the best strategy for electoral
success.
Local factions are qualitatively diﬀerent from party factions for several reasons.
First, local factions are geographically bounded and tight-knit. They are tight-knit because
local faction leaders control electoral resources, including campaign funds and the local
electoral networks. The electoral network is a system of election canvassers (hua khanaen
in Thai, meaning literally the head of votes) (Ockey, 1994). Vote canvassers are individuals
who hold positions of inﬂuence with regard to vote choice. They include village heads, local
assembly members, teachers, public oﬃcials, etc. The system of vote canvassers is the most
valuable asset of any local faction. To maintain a functional and eﬀective vote-canvasser
system, local faction leaders need to invest considerable ﬁnancial and human capital into
the system.
In terms of human capital, the principal vote canvassers are tied to local faction
leaders through blood linkage and personal and business relations. When it is not election
season, these individuals help solve problems of local concern on behalf of local factions.
Local problems, such as repairing a rice mill or sponsoring religious activities, usually involve
ﬁnancial outputs. During election time, principal vote canvassers help recruit canvassers
who assist distributing money and gifts to voters in villages. The system has a decentralized
organization in which only the principal canvassers or the intermediaries at the upper level
have close ties with local faction leaders (Callahan and McCargo, 1996, 383). Although
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the system is usually tied through patron-client relations1 at each level, vote canvassers at
the lowest level have the most distant relationship with faction leaders; they usually don’t
know each other personally. Competitions over recruiting these canvassers can be intense
and factions/candidates usually recruit them even though they know the canvassers also
work for other candidates, just to avoid the canvassers campaigning against them. It is
apparent that the cost of establishing an eﬀective vote-canvasser system is substantial.
The second feature of local factions is that they control the nomination process
(Nelson, 2007, 128). When a general election approaches, a local faction leader will decide
the MP candidates for the group and under which party banner the group will run. Since
the 1986 election, candidates have been required to bear a party label when competing in
elections. This regulation gives local faction leaders leverage in negotiations with party
leaders about the beneﬁts of their faction being chosen to represent the party at the local
level. It was common that party leaders “bought” strong local factions to represent the
party (Connors, 1999). Because local factions control the assets of electability, including
ﬁnancial resources, electoral networks, and reputation, nomination is the ticket to victory.
Local faction aﬃliation is more important than party aﬃliation since Thai voters, especially
rural voters, usually cast their ballots based on whether the candidates are the sons of the
soil (localism) and whether the candidates have done enough good deeds for the community (Walker, 2008). Local faction aﬃliation, therefore, provides cues to voters about the
qualiﬁcation of the candidates through the linkage local factions build with voters.
After being elected to the parliament, diﬀerent local factions within the national
1

Patron-client relations refer to unequal power and status between a patron and his client, where the
principle of reciprocity is used to maintain loyalty. See Kaufman (1974).
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party team up to form party factions to negotiate with the current and would-be prime
minister over portfolio distribution. Given that these Thai parties did not compete along
ideological cleavages and policy positions, but instead politicians relied on clientelism to
secure votes, obtaining lucrative cabinet positions helped secure resources back home to, in
turn, cultivate votes (Chambers, 2008, 2005). To make sure that each party faction within
the governing party got a fair share of the pie, cabinet seats were distributed according
to the number of MP seats contributed by each party faction. This quota rule provided
the incentive for local factions and MPs to cooperate for common interests. Some might
argue that the quota rule was usually not strictly applied since politicians could get cabinet
positions through close ties with the prime minister. However, having a large party faction
creates leverage to negotiate and to justify the fair share of the cabinet positions. A big
party faction also makes a walk-out more threatening since it will greatly reduce the seats
controlled by the governing party.
Although MPs formed party factions for common interests, such coalitions were
fragile and haphazard since mutual beneﬁt was the primary factor that glued faction members together (Ockey, 1994). For party faction members, faction banners were useful when
negotiating with party leaders and the prime minister over resources, but they contributed
little to electability. Although party factions might have been a source of ﬁnancial support
and information helpful for winning elections, party factions did not have power over nominations. Moreover, there were other funding sources available and party faction members
might switch to another faction if their faction leader failed in the ﬁght for cabinet positions. Suﬃce to say that party factions play an indirect role of ensuring one’s electability
since the main function of party factions is to secure resources for MPs to cultivate votes
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back home.
It is not diﬃcult to see that Thai parties were weakly structured because they were
coalitions of coalitions. Since no Thai party managed to win over half of the parliamentary
seats, any winning party had to form a coalition government with other parties. Moreover,
once a coalition government was formed, the governing party could not curb party switching
by party factions or walk-outs by other parties of the coalition. The prime minister and his
party were weak because they had to depend either on other parties or on factions within
their own party in order to hold on to the position. Moreover, a politician’s party label
played little role in vote choice and hardly aﬀected one’s electability.2 In short, parties
neither monopolized ﬁnancial resources nor could they control nominations, which made
them the weakest among the three components of the party structure. However, the role of
parties began to change after 2001. The change came after the promulgation of the 1997
Constitution and the rise of the Thai Rak Thai Party (Thais Love Thais, or TRT).

3.2 Electoral Reforms and the Trilateral Relationship
Between 1997 and 2011, Thailand changed its electoral system three times. The ﬁrst
electoral reform took place in 1997 in the midst of the ﬁnancial crisis. The reform was a
part of the grand political reform that led to the promulgation of the 1997 Constitution.
The second electoral reform, also a part of a political reform, was in 2007 after the 2006
military coup that toppled the TRT government and abolished the 1997 Constitution.
The 1997 and the 2007 political reforms were conducted through the Constitution Drafting
2

The only exception is the Democrat Party, which has loyal support from the southerners.
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Assemblies. The assemblies had representatives from each province and from across diﬀerent
occupational sectors. Both drafting assemblies barred members of political parties from
being representatives. Since parties and politicians were thought to be too self-interested,
corrupt, and the source of poor governance in Thailand, they were the key problem that
the drafting assemblies tried to ﬁx through political reforms (Tamada, 2008; Nelson, 2009).
The most recent electoral reform, in 2011, was an amendment of the 2007 Constitution
and was initiated by the Abhisit government, which was led by the Democrat Party (DP).
This reform was diﬀerent from the previous two since the interests of political parties –
the Democrat Party in particular – were represented during the selection of the electoral
system.
How did the three electoral reforms aﬀect the trilateral relationship between parties,
party factions, and local factions? More speciﬁcally, how did each electoral reform aﬀect
the strength of the three components in this party structure? By strength, I refer to
how coherent and tight-knit an organization is, measured by the likelihood of defection
by members of each component. Party label, ﬁnancial resources, and nomination are the
key factors aﬀecting a candidate’s electability; whoever controls these three factors is the
strongest in the trilateral relationship. In what follows, I explain which component of the
three was targeted in each cycle of electoral reform and the outcomes. To proceed with the
analysis, I take the 2001 general election as the watershed event that explains the shift in
strength among the components. As Figure 3.1 shows, the vote shares of the top two parties
in each election change dramatically from election to election before 2001. Since 2001, the
top two parties are always the TRT or its successor parties and the Democrat Party. The
high electoral volatility before 2001 is the result of party switching by party factions. The
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vote shares of the TRT and the Democrat Party stabilize after 2001, indicating a change
within the trilateral relationship in that year.

Figure 3.1. National Votes Shares of Major Parties across Elections

The Trilateral Relationship before 2001 and the 1997 Electoral Reform
Although there were several Thai parties that lasted over ten years, most Thai
parties perished after one or two election cycles (Hicken, 2006b).3 The lack of longevity of
parties indicates that most parties did not have enough time to cultivate the value of the
party label. The only exception is the Democrat Party. The Democrat Party has always
3

There are exceptions, however. The Democrat Party was established in 1947 and the Chart Thai Party
(Thai Nation) in 1974. Both parties were viable parties in 2001.
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enjoyed strong and stable support from the South. Nevertheless, most major parties did not
have the power to command stable support over time before 2001. That is, party label was
not an important cue for vote choice, which implies a weak party-voter linkage. A weak
party-voter linkage also meant that parties established the linkage with voters through
other channels.
As discussed above, parties were coalitions and their electoral fortunes depended
on party factions. The most famous story illustrating this is how the Wang Nam Yen
faction, led by Sanoh Thienthong, succeeded in making Chavalit Yongchaiyudh of the New
Aspiration Party the prime minister by switching from the Chart Thai Party (Thai Nation).
Sanoh again moved his faction to join Thaksin Shinawatra’s TRT in 1998. Wang Nam Yen’s
aﬃliation with parties made those parties the winners of the elections. Sanoh even got the
nickname as “the king maker” (Nelson, 2007). This story might indicate that party factions,
Wang Nam Yen in particular, were rather uniﬁed organizations that could hold members
together for common interests. In fact, party faction members might stay together for a
short-term goal, but members were free to leave when their own interests conﬂicted with the
faction leaders’. Given that party factions did not have power over nominations and only
served as an alternative source of funding, their strength during this period was somewhat
exaggerated. Most studies show that party factions were rather fragile and prone to collapse
since faction members only stuck together for short-term beneﬁts (Chambers, 2005; Ockey,
1994). With an open market in which to shop for parties and party factions, there was no
incentive for faction members to stay together and invest in faction building. Moreover,
faction aﬃliation was only valuable for faction members while ﬁghting for cabinet seats,
but had little value in terms of getting party faction members elected.
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Given that local factions controlled resources indispensable to one’s electability, including ﬁnancial and electoral networks, local faction aﬃliation was the most important
asset for oﬃce-seeking candidates. However, since local faction leaders had to invest a lot
of capital into maintaining the assets and polishing the banner so to speak, leaders had to
make defection undesirable. It was not uncommon that local faction members shared close
family ties or personal relations that made defection a disastrous consequence. Local faction membership was exclusive and it was diﬃcult for a non-member to get nominated by
a local faction. The trilateral relationship among parties, party factions, and local factions
before 2001, therefore, tilted to local factions since they controlled the assets of electability.
They also maintained the direct linkage with voters.
The 1997 Electoral Reform: The Transition from AV to MMM
One of the purposes of the 1997 electoral reform was to curb corruption. How does
changing the electoral system from approval voting to a mixed-member majoritarian system
(MMM)4 curb corruption? The answer lies in the vote-canvasser system controlled by local
factions. As mentioned above, maintaining an eﬀective vote-canvasser system requires a
lot of eﬀort involving ﬁnancial and human capital and it was this system that was thought
to be the source of corruption. The reformers reasoned that if candidates did not need to
depend on vote canvassers to secure votes, they would not need to buy oﬀ vote canvassers
and then seek ﬁnancial returns while in oﬃce to oﬀset those costs (Tamada, 2008, 139-143).
The vote-canvasser system, however, is not a direct result of AV, but a tactic induced
4

MMM is a combination of two electoral systems. The ﬁrst tier is SMD and the second tier is a
proportional representation voting system (PR). Voters have two separate ballots to cast for each tier.
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by the voting behavior of Thai voters. Because voters tended to cast votes for someone
they knew, directly or indirectly, vote canvassers acted as middlemen signaling approval
of candidates. However, the multi-seat districts and multiple ballots of AV set a high
threshold for winning a seat as explained in detail in Chapter 2. A candidate needed an
extensive electoral network that covered a wide range of villages and towns to secure votes.
For instance, a three-seat district in a rural province might cover more than one hundred
villages. If each vote canvasser was responsible for two villages, a candidate needed at least
ﬁfty canvassers to do the job. Setting up such an extensive network was costly and it drove
candidates to embezzle public funds to compensate for those expenses once they were in
oﬃce.
To undermine the importance of the vote-canvasser system, a change to the ballot
structure would suﬃce. If ballots are reduced to one, candidates can rely on a small portion
of voters to win a seat even though the magnitude remains the same. Dividing an AV district
into several one-seat districts has the same eﬀect. In both cases, the need for an extensive
electoral network is greatly diminished. MMM was chosen, however, for several reasons.
First, MMM has a small district magnitude (one seat per district) and one vote for each
voter, both of which decrease the need for an extensive vote-canvasser system. Although
vote canvassers are still important for candidates to win seats in the SMD-tier, candidates
do not need an extensive network of vote canvassers to do so. That is, a candidate with a
small network can successfully compete in SMD, making entrance much easier with a low
cost. Second, vote buying does not work in the PR-tier of MMM to increase a party’s votes.
Since the whole state was now a PR district, it was impossible to rely on vote buying to
boost the votes in that tier. Finally, by giving each voter one ballot, the market for votes
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became smaller than when voters had multiple ballots at hand (Selway, 2009; Hicken, 2002).
The result of the 1997 political and electoral reforms was the rise of the TRT. The
TRT won a majority of the parliamentary seats and seemed to be a strong party that could
hold party factions together. The initial performance of the TRT government was also
praised by the reformers as the success of the political reform (McCargo, 2002). Given
that the TRT and the party leader, Thaksin Shinawatra, had become the center of political
conﬂicts in the past decade, scholars probed diﬀerent aspects of institutional changes that
might have helped the TRT win the election in the ﬁrst place. Hicken (2006a, 2009), for
instance, attributes the rise of the TRT to power centralization at the executive branch.
Since the power of the prime minister was strengthened by the new constitution in order to
avoid fragile governing coalitions, it provided the incentive for party leaders to aggregate
small parties into big ones in order to win the grand prize. It explained why Thaksin invested
so much in recruiting strong local factions and candidates ahead of the 2001 election that
brought the party victory (Ockey, 2003).
Yet some argued that the new electoral system, MMM, cleared the way for parties
to encourage local factions to join forces to run elections under the same party banner at
the district level. Successful party coordination helped the TRT put up a large party before
the election (Nelson, 2007). But the small districts of MMM were also said to beneﬁt new
candidates with small electoral networks (Phatharathanunth, 2008, 115). In the Northeast,
for instance, incumbent MPs and non-incumbent MPs contributed almost equal seats for
the TRT. The non-incumbent MPs came from local politicians and vote canvassers who
only had small-scale electoral networks. If the district size or ballot structure had not been
downsized, it would have been diﬃcult for those newcomers to win seats. Thus, the TRT
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won the election because it applied the right tactics for winning seats under MMM. I probe
in detail the association between the TRT’s victory and the institutional changes prior to
the election in Chapter 4.
The Trilateral Relationship after 2001 and the 2007 and 2011 Electoral Reforms
The rise of the TRT has changed the trilateral relationship, giving more power to
political parties. After winning the 2001 election, the TRT merged with the New Aspiration Party and the Chart Pattana Party (National Development) and held more than
250 parliamentary seats, a number exceeding the absolute majority. By 2005 there was no
party that could challenge the TRT in the electoral arena. The TRT consisted of at least
ﬁfteen party factions, but the relationship between the party and its factions had changed.
The TRT’s leadership was strong enough to deter party switching in the 2005 election.
The TRT altered the relationship with its component factions by several means.
First, eﬀective implementation of social policies connected the party directly to its voters. The TRT party label and Thaksin became the vote magnet and loyal supporters were
increasing in number in the North and Northeast regions. Alongside localism and the
qualiﬁcation of candidates, party label entered the equation of vote choice. Due to the popularity of the TRT in these regions, getting nominated by the party and garnering ﬁnancial
support from the party center almost guaranteed a parliamentary seat. The situation had
changed from that of the previous elections when parties had to buy oﬀ strong factions and
candidates to induce them to run under the party banner. Instead, local factions and party
factions were eager to run under the TRT banner (Nelson, 2007). Second, with an oversized party, no party faction could threaten the TRT with walk-outs. Instead, they had
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to stay even if they were not satisﬁed with the distribution of portfolios. Sanoh, the king
maker, was allegedly angry with Thaksin over the portfolio distribution. But his threat of
a walk-out was discredited because most of his faction members had switched to Thaksin’s
faction, which largely undermined his inﬂuence in the TRT (Jansakun, 2009, 49-50). This
indicates that the TRT party label had become the most important factor to electability,
and power was gradually concentrated to the party center.
The 2007 Electoral Reform, from MMM to AV
The TRT’s landslide victory in 2005 ignited the fear of other parties, as well as that
of party factions and local factions. Politicians could not change their party, since they were
in the majority party and no other party could challenge the power of Thaksin and the TRT.
Moreover, the increasingly authoritarian and populist orientation of the government ignited
antagonism from the middle class, spurring demonstrations asking Thaksin to resign (Pye
and Schaﬀar, 2008). The political impasse was resolved by a military intervention and an
ensuing court order to disband the TRT.5 These temporary measures to dismantle the power
structure of the TRT would not have held, however, if a new election were called. Given that
the supporters of the TRT had an electoral majority, the drafters of the 2007 Constitution
agreed that several additional measures should be taken to lessen the possibility of oneparty domination. This time the whole electoral system was targeted and the reformers
changed the MMM electoral system back to AV (Nelson, 2009).
The new AV, however, had a second tier that used proportional representation (PR).
5

The TRT was disbanded and its executive party members were banned from participating in politics
for ﬁve years due to violations of electoral laws. The TRT members who were not banned established the
People’s Power Party and carried the TRT’s platform.
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The PR-tier was divided into eight regional lists without any minimum threshold for winning
seats. The multi-seat districts of AV and the regional list of PR should beneﬁt small parties.
Ahead of the 2007 election, the military urged former TRT party factions to establish new
parties to run against the TRT’s successor party, the People’s Power Party (PPP) (Ockey,
2007). Given the new electoral system, it was expected that the stronghold of the TRT
would be broken at the hands of these small parties. Moreover, AV had produced a multiparty system for Thailand for decades, so it was thought that re-adopting it would help
reinstall the old party system that the reformers preferred (Nelson, 2009). The outcomes,
however, did not live up to these expectations. The PPP still won the election and it
continued to dominate politics. The situation was ﬁnally resolved by disbanding the PPP
and the Democrat Party reaped the beneﬁts, forming a coalition government without an
electoral mandate.6
The 2011 Electoral Reform, from AV to MMM
When the Abhisit/Democrat government approached the end of its term and a new
election was ready to be called, another electoral reform took place. This amendment to the
2007 Constitution changed the electoral system back to MMM. According to the recommendation submitted by the constitutional reform committee, MMM was chosen again because
it gives equal voice to voters and it is also widely used in the world (Constitutional Reform
Committee, 2011, 13-14). Given that SMD has the propensity of rewarding large parties,
the reformers compensated for this by allocating more seats to the PR tier (increasing the
6

The PPP was disbanded by the Constitutional Court in 2008 due to electoral fraud committed in the
2007 general election.
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number from 80 to 125), but re-adopting a national list without a minimum threshold. It
is unclear why the reformers thought MMM would help them achieve their political goals.
Perhaps, it was due to the Democrat Party’s calculations regarding voter behavior. By this
time it was clear that the 2011 election was a contest between the Democrat Party and the
Pheu Thai Party (For Thais), the new incarnation of the TRT. The Democrat Party might
have hoped that voters would vote strategically, abandoning small parties and voting for
the Democrat Party instead, to avoid another coalition government if the Democrats won
the election. Reducing the number of parties in the parliament seemed to be the goal of
the third electoral reform.
If these are the reasons, then certainly the outcome did not live up to the party’s
expectations.7 Actually, the Democrat Party won slightly fewer seats in the 2011 election
than it did in the 2007 election (159 versus 165, respectively). The result indicates that the
Democrat Party had diﬃculty attracting voters outside of its stronghold. Perhaps, because
the Democrat Party and its supporters in the South portray the party as the southerners’
party, voters outside the region may feel excluded (Askew, 2006). Moreover, the Democrat
Party is reluctant to invest in party branches located in the TRT’s strongholds, most of
which are in the Northeast, and so the party has a weak presence in the region (Sirivunnabood, 2010). Given that the majority of Thais live in the North and the Northeast and
voters there tend to vote for the TRT, the TRT supporters outnumber the DP supporters
in the electorate. Thus, seat distribution might change slightly due to diﬀerent electoral
formulas, but election results cannot change dramatically due to the distribution of voter
7

Unlike the previous two political reforms, which excluded politicians, this constitutional amendment
was proposed by the prime minster and passed by a joint session of the House of Representatives and the
Senate on 11 February 2011.
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preferences for each party.
I have argued that the 2007 and the 2011 electoral reforms failed to fulﬁll the anticipations of the reformers. The reason is the increasing value of party labels that directly
connect parties and voters. Party labels came to symbolize the interests the party represents
and voters use them as cues for casting votes. As the TRT and the DP attract supporters
with distinctive social characteristics, social cleavages are mapped onto the party system.
This convergence between social cleavages and party support upholds the party system,
and thus, makes the system less amenable to electoral engineering. This is because voters
changed their behavior as they tended to vote for parties instead of for individual candidates
or local factions. That is, party label is the primary factor determining vote choice. Given
this new party structure and political context, election results can deviate from previous
experiences.
The 2007 electoral reform failed to decrease the seat shares of the PPP/TRT because
voters cast bloc votes that helped the party sweep all seats in a district. Even though the
party had been divided into several smaller ones, small parties did not beneﬁt much from
ticket splitting since voters tended to cast all ballots for one party. The 2011 electoral
reform added further pressure to small parties when the ballots were reduced to one. Facing
a restrictive rule like SMD, small parties had to merge with large ones to retain seats, since
voters tended to pour votes into the most viable parties. It is not surprising to see that
factions that left the TRT in 2007 rejoined the camp in 2011 and helped the party recapture the majority of seats. In short, voter behavior has changed since 2001 due to the
direct party-voter linkage established by the TRT. This strong party structure led to very
diﬀerent electoral outcomes under AV. In addition, the distribution of voter preferences is
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not in favor of the DP. The party is not competitive in the North and the Northeast, two
regions that contain the majority of the electorate. Thus, it is the Democrat Party, not
those small parties, that is likely to be the victim of strategic voting. This explains why
the DP did not win the 2011 election even though the party deliberately chose the electoral
system.

3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, I explain the structure of Thai parties through three components –
parties, party factions, and local factions. The power distribution in this trilateral relationship shifted after the ﬁrst electoral reform. The 1997 electoral reform helped the TRT win
a majority of seats by clearing the obstacles for intra-district party coordination. It also
lessened the need for an extensive vote-canvasser system to win elections, making new entrants more likely to succeed. The TRT took advantage of the beneﬁts of the new electoral
system of MMM to win a large majority of seats unprecedented in Thai electoral history.
Being able to control the majority of seats strengthened the power of the party against
party factions and local factions since the factions only consisted of a small portion of the
party. Any threat of walk-outs could not hurt the party since there were no other parties
that had suﬃcient seats to take over the government. Coupled with the popularity of the
TRT and the gradual convergence between social cleavages and party support, measures to
undermine the political forces behind the TRT and its successor parties failed to live up to
the anticipation of the 2007 and the 2011 electoral reforms.
The frequent electoral reforms in Thailand are a result of the unanticipated outcomes
of institutional change. While each electoral reform aims to remedy the problems created
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by the previous electoral system, the unanticipated outcomes trigger the demand for yet
another reform. However, every reform is path dependent; its result is conditioned by the
context that existed before the reform. Whether a new rule would live up to expectations
is largely determined by those contexts. As another military coup toppled the PT/TRT
government again in May 2014 and a new political reform is underway to overhaul the
political system,8 reformers should correctly diagnose the context and deduce the possible
outcomes of any proposed electoral rule changes.
In the following chapter, I investigate whether MMM helped the TRT win the majority of seats in the 2001 election. By comparing the election results between 1986 and
2001, the chapter provides the empirical evidence that the TRT’s victory can be partly
attributed to the institutional change. In Chapter 5, I show the evidence that there is
convergence between social cleavages and party support by scrutinizing the election results
between 2001 and 2011. Based on the ﬁndings, I explain why the 2007 and the 2011 reforms
failed to meet the reformers’ goals. The changing party structure aﬀected voting behavior by triggering voters to act strategically. I present the ﬁndings regarding the eﬀects of
strategic behavior on party system fragmentation between 1986 and 2011 in Chapter 6.

8

Since November 2013, anti-government demonstrations have been organized to protest against the
government’s amnesty bill. The bill was blocked in the Senate later but the demonstrations continued
to ask the Prime Minister, Yingluck Shinawatra, to resign. A snap election was held in February 2014
but annulled by the Constitutional Court. The anti- and pro-government forces continued to deepen the
political crisis until the Constitutional Court deposed Yingluck and the military stepped in to take over
the government in May.
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Chapter 4
The Rise of the Thai Rak Thai Party and the 1997
Electoral Reform

The 2001 electoral success of the Thai Rak Thai Party has had many consequences
for Thai politics. First, by winning over half of the parliamentary seats, the TRT became
the ﬁrst ruling party that did not need other parties to form a coalition government. Second,
the TRT’s victory greatly reduced the fragmentation of the Thai party system: afterwards
the number of parties in the parliament shrank from four to two and a half. The TRT
was the ﬁrst political party that safely completed a four-year term without a walk-out by
party factions or coalition partners. The stability of the government, in turn, contributed
to the eﬀective implementation of social policies and Thailand’s rapid recovery from the
1997 ﬁnancial crisis. Given the remarkable success of the TRT and its repercussions on
Thai politics, how the TRT achieved their electoral victory in 2001 is an intriguing research
question.
Scholars, in and outside Thailand, have oﬀered diﬀering explanations of the TRT’s
2001 success. While some argued that it was due to a capable politician who came at the
right time, others attributed it to a series of institutional changes after the 1997 political
reform. The TRT’s rise, therefore, has been explained from the perspective of agents and
from the perspective of formal institutions. With regard to the institutional arguments, I
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argue that the TRT’s majority victory was partly due to the change in the electoral system
from approval voting (AV) to a single-member district (SMD) voting system, which, among
other things, made electoral coordination easier for parties.1 With the voting behavior and
party structure at the time, AV hindered strategic coordination at the district level when
ticket splitting was the norm. When ballots and district magnitude are reduced under SMD,
parties can recruit new entrants and engage in electoral coordination more easily than they
can under AV. The TRT was equipped with the assets to win the 2001 election, but the
electoral reform cleared the obstacles to it winning an unprecedented number of seats.
In what follows, I ﬁrst present the outcome of the 2001 election and discuss the
existing explanations for that outcome. I oﬀer my own theory while also providing the
context of party structure at the time. I then test the hypotheses in the following section.
Finally, I discuss the ﬁndings and their implications before concluding this chapter.

4.1 Explaining the TRT’s 2001 Electoral Success
The 2001 election was a critical juncture in Thai politics. For the ﬁrst time, a single
party won a majority of parliamentary seats. As a consequence, the fragmentation of the
party system was largely reduced and the ruling party no longer required other parties to
form a coalition government. The winning party, the TRT, was able to implement its social
policies eﬀectively, without the usual concerns over possible walk-outs by coalition partners
or party factions. The TRT’s success is remarkable when we compare the breakdown of
seats from elections between 1986 and 2001. The number of seats won by the largest and
1

This new electoral system was actually a mixed-member majoritarian (MMM) voting system.
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the second-largest parties was consistently below one hundred seats, while the remaining
parties controlled the majority of seats until 1995. Being unable to win a majority of seats,
the largest party always had to work with other parties to form coalition governments. In
1996 the largest and the second-largest parties were able to win just over one hundred seats
and they still needed other parties to form a government. The ﬁrst time that the largest
party won the majority of seats was in 2001 and the winning party was the TRT, a new
party established in 1998.

Figure 4.1. Breakdown of Seats between 1986 and 2001
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So what factors contributed to the TRT’s great success in 2001? Thai scholars
commonly mention several reasons (Phatharathanunth, 2008, 108). The ﬁrst reason is the
ﬁnancial resources of Thaksin, the leader of the TRT. After the 1997 ﬁnancial crisis, many
candidates had lost their sources of ﬁnancial support, which put them in a weak position
relative to other, expensively run campaigns. On the other hand, Thaksin, a billionaire, had
a lot of money at his disposal to buy oﬀ those candidates to get them to run for his newly
formed party. Moreover, the TRT’s party platform, seen as innovative in party politics in
Thailand at the time, attracted many voters who favored the policies. The only party that
could challenge the TRT at the time was the Democrat Party, the oldest party in Thailand.
However, the Democrat Party was unpopular among voters because of its poor handling of
the 1997 ﬁnancial crisis.2 Coupled with the internal ﬁght in the New Aspiration Party and
the walk-out of the party’s largest faction to the TRT, the result of the 2001 election was
a foregone conclusion (Nelson, 2007).
This line of argument emphasizes that Thaksin and his party were equipped with
the assets to win the election and they entered the political stage at the right time. Although Thailand had just promulgated a new constitution in 1997 that enhanced the power
of the prime minister and changed the electoral system, these institutional factors were
downplayed in this type of argument. In other words, the 2001 election would have had
similar results without the institutional changes of 1997. Hicken (2009), however, argued
that the TRT’s success was partly a result of the 1997 political reform. The 1997 Constitution strengthened the power of the prime minister and this power centralization at the
2

Chuan Leekpai, the chairman of the Democrat Party at the time, formed a new government in 1997
after Chavalit Yongchaiyudh of the New Aspiration Party resigned the premiership.
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executive branch explains why Thaksin invested so many resources in the election. Empowering the prime minster greatly increased the value of the post, raising the stakes of
the political ﬁght. The new constitution, therefore, provided strong incentives for party
aggregation and political entrepreneurs made great eﬀorts to coordinate across districts in
order to win as many seats as possible.
Hicken’s explanation is in line with the party aggregation literature. As Cox (1997)
argues in his extension of Duverger’s Law, the eﬀect of electoral rules is only apparent
at the district level. That is, electoral rules directly aﬀect intra-district coordination, but
have a limited impact on inter-district coordination. Intra-district coordination refers to the
strategic action taken by candidates/parties and voters as a response to electoral rules given
that all actors only care about the result of the current election. Inter-district coordination,
then, is the process by which candidates competing in diﬀerent districts come together to
bear the same party banner. Since such action has little relevance to the candidates’ electoral success at the district level, scholars turn to other factors to explain why inter-district
coordination occurs. For instance, Cox (1997, 186-200) argues that political entrepreneurs
engage in electoral coordination across districts in order to control the executive oﬃce (the
presidency and the premiership). The incentive for politicians to take charge of the state is
further enhanced when the national government centralizes its power that provides access
to large political and/or economic beneﬁts (Chhibber and Kollman, 1998, 2004). Under
this scenario, politicians have incentives to join nationally competitive parties and voters
will vote strategically for national parties at the expense of their preferred local parties.
As politicians join national parties and voters defect from small parties, the result is fewer
parties at the national level.
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The breakthrough of Hicken’s theory of aggregation incentives relates to horizontal
centralization. Horizontal centralization is deﬁned as “...the degree to which power is concentrated within the national government...” (Hicken, 2009, 45, Hicken’s emphasis). When
the executive branch holds state power and does not share it with other branches, it enhances the incentives even more for political entrepreneurs to engage in party aggregation.
In short, the more power the national government has the more likely parties/candidates
aggregate to form large parties in order to control the state.
While these existing theories provide the necessary conditions to account for the
TRT’s 2001 victory, they are insuﬃcient to explain why the party won a majority of parliamentary seats, which was unprecedented in Thai politics. If the TRT hadn’t won a majority
of seats, the TRT would have had to include other parties in the coalition government and
the usual episodes typical of fragile coalitions would have continued. Thaksin would have
just been another leader who rose and then fell with coalition feuding. Winning a majority
of seats was indeed the key to what made the 2001 election a critical juncture. The power
centralization argument explains why agents made eﬀorts to coordinate across districts but
it does not explain how actors did it. The agent argument ﬁlls this gap since it provides an
explanation of how the TRT won – by buying oﬀ candidates. This is not a new tactic; every
winning party has needed to negotiate with candidates and the factions they formed ahead
of the election to induce them to run under the party banner. Candidates or factions, on
the other hand, would choose a party based on the likelihood of it winning in order to gain
access to government resources (Ockey, 2003). This history of cooperation between party
leaders and candidates/factions also indicates that actors engaged in party aggregation to
some extent before the constitutional change. That is, the incentive to aggregate was al-
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ready there and Thai party leaders did make eﬀorts to form large parties. The question,
then, is why their eﬀorts were not rewarded sooner.
Until 1996, the largest party was only able to get just over one hundred seats, with
the second-largest party not far behind. It is doubtful that the breakdown of seats between
the largest and the second-largest parties could have changed dramatically in the 2001
election with parties using the same tactics. Of course, Thaksin’s wealth is critical; he was
rich enough to buy many more candidates than the others could. However, this explanation
ignores other important players in the electoral arena, such as candidates and their factions
that won seats for parties. Given that party leaders had to rely on these candidates/factions
to win state power, how the TRT incorporated the candidates/factions is far beyond what
wealth can explain. After all, buying candidates/factions does not directly translate into
winning seats; the process is mediated by an electoral system that dictates how votes are
transformed into seats, which, in turn, might aﬀect the willingness of candidates/factions
to cooperate with party leaders.
All that being said, we need another theory that can suﬃciently explain the rise of
the TRT and its grand success in 2001. While not denying the importance of other factors
mentioned above (incentives and agents are signiﬁcant to the outcome), this chapter argues
that SMD adds another factor explaining why the TRT could win with a large margin.
Given the pre-existing electoral system and its interaction with candidates/factions, parties,
and voters, the small size of the single-member districts made parties’ coordination eﬀorts
easier than it was under AV.
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4.2 Theory and Hypotheses
As explained in Chapter 2, the TRT’s success was related to the change in the
electoral system from AV to SMD. A simple explanation of the eﬀect of this change on
party competition is that SMD impels parties to coordinate and re-align when voters no
longer have extra ballots to use to support more than one party. The argument, however,
is based on two premises. For the eﬀect to occur, the majority of districts need to have
been ticket-splitting districts under AV. If the majority of districts were dominated by a
single party, changing the rule would not have changed the party system much since the
dominant party would still much likely win all SMD seats due to the majority support it
enjoyed under AV. Moreover, if parties do not compete over ideology or policy positions,
they can coordinate and re-align solely for retaining seats. How do these arguments ﬁt into
the context of Thailand?
As explained in Chapter 3, Thai parties were coalitions of party factions, which in
turn were coalitions of local factions. Local factions were the real players in the electoral
games because they ﬁelded candidates and won seats for parties. Thus, local factions can be
perceived as small local parties whose chief goal is to win seats. The cooperation between
parties and local factions is anchored by mutual beneﬁts – successful parties gain a place
in government and local factions gain resources. It suﬃces to say that such cooperation
does not depend on policy positions or ideological similarities. Therefore, any party can
cooperate with any local faction since cooperation is not constrained by position diﬀerences.
Given that local factions controlled electoral assets, the optimal strategy for parties
was to incorporate as many local factions into their campaigns as possible within districts.
However, the ballot structure of AV hindered such eﬀort. The multiple ballots of AV
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provided the chance for ticket splitting, which ensured the survival of some factions and
candidates. Although AV induces candidates to cultivate bloc votes, voters might not
respond to this strategy when they do not have strict dichotomous preferences over those
blocs (Cox, 1984). Since local factions were all sons of the soil, it was diﬃcult for voters
to take sides when everyone knew everyone, especially in rural areas. Moreover, since vote
buying was rampant and each voter got multiple bribes from diﬀerent canvassers, ticket
splitting was a must because vote canvassers were monitoring the results (Hicken, 2002).
When voters split tickets, it allowed more local factions to win seats. Parties, of course,
could incorporate all rival local factions and it should have been the optimal strategy given
that party leaders have an eye on the premiership. However, rival local factions might have
avoided representing the same party because of their reliance on vote-canvasser systems to
solicit votes.
Given that local factions relied on electoral networks of canvassers to win seats, multiple ballots hindered intra-district party coordination. The reason for building extensive
electoral networks was that the ballot structure of AV had a high threshold for winning a
seat. Competing in an M -seat district is equivalent to competing in M number of SMDs
simultaneously. Candidates need to be on top in most of the SMDs to secure a seat. That
is, candidates cannot rely on a small portion of the electorate in the district to win a seat,
but instead need a network covering almost the entire district. The high threshold prevents local factions from demarcating an AV district and respecting each other’s territory
of inﬂuence. If they coordinated to run under the same party banner, they would have had
to compete with each other or share each other’s electoral networks. However, given that
local factions would invest tons of resources in cultivating electoral networks, it is doubtful
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that they would have been willing to share the electoral networks with other rival factions.
Indeed, the exclusive nature of local factions was evidenced by the close kinship ties among
members, which prevented defection. Thus, even though it was the optimal strategy for
parties to incorporate rival factions, local factions did not have incentives to run for the
same party (Nelson, 2007) . As a result, each party would only cooperate with one local
faction in each district. And, more local factions meant more parties.
However, once a local faction succeeded in sweeping all seats in a district, it was
diﬃcult for new challengers to change the status quo. AV rewards candidates and groups
with majority support and, thus, discourages minority representation (Colomer, 2007). In
other words, once a local faction swept all the seats, it deterred other challengers from
entering the contest. Since it takes time and money to cultivate electoral networks, rational
newcomers would avoid competing in such districts where the likelihood of winning was
slim. Over time, this learning process should lead us to see a gradual decrease in the
number of competitors at the district level, as fewer local factions resulted in fewer parties.
To sum up, the failure in intra-district party coordination before the 2001 election
hinges on two factors. First, vote buying led to ticket splitting, especially in rural districts.
Ticket splitting allowed more local factions to survive in the ﬁrst place. Although parties
would have liked to incorporate more than one local faction into the same party, local
factions did not have the incentives to do so, since they wished to avoid competing with
each other within the same party. Thus, parties could only incorporate one local faction
in each district; and the more local factions in each district, the more parties. But as local
factions continued to extend and consolidate their electoral networks, it would drive away
competitors. Fewer local factions then led to fewer parties at both district and national
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levels.
The TRT was able to put up a large alliance in many districts ahead of the 2001
election because it beneﬁted from the new electoral rules of SMD. First, for local factions,
there was a need for strategic coordination after the ballots were reduced to just one per
voter. Since some of the factions and candidates could not win seats from extra ballots,
they would have to coordinate with other factions to secure the only ballot from each voter.
In addition, local factions did not align based on similarities in policy positions; they only
cared about how they could retain their seats under the new electoral system. With small
districts under SMD, as long as local factions could get nominated in the districts they
had a good chance of winning, they did not care who represented the same party in other
districts, since they did not need to compete with each other in the new small districts
(Nelson, 2007). The small size of SMDs, therefore, made coordination easier for parties.
That is, rival local factions under AV could co-exist in the same party under SMD, which
enabled the TRT to form a large alliance in many districts before the election. Lacking
policy position or ideological diﬀerences among local factions also made such eﬀort easy to
achieve.
Moreover, with the downsizing of district magnitude and the use of one ballot per
voter, new entrants who did not have extensive electoral networks like local factions did
were likely to beneﬁt too. In the districts where the TRT could not ﬁnd any local factions or current or former MPs to represent the party, it recruited local politicians and vote
canvassers to run in the elections, and they performed as well as the veterans (Phatharathanunth, 2008). Recall that one of the reasons that SMD was adopted in the 1997 reform
was to diminish the need for extensive electoral networks to win a seat (see discussion in
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Chapter 3), and the TRT adeptly used the opportunity. Thus, the TRT’s seats came from
two strategic sources: one was their incorporation of rival local factions, and the other was
new entrants with minority support.
I will test several hypotheses based on this discussion before drawing conclusions.
Since data about local factions is not available, the analyses rely on electoral data to
make inferences about the behavior of local factions. If parties’ success depends on the
performance of local factions, results at the district level should have a direct impact at the
national level. First, the failure of intra-district party coordination before the 2001 election
is mainly caused by the unwillingness of rival local factions to run under the same party
banner. Since these local factions could win seats, they did not have an incentive for intradistrict party coordination. Local factions could win seats due to ticket splitting, which
was a practice common among rural voters who were vulnerable to vote buying. While the
data does not allow me to examine the behavior of local factions, I can instead infer it from
the behavior of rural voters. That is, if rural voters were vulnerable to vote buying and,
thus, more likely to split tickets, this factor should lower the probability that a party/local
faction sweeps all seats in a district.
As ticket splitting allows more local factions to survive and thus inﬂates the number
of parties, we should see that the percentage of single-party districts is negatively correlated
with party-system fragmentation. In other words, rural voters should assert a negative eﬀect
on single-party district until 1996 but no eﬀect in 2001. If SMD makes intra-district party
coordination easier to achieve, we should see an increase in single-party districts after the
reform in areas that were prone to ticket splitting. In this case, rural voters should not
have an eﬀect on single-party district since rival local factions were likely to represent the
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same party and won all seats for the party. I reconstructed SMD districts into AV districts
in order to detect the before and after eﬀect of the rule change.

4.3 Data and Methods
To test the hypotheses, I relied on data from general elections between 1986 and
2001. Although Thailand held its ﬁrst general election in 1933 after the end of the absolute
monarchy, many of the general elections were held under the military rule between 1946
and the beginning of the 1980s. The 1980s was an era of political opening, and in 1988
the junta-led party was defeated by another party. The military interrupted the democracy
brieﬂy between 1991 and 1992, but democracy was quickly restored. I consider elections
from 1986 to 2001 to have been relatively free and fair, except the one held in March 1992,
which was an election under the control of coup makers.
The unit of the dataset is the district level. For the 2001 election, I re-constructed
the SMD districts into its corresponding AV districts from the 1996 election based on the
districting information published by the Election Commission of Thailand. The electoral
data between 1986 and 1992 are from the Constituency-Level Elections Archive (CLEA)
project (Kollman et al., 2010). I collected the electoral data between the 1995 and 2001
elections from the election results published by the Ministry of Interior and the Election
Commission of Thailand (Department of Administration, 1995, 1996; Oﬃce of the Election
Commission of Thailand, 2001).
To test whether rural voters tended to split tickets, the dependent variable is singleparty district. A single-party district is deﬁned as one in which all seats in the district are
captured by one party. Accordingly, a district is coded as 1 if it is a single-party district,
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and 0 otherwise. One-seat districts are omitted in the analysis since it is impossible for more
than one party to share the only seat (such districts account for less than seven percent
of all districts across all elections). The explanatory variable, rural voters, is represented
by the percentage of the population that is registered in non-municipalities. This proxy
is only available at the province level. I collected this variable from the annual reports
published by the National Statistical Oﬃce of Thailand (National Statistical Oﬃce, 1988,
1989, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2002). I expect to see a negative relationship between single-party
district and the rural population percentage. Since the explanatory variable is a province
level indicator and the dependent variable is at the district level, I rely on a mixed-eﬀects
logistic regression model to test this hypothesis. The mixed-eﬀects model has a varying
intercept with a random eﬀect and random coeﬃcient eﬀects. The model assumes that
the eﬀects at the lower level are conditioned by the eﬀects at the higher level (see model
speciﬁcation in the appendix).
At the district level, I controlled for district magnitude and for the number of parties
competing in the districts. It should be more diﬃcult to capture all seats in a three-seat
district than in a two-seat district. A district with many contestants should also have a
lower probability of being a single-party district. At the province level, I controlled for
the region, the South, because it is the stronghold of the Democrat Party (Askew, 2006).
Voters there tended to cast bloc votes for the party regardless of the condition due to a
strong sense of regionalism. In other words, districts in the southern region should have
more single-party districts compared with districts in other regions.
To test whether party system fragmentation is correlated with parties’ failure to
capture all seats in a district, I plot the relationship between the percentage of single-party
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districts and the eﬀective number of parties at the national level. The eﬀective number
of parties (ENP) is measured by the sum of reversed vote shares of parties (Laakso and
Taagepera, 1979). I expect the relationship to be negative. Furthermore, to investigate
whether the 2001 election shows a pattern diﬀerent from other elections, I analyze the
relationship between single-party district and the time eﬀect. Local factions should be more
capable of sweeping all seats as time progresses, but I expect this to occur slowly. Given
the time and resources invested in electoral networks, the number of single-party districts
should not increase dramatically, but gradually. If a dramatic change occurs, eﬀects other
than time should be the cause. I apply logistic regression and control for district magnitude,
number of parties, and the South in the model for the same reasons stated above.

4.4 Findings and Discussion
Table 4.1 shows the results of my investigation of whether the rural population tends
to split tickets and elects more than one party at the district level. Overall, districts in
rural provinces tend to have a lower probability of being a single-party district on average,
other things being equal. Looking at the individual years, rural population in the 1988
election has a statistically signiﬁcant eﬀect at the ninety percent level. This is due to
party splitting within the Democrat Party (Niksch, 1989). Besides the South, the party’s
main constituencies were in Bangkok and its surrounding provinces. These provinces were
highly urbanized and vote buying was less frequent in urban areas. Urban voters also
tended to vote for parties and cast bloc votes instead of splitting the tickets (Hicken, 2002).
Party splitting took a toll on the party by sharing district seats with its split party, the
Prachachon (People’s) Party, in the South. As the party was weakened by party splitting,
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several districts in Bangkok also elected parties that competed with the Democrat Party.
They included the Phalang Dharma (Moral Force) Party and the Prachakorn Thai (Thai
Citizens) Party.
The Democrat Party continued facing challenges from the Phalang Dharma Party
and the Prachakorn Thai Party in 1995 and 1996 when voters in some districts of Bangkok
split tickets for diﬀerent parties, even after the Democrats gradually recovered from party
splitting. Although urban voters were less likely to split tickets due to vote buying, new
parties that challenged the Democrat Party in urban areas might make voters lose their
dichotomous preference for parties. As mentioned in Chapter 2, ticket splitting happens
when voters do not have strict dichotomous preference for parties, and under the circumstances, voters are likely to split the ballots for parties they likely equally (Cox, 1984). As
urbanized provinces had fewer single-party districts, the diﬀerence between rural and urban
provinces became smaller. Moreover, local factions in rural provinces were more capable of
capturing all district seats as time progressed; it further narrowed the gap between urban
and rural provinces. This explains why the eﬀect of rural population is only signiﬁcant at
the 90% conﬁdence interval.
Although technically speaking voters cannot split ballots under SMD, the result
follows the expectation. If parties are more likely to incorporate rival factions within districts under SMD and sweep all seats in former AV districts, it is not surprising that rural
population is not a determinant of single-party districts in the 2001 election. It is because
districts where this factor had a negative eﬀect on were likely to become single-party districts due to successful intra-district party coordination. As I will show later, more than
half of former AV districts elected only one party in this year, indicating a large scale change
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in single-party districts.

1986
Fixed Eﬀects
(Intercept)
Rural Pop.
South
District Mag.
No. of parties
Random Eﬀects
(Intercept)
District Mag.
No. of parties
No. of Districts
No. of Provinces

2.869
(2.524)
-2.386**
(.843)
2.388*
(.977)
-1.169†
(.601)
.06
(0.142)
83.233
1.398
.24
121
61

1988

1992.1

3.354
6.749
(1.676)
(1.868)
-1.327† -2.632**
(.725)
(.974)
-.940
.174
(.767)
(.631)
-.366
-.973*
(.474)
(.484)
-2.267* -.431**
(.104)
(.139)
0.099
.222
.007
133
64

9.95
.007
.202
133
64

1992.2
1995
1996
Coeﬃcient
4.379*
.632
-0.214
(2.092)
(1.780) (1.831)
-3.121**
-1.369† -1.437†
(1.201)
(.784)
(.822)
3.045*** 3.528*** 4.026**
(.871)
(1.048) (1.510)
-.559
.338
.131
(.560)
(.499)
(.480)
-.270†
-.299*
.035
(.138)
(.141)
(.131)
Variance
5.024
3.384 13.398
.074
.334
.03
.005
.087
.139
133
148
149
64
69
69

AIC
152.534 146.927 162.436 146.984
BIC
183.288 178.721 194.229 178.778
Log Likelihood
-65.2674 -62.4637 -70.218
-62.492
Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.
Signiﬁcance level: †< .1, * < .05, **< .01, *** < .001.
All analyses are mixed-eﬀects models with random intercepts
at the ﬁrst level.

2001
1.397
(1.188)
-.788
(.746)
1.542*
(.616)
-.604†
(.332)
.094
(.093)
.582
.104
.022
154
74

163.898 200.407 220.76
196.868 233.45 254.166
-70.949 -89.203
-99.38

and coeﬃcients

Table 4.1. Determinants of Single-Party District across Elections

As I argue above, the high fragmentation of the Thai party system before 2001 was
caused by the failure of a single party to sweep all seats in a district. This failure in turn was
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due to the unwillingness of rival local factions to be in the same party at the district level.
However, as more local factions, in conjunction with a political party, were able to sweep all
seats in their district, it also lowered the eﬀective number of parties at the national level. In
other words, the level of system fragmentation was closely related to what happened at the
district level. Figure 4.4 shows this relationship. As the percentage of single-party districts
increases, the national ENP decreases. The two are the mirror images of each other.

Figure 4.2. Relationship between Single-Party District and ENP across Elections

This ﬁnding is striking, since party system fragmentation at the district level does
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not usually get projected onto the national level. Thus, many argue that other factors, not
electoral systems, aﬀect national-level party system fragmentation (Cox, 1997; Chhibber
and Kollman, 2004). The graph here, however, shows a close relationship between the
district- and national-level fragmentation, further lending support to the argument concerning the eﬀect of electoral systems on intra-district party coordination. Although I did
not show the district-level fragmentation, we can infer it from the percentage of single-party
districts. By deﬁnition, a single-party district must have a low ENP since votes are concentrated to that single party. Thus, the more single-party districts are there, the lower the
average ENP at the district level. In short, the ﬁnding implies that the Thai party system
was aﬀected by the performance of local factions and parties at the district level. Note that
the percentage of single-party districts exceeds ﬁfty percent for the ﬁrst time in 2001.
The ﬁgure, however, also indicates that it is possible that the system might have
become less fragmented over time even without the change of electoral rules in 2001. If
local factions became more capable of sweeping all seats as time progressed, it would not be
surprising to see an increase in single-party districts in 2001 as part of a long-term trend.
Thus, to rule out the possibility that the 2001 election is just the result of the cumulative
eﬀect of local factions becoming more eﬀective at sweeping all seats, I tested the time eﬀect
on the status of single-party districts. Table 4.2 shows the result.
Compared with the 1986 election, the 1988 election has a lower probability of having
single-party districts on average, other things being equal. The 1995 election also has a
negative eﬀect at the ninety percent signiﬁcance level. Both elections saw support for the
Democrat Party weakened by party splitting and competition from other parties. Other
elections showed no signiﬁcant eﬀects. Although the percentage of single-party districts
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increased in 1996, the increase is not statistically signiﬁcant when I controlled for other
factors.

Variable
Coeﬃcient
Standard Error
(Intercept)
.684
.502
Election 1988
-.701*
.302
Election 1992.1
-.289
.300
Election 1992.2
-.458
.312
Election 1995
-.553†
.320
Election 1996
-.067
.313
Election 2001
.811**
.272
District magnitude
-.155
.143
No. of parties
-.112***
.032
South
1.128***
.214
No. of Obs.
980
2
Pseudo R
.149
Signiﬁcance level: †< .1, * < .05, **< .01, *** < .001.
Table 4.2. The Relationship between Single-Party District and Time Eﬀect

The 2001 election, however, has a positive eﬀect on single-party districts. Although
the TRT also weakened the support for the Democrat Party, especially in Bangkok, districts
in the 2001 election actually have a higher probability of being single-party districts. Thus,
becoming single-party districts before the 2001 election hinges on the performance of the
Democrat Party. Given that the Democrat Party was the only party that could command
a bloc vote over a wide range of districts in the South and in Bangkok, it is not surprising
that its fate triggered the large scale change in districts’ voting patterns. However, the 2001
election was diﬀerent since the large-scale change was not due to the waning support for
the Democrat Party; if it were, we would see a negative eﬀect in 2001 as well. Instead, the
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2001 election has more single-party districts on average because many former AV districts
in the North and the Northeast elected only one party. These two regions contain a lot of
rural population and tended to have more parties in the district-level party systems under
AV.
To further support my argument, the maps in Figure 4.4 illustrate the distribution of
the types of districts across Thailand over time. It is clear that in 1986, single-party districts
were concentrated in the southern region. This concentration disappeared in 1988 and
then re-emerged in 1992. Meanwhile, we see that districts in other regions have scattered
single-party districts, but the majority of them have more than one party. The number
of single-party districts gradually increased until 1996, and then there was a big jump in
2001. It is clear that there were more single-party districts in the North and the Northeast
in 2001 compared to 1996, indicating a large-scale change occurring in these two regions.
The empirical analyses have several ﬁndings. First, rural population has a negative
eﬀect on the probability of districts being dominated by a single party. It conﬁrms that local
factions tended to buy votes in rural provinces and, as a result, rural voters tended to split
tickets and elected more parties, which led to the high fragmentation of the party system
before 2001. By contrast, urban voters tended to cast bloc votes and were more often the
constituents of the Democrat Party. Single-party districts in urban areas, therefore, are
closely related to the performance of the Democrat Party. When the party split or faced
new challengers in urban districts, it triggered a large-scale negative change in the number
of single-party districts. Meanwhile, districts in rural provinces produced more single-party
districts over time, but the increase was cumulative. There were, however, a large number
of districts becoming single-party districts in the North and the Northeast in 2001. The
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TRT was the beneﬁciary of this large-scale change.

Figure 4.3. The Distribution of District-level Party System across Elections

Although the analyses presented here do not investigate the behavior of local factions
directly due to the limited data available, given that the percentage of single-party districts
moves in tandem with party system fragmentation at the national level, it indicates that
electoral systems are an important factor since they have a direct eﬀect on the electoral
results at the district level. This article argues that the TRT’s tactics of incorporating rival
local factions and new political candidates led to the large change in district-level electoral
results in 2001, especially in the North and the Northeast regions. The TRT could do so
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due to the change in electoral rules that made party coordination easier to achieve at the
district level.

4.5 Conclusion
This chapter provides empirical evidence that the TRT’s grand success in the 2001
election was partly due to the change in the electoral system from AV to SMD. Given the
party structure and voting behavior at the time, ticket splitting allowed more local factions
to win seats, which in turn inﬂated the number of parties at the national level. Although in
theory parties should and could incorporate as many local factions as possible to form large
parties within districts, rival local factions were unwilling to be in the same party to avoid
intra-party competition. SMD, however, cleared the obstacles for parties to incorporate
rival local factions in the same party when the number of ballots and district magnitude
were reduced to one. Reducing the number of ballots to one made it possible to demarcate
bases of support, and local factions could co-exist without sharing their electoral networks.
On the other hand, the smaller district size also helped new entrants, who did not have
an extensive network, to win seats. While Thaksin and the TRT were equipped with the
assets to win the election, the electoral rule change from AV to SMD helped it win with
a large margin. The majority of seats won by the TRT also helped it implement social
policies eﬀectively. The TRT built its social roots and polish the party label through these
social policies and this new party-voter linkage transformed the relationship the party had
with its local factions – a topic to be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Social Cleavages, Party Support, and the 2007 and
2011 Electoral Reforms

The Thai Rak Thai Party gradually consolidated its hegemonic status after winning
the 2001 election. The party, then, won the 2005 election handily and controlled 375 seats
in the 500-seat parliament. While the TRT reached the status of dominant party, the
antagonism towards the prime minster, Thaksin Shinawatra, began to develop within and
outside the party. Large-scale protests against the government ﬁnally took place in February
2006. The anti-Thaksin demonstrations continued for months even after Thaksin agreed to
hold a snap election in April. The political crisis was resolved by a bloodless military coup
and a series of political and electoral reforms ensued in hopes of reshaping the political
system. But despite these attempts at reform by the anti-Thaksin forces, Thaksin and his
parties continued to gain power through elections.
On 22 May, 2014, another military coup toppled the elected government and a
political reform is under way to overhaul the Thai political system. Based on the results
of the 2007 and 2011 electoral reforms, I argue that the new attempt is likely to fail.
Because politics has been polarized over the past decade, the Thai electorate has tended to
consolidate their support for major parties. As diﬀerent social groups constantly vote for the
two major parties, parties’ bases of support has become stable across elections. Moreover,
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the direct party-voter linkage built through social policies also changed the party structurepower began to tilt to party center against factions. As party label represented the interests
of social groups, voters also developed ranked preferences for parties and changed their
voting behavior. The convergence between party support and social cleavages, therefore,
makes the party system less amenable to political engineering.
In what follows, I ﬁrst discuss the relationship between the TRT and its factions.
The discussion reveals that factions would like to restore the previous relationship with
parties in which they could get resources by threatening party leaders with party switching.
Yet, since voters have shifted loyalty from factions to parties, the capacity of factions to
command votes was greatly reduced. Then, I brieﬂy discuss the TRT’s social policies and
the political conﬂict between the anti- and pro-Thaksin forces. I explain how the conﬂict
intensiﬁed social divisions and that societal groups and party support have converged to
endure short-term interventions. The fourth section presents the empirical evidence showing
that supporters of the Thai Rak Thai Party and the Democrat Party have diﬀerent social
traits. Moreover, the correlation between social class and party support has only intensiﬁed
with each election cycle. I present the 2007 and 2011 election outcomes to substantiate my
arguments before concluding this chapter.

5.1 Factions and the Thai Rak Thai Party
The TRT was able to win a majority of the parliamentary seats in the 2001 election
due to successful intra-district party coordination that incorporated rival factions in the
same party. As a result, there were at least ﬁfteen factions in the party. However, unlike
the prime ministers before him, who were constantly threatened by party faction leaders
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with walk-outs, Thaksin was able to keep these leaders under control. The reason is simple.
For a faction with forty members, its threat of a walk-out is devastating for a party with
120 seats. But for a party with over 250 seats, the threat is insigniﬁcant. Meanwhile,
some factions had lost their members who defected to other factions. For instance, the
Wang Nam Yen faction had approximately forty members in the ﬁrst term of the TRT
government. The factions’ membership, however, dwindled to twenty when the TRT won
the second term in 2005. Thaksin’s faction, by contrast, became the largest faction within
the party with approximately 140 members (Jansakun, 2009, 48-50).
The 2005 election was the heyday of the TRT; the party won 308 seats in the SMD
tier and 67 seats in the PR tier. In total, the TRT had 126 seats more than it won in
the 2001 election. The party’s victory shows a very diﬀerent pattern from the previous
elections- no parties had managed to win two consecutive elections since 1986. The TRT
not only won the 2005 election, but also the 2007 and 2011 elections even though the party
has been disbanded and changed its party name twice. When the TRT was disbanded in
May 2007, it gave the factions the opportunity to leave the party. With the encouragement
of the military, some factions formed new parties and competed in the 2007 election against
the People’s Power Party (PPP), the successor party to the TRT. New parties of this
sort included the Royalist People’s Party (Pracha Raj) led by Sanoh Thienthong, For the
Motherland (Pheu Paendin), and the Neutral Democratic Party (Matchima Thippathai).
However, only For the Motherland Party managed to win over two digits of seats. The
other two parties only won seats from a few districts, which were the support bases of their
party leaders. For instance, the Royalist People’ Party won four district seats and three of
them were from Sa Kaeo province, the base of the Wang Nam Yen faction. The two parties,
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then, joined the PPP to form a coalition government after the election.
The PPP, however, was disbanded in December 2008 due to electoral fraud. Members who were not banned from participating in politics re-grouped under a new party
banner, the Pheu Thai (For Thais) Party. The Friends of Newin, a faction of the PPP led
by Newin Chidchob, founded the Bhumjaithai (Thai Pride) Party and defected to form a
coalition government with the Democrat Party. This defection allowed the Democrat Party
to form a government without an electoral mandate. After the Pheu Thai Party reclaimed
the victory in the 2011 election, it led a coalition government excluding the Bhumjaithai
Party. Although some Bhujaithai lawmakers expressed the wish to be in the government,
the Phue Thai Party still perceived the Bhumjaithai Party as a traitor and refused to have
it in the coalition (The Nation, 2013).
The brief description of the movements of factions within the TRT highlights two
things. First, the opportunistic nature of factions remained the same; they still strove to
be in the government to gain resources. Even though they left the TRT and competed in
elections against the TRT, they rejoined the TRT because the party was still able to win
elections and control the government. Second, the time when factions and small parties
could topple a government with walk-outs seemed to be the past. With only a few local
factions that could still command loyal support from voters, the majority of candidates and
factions chose to stay in the TRT and its successor parties. Although party switching still
occurred, its impact on coalition stability has become trivial.
The decreasing importance of factions indicates that some new factors have entered
the electoral arena and changed the power distribution between parties and factions. I argue
that it is due to the direct linkage the TRT built with voters through social policies that
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won the minds and hearts of voters from the same segment of the society. Successful social
policies helped the TRT earn a good reputation and the TRT party label came to represent
the interests of these voters. Moreover, support for diﬀerent parties has been strengthened
through the confrontation between the red-shirt and yellow-shirt movements that defended
the interests of diﬀerent societal groups. As a result, social cleavages and party support have
converged to uphold the party system and make the system less amenable to short-term
interventions and electoral engineering.

5.2 Social Policies, Political Conﬂicts, and Electoral Reforms
The TRT was the ﬁrst party to introduce party platforms to voters and it implemented several popular social policies after winning the 2001 election. A policy for health
care provided millions of Thais access to treatment and medication at an aﬀordable price
(less than one U.S. dollar per visit). Village fund oﬀered quick loans to villagers and farmers to bypass the tedious bureaucratic procedures applied by banks and local governments.
The policies were so successful that the party won the hearts and minds of poor and rural
voters (Phongpaichit and Baker, 2008).
Meanwhile, the party’s leader and the prime minister, Thaksin Shinawatra, became
more and more controversial because of his governing style; Thaksin was increasingly intolerant of criticisms and tried to curb the freedom of speech (McCargo, 2002). Together with
the populist orientation of the government, it triggered the antagonism from a segment
of the society. The opponents staged large demonstrations asking Thaksin to resign after
the media revealed that Thaksin sold his family’s share in the Shin Corporation without
paying tax following new tax laws passed earlier by the parliament. Protesters mobilized
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by the People’s Alliance for Democracy (PAD) donned yellow shirts, the color representing
the monarchy, to express their allegiance to the traditional institutions and political order
led by the king (Ungpakorn, 2009; Pye and Schaﬀar, 2008).
The PAD paralyzed Bangkok for months even after Thaksin agreed to dissolve the
parliament and hold a snap election. The political impasse was ﬁnally resolved by a military
coup in September 2006. However, supporters of Thaksin quickly organized the United
Front for Democracy against Dictatorship (UDD) and demanded electoral democracy to
be restored after the coup. Claiming to represent the masses, UDD supporters wore red
shirts to highlight their identity.1 Since 2006, diﬀerent color camps took turns staging
demonstrations whenever the other side’s preferred party was in power.
The media, foreign and local, usually portrayed the division as a rural-urban divide
and class struggle against elite domination. The yellow-shirt protesters are usually thought
to be from the middle class, while the red-shirt supporters are usually understood to be the
rural and the urban poor. This suggests the political conﬂict is one of class struggle. Field
research, however, shows that each camp comprised diﬀerent groups with diﬀerent agendas.
The yellow shirts comprised the middle class who wanted a clean government, southerners2
who wanted the TRT out of the electoral arena, and the loyalists who accused Thaksin
of being disrespectful to the king (Kitirianglarp and Hewison, 2009). The red shirts, on
the other hand, consisted of grassroots activists who demanded political equality and full
representative democracy, and farmers and the urban poor who appreciated Thaksin’s social
1

Red represents the people in the tricolored Thai national ﬂag.
The South is the stronghold of the major opposition party, the Democrat Party. Repeated failures in
elections have made southerners disgruntled with Thaksin and the TRT.
2
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polices (Thabchumpon and Duncan, 2011; Forsyth, 2010; Taylor, 2011). In other words, the
color movements are not unitary groups that share the same goals. However, for most Thais,
the movements are simply understood as anti-Thaksin and pro-Thaksin, for Thaksin is the
common element around which each movement has formed (Asia Foundation, 2011, 78-79).
Since these political conﬂicts are broadly understood as anti-Thaksin and pro-Thaksin, it
is natural that the conﬂicts have implications for the electoral arena.
Under the guidance of the military, a new constitution was promulgated and a
new electoral system adopted in 2007. After disbanding the TRT and urging its factions
to form new parties, it was anticipated that more parties would enter the parliament to
counterbalance the TRT’s successor party (Nelson, 2009; Ockey, 2007). The election results,
however, did not live up to this anticipation. The PPP still retained 233 seats in the 480seat parliament. The Democrat Party won 165 seats despite being backed by the military.
The remaining 87 seats were shared by ﬁve small parties. After the election, the PPP
led a coalition government and the political landscape remained the same. New waves of
demonstrations ensued until the PPP was disbanded again. The Democrat Party reaped
the beneﬁt and led a coalition government in 2008.
After ruling a shaky coalition government, the Democrat Party initiated another
electoral reform ahead of the 2011 election. The electoral system was changed back to
MMM. The move sparked some protests from allied coalition partners. Small parties were
afraid that voters would vote strategically for large parties given the bias of the proposed
electoral rules towards larger parties (Matichon, 2010). The election results suggest that
the reformers miscalculated the DP’s popularity. Moreover, the DP underestimated voters’
allegiance to the TRT, which regained power in the next election. Thus, the 2011 election
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was again won by the new incarnation of the TRT, the Pheu Thai Party, with 265 seats.
The seats controlled by the DP were reduced to 159. It is obvious that both electoral
reforms failed to reach the goal of undermining the political forces behind the TRT.

Figure 5.1. Breakdown of Seats between 2001 and 2011

5.3 Electoral Reforms and Chang in Voting Behavior
Why did the 2007 electoral reform fail to prevent the TRT from winning the election?
Why did the 2011 reform fail to boost the DP’s seat share in the parliament? It is apparent
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that party structure has changed since 2001, and the new context led to voters changing
their behavior. The 2007 electoral reform re-adopted AV in hopes of restoring the multiparty system that Thailand used to have. However, the anticipation is based on the premise
that voters would split tickets to elect multiple parties. Ticket splitting, then, occurs when
voters are lack of dichotomous preferences for parties. As found in chapter four, rural
population was more likely than urban population to split tickets before 2001. However,
after the TRT built a direct linkage with rural voters, rural voters had developed strong
attachment with the TRT. In other words, rural voters had developed ranked preferences
for parties and they tended to see contests as between parties instead of between individual
candidates. As a result, voters tended to cast bloc votes and rewarded parties with all
district seats. In this context, an AV electoral game becomes a grouped SMD game, and
the expected number of viable parties would be close to two. Thus, even with measures in
addition to electoral reform to prevent the PPP/TRT from winning the 2007 election, the
PPP/TRT still won a majority of seats due to the change in voting behavior.
On the other hand, the eﬀect of changing AV to SMD is the need for intra-district
party coordination among small parties to retain seats. It explains why small parties that
were emancipated from the TRT rejoined the Pheu Party in the 2011 election. For instance,
the leader of the Royalist People’s Party and the Wang Nam Yen faction, Sanoh Thienthong,
was listed in the Pheu Thai Party’s PR list in 2011. His faction also won the three seats in
Sa Kaeo province for the party. In addition, with only one seat to be won, voters might pour
votes to competitive candidates and abandon those who trail behind. Thus, candidates who
gained seats in the 2007 election due to AV’s multiple ballots might lose seats to the Pheu
Thai Party under SMD, since most of them were competing in the same voting pool with
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the party. Moreover, the Democrat Party would not beneﬁt much from the rule change
because it was uncompetitive in the North and the Northeast, two regions that contain the
majority of the Thai electorate.
The discussion above points out that the attempts at tilting the electoral playing
ﬁeld by electoral engineering ignore the relationship between social cleavages and party
support. The main purpose of electoral engineering in 2007 and 2011 was to alter the
seat distribution among parties. However, due to the convergence between party support
and social cleavages, it led voters to develop ranked preferences for parties and voters
also changed their voting behavior accordingly. Moreover, with voters developing ranked
preferences and being likely to vote strategically, the chance for uncompetitive parties to win
seats under SMD becomes slim. Thus, to explain why the 2007 and 2011 electoral reforms
failed to live up to the anticipations of the reformers, ﬁrst, we shall see that diﬀerent social
sectors tend to support diﬀerent parties. Moreover, if this convergence is stable, it should
be evident in each election.
As we know that the TRT’s social polices helped it cultivate social roots and social
divisions have been intensiﬁed by the ensuing political conﬂict, it indicates that there are
two sources upholding the support for the TRT. The ﬁrst source is the social group that
beneﬁted from the TRT’s social policies. The TRT and its second successor party, the
Pheu Thai Party, both had policies targeting their key constituents. The village fund and
the rice-subsidy scheme beneﬁted farmers in particular. Another source is instigated by
the color confrontation that either defended or challenged the establishment of the country.
Although the conﬂict is said to be the poor versus the rich, the fundamental problem is
the large income inequality within the population. In other words, we would expect that
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class and economic conditions are the determinants of vote choice for the TRT and the
Democrat Party. Moreover, this pattern of inter-party competition should be stable across
elections. Furthermore, if there is indeed convergence between societal groups and party
support, there should be more single-party districts in 2007 than in the previous elections
using AV due to the change in voting behavior. As a result, the PPP’s seats should mainly
come from single-party districts in 2007. Finally, compared to the 2007 election, the district
vote shares of the Pheu Thai Party should increase in the 2011 election due to intra-district
party coordination.

5.4 Data and Methods
To test the hypotheses, I analyzed electoral data and survey data. I used electoral
data to investigate voting behavior at the district level, assuming that voters who live in the
same geographic area tend to vote similarly as a response to the conditions in the macroenvironment. This assumption, of course, ignores the variation across individuals. It is
also likely for us to commit the ecological fallacy when making inferences about individual
behavior from aggregate data (King, 1997). Survey data, therefore, ﬁlls in the void by
providing information at the individual level. Investigating voting behavior at both levels
also makes the ﬁndings more conclusive.
The electoral data cover four elections since 2001. The electoral systems used in the
four elections have two tiers. The ﬁrst tier elects individual candidates, and SMD was used
in 2001, 2005, and 2011, and AV in 2007. The second tier selects parties using a proportional
representation (PR) voting system across the four elections. I conducted analyses on both
district-tier and the PR-tier voting data to investigate whether the same segments of voters
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have similar voting behavior in both tiers. Moreover, I ran separate analyses for the TRT
and the DP to compare their bases of support. The dependent variables, therefore, are the
TRT’s and the DP’s vote share at the district level in each tier. I collected the data from
the election reports published by the Oﬃce of the Election Commission of Thailand (2001,
2005, 2007, 2011).
The explanatory variables representing social characteristics come from two sources.
The ﬁrst source is poverty line, measured as the minimum income needed to cover a household’s expenses based on the living standard of a district. The second indicator is the Gini
coeﬃcient, a measure of income inequality. Both indicators measure the economic condition
of a district. Given the observation on the political conﬂict, districts with higher poverty
line should tend to vote more for the DP but less for the TRT and its successor parties.
Moreover, districts with large income inequality should have fewer votes for the TRT due
to the fear of re-distribution. The second source of explanatory variables is the percentage
of the population employed in the agricultural sector and the percentage of the population
registered in municipalities. Both are the proxies for class and rural-urban divides. Due
to data accessibility, these two indicators are only available at the province level. Also
note that poverty line and income inequality are only available in 58 provinces in 2001. I
collected the data from the annual reports and the website of the National Statistical Oﬃce
(2002, 2006, 2008, 2011, 2014).
For control variables, I use personal vote, measured as the ratio of party vote share
between the district tier and the PR tier in the district-level analysis. Factors relating
to candidates, such as charisma and campaign strategy, are likely to aﬀect vote shares in
addition to the preference for parties. The control variable has the vote share in the PR tier
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as the denominator so a high ratio means personal vote has a large eﬀect on the district-tier
vote share. This control variable is omitted in the PR tier analysis since I assume that vote
share in the PR tier is not aﬀected by personal vote but mainly by voters’ preferences for
parties. The region, the South, is controlled for because it is the stronghold of the Democrat
Party and regionalism might dominate to determine vote choice over social characteristics.
Since the dependent variable, party’s vote share, is continuous but bounded between
0 and 1 and the explanatory variables are measured at diﬀerent levels, I apply mixed-eﬀects
beta regression in the analysis and estimate the parameters through Bayesian statistics (see
discussion and model speciﬁcation in the appendix). The mixed-eﬀects model has a random
intercept eﬀect, but a ﬁxed coeﬃcient eﬀect. Although it is usually assumed that the eﬀects
at the higher level have impacts on the eﬀects at the lower level, the coeﬃcients in the lower
levels are ﬁxed in the model. This is because a province covers many districts with diﬀerent
economic conditions, which might be independent of the conditions at the higher level. For
instance, the percentage of the population employed in the agriculture sector in Bangkok
is close to zero, but districts are highly variable in terms of income distribution. Random
coeﬃcient eﬀects introduce the interaction terms with the eﬀects at the higher level, so the
independent eﬀects of the coeﬃcients might be masked by the eﬀects above. To be able to
investigate the independent eﬀect of variables at the district level, ﬁxed eﬀects serve the
purpose better than random eﬀects.
The data source of survey data includes the Asian Barometer Survey (ABS 2002,
2006), the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (2013, 2014) (CSES 2007, 2011), and
a survey conducted by the King Prajadhipok’s Institute before the 2005 general election.
The surveys cover ﬁve elections, including the annulled 2006 snap election held before the
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military coup. Respondents were asked to either recall their vote choices in the past election
or to reveal their choices in the upcoming election depending on the timing of the surveys. I
apply multinomial logistic regression using the TRT as the baseline against vote choices for
the DP and other parties. The explanatory variables include household income, residence
type (urban or rural area), and farmers (as a class against all other types of occupations).
As I explained above, I also control for living in the southern region. Summary statistics
of the variables can be found in the appendix.

5.5 Findings and Discussion
I investigated the determinants of vote shares for the TRT and the DP in the PR
tier ﬁrst. It is assumed that in the PR tier voters tend to cast sincere votes that reveal their
true preferences (Cox, 1997). Thus, if there is any link between social characteristics and
party support, it should be evident in the PR tier. As shown in Table 5.5, it is clear that
the percentage of agricultural population was the most important determinant of vote share
for the TRT in all years except the 2001 election. This result is reasonable. Only after the
TRT came into power and implemented social policies did the agricultural population begin
to vote for the party. On average, provinces with larger agricultural populations tended
to reward the TRT with more votes at the district level, other things being equal. By
contrast, provinces with a larger agricultural population were associated with a decrease in
vote shares for the Democrat Party (Table 5.5). It is clear that agricultural population had
the opposite eﬀect on the TRT’s and the DP’s vote shares, indicating a distinctive voting
pattern for the agricultural population.
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Province level
(Intercep)
Agri. Pop.
Urban Pop.
South
District level
Poverty line
Income ineq.

2001

2005

2007

2011

-1.028*
[-2.146, -7.718]
.444
[-.378, 1.271]
-.030
[-1.485, 1.340]
-2.168***
[-2.988, -1.459]

.223
[-.220, .712]
0.921*
[.088, 1.793]
.053
[-.317, .437]
-1.856***
[-2.272, -1.434]

.162
[-1.037, 1.417]
1.907**
[.136, 3.726]
.926
[-.594, 2.643]
-2.234***
[-3.040, -1.430]

.087
[-.838, .981]
1.978**
[.277, 3.574]
.647
[-.775, 1.892]
-2.564***
[-3.183, -1.829]

.201†
[.014, .376]
0.651
[-.831, 2.062]

-.009
[-.028, .010]
0.388
[-.610, 1.370]

-.034
[-.092, .020]
-2.759*
[-5.188, -.409]

-.035*
[-.065, -.004]
-1.538**
[-3.151, -.032]

Phi

34.636***
60.221***
61.147***
51.078***
[24.866, 46.400] [48.512, 72.812] [32.965, 99.140] [38.415, 65.239]
No. of Districts
285
400
157
375
No. of Provinces
58
76
76
77
DIC
-561.6
-1060.2
-315.3
-946
Note: HPDs are in brackets.
†within 90% HDP, * within 95% HPD, ** within 99% HPD, and *** within 99.9% HPD.
*TRT and its successor parties.
Table 5.1. Determinants of the TRT’s* Vote Share across Elections (PR-tier)
Poverty line and income inequality also had eﬀects in the 2001, 2007, and 2011

elections. In the 2001 election, districts with a higher poverty line had higher vote shares
for the TRT. But in the 2007 and 2011 elections, districts with a higher poverty line or
higher income inequality turned to yield lower vote shares for the TRT. By contrast, these
districts yielded higher vote shares for the Democrat Party. Although the eﬀect of poverty
line appeared before the 2006 military coup, income inequality became an important factor
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Province level
(Intercep)
Agri. Pop.
Urban Pop.
South
District level
Poverty line
Income ineq.

2001

2005

2007

2011

1.079
[-.712, 2.879]
-3.259**
[-6.164, -.596]
-2.589
[-5.677, .510]
2.363***
[.624, 3.876]

-1.061*
[-1.915, -.258]
-2.268***
[-4.609, -.142]
.142
[-.429, .732]
2.577***
[1.768, 3.462]

-1.534*
[-2.853, -.086]
-1.873*
[-3.458, -.371]
.104
[-1.251, 1.712]
2.207***
[1.414, 3.089]

-1.301*
[-2.418, -.275]
-1.604*
[-3.153, -.072]
.282
[-1.263, 1.880]
2.178***
[1.303, 2.969]

.276†
[.023, .517]
-1.054
[-3.255, 1.200]

.031†
[.001, .058]
-.344
[-1.700, 1.221]

.064†
[.011, .115]
2.725**
[.093, 6.092]

.028
[-.006, .061]
1.659*
[.371, 2.902]

Phi

38.222***
34.911***
51.619***
50.643***
[27.419, 51.237] [25.871, 43.916] [29.844, 80.969] [38.028, 66.261]
No. of Districts
285
398
157
375
No. of Provinces
58
76
76
77
DIC
-817
-1145.5
-293.8
-990.8
Note: HPDs are in brackets.
†within 90% HDP, * within 95% HPD, ** within 99% HPD, and *** within 99.9% HPD.
Table 5.2. Determinants of the DP’s Vote Share across Elections (PR-tier)

determining the vote shares of each party in both 2007 and 2011 elections. Income inequality, therefore, is another factor aﬀecting districts’ voting pattern for the two parties.
The determinants of vote shares in the district tier largely resembled the results in
the PR tier (Table 5.5 and Table 5.5). The estimated parameters of agricultural population
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Province level
(Intercep)
Agri. Pop.
Urban Pop.
South
District level
Poverty line
Income ineq.
Personal vote

2001

2005

2007

2011

-3.142***
[-4.978, -1.388]
.403
[-.404, 1.161]
-.217
[-1.542, 1.143]
-3.383***
[-4.336, -2.510]

-2.872***
[-3.939, -1.911]
.775†
[.100, 1.436]
.030
[-.302, .390]
-2.275***
[-2.801, -1.727]

-.957
[-2.155, .281]
1.393*
[.078, 2.693]
.793
[-.837, 2.282]
-2.232***
[-2.948, -1.463]

-1.755***
[-3.609, -.226]
1.414*
[.085, 2.632]
.193
[-.908, 1.371]
-2.864***
[-3.539, -2.119]

.186†
[.016, .362]
.219
[-1.061, 1.789]
2.468***
[2.096, 2.866]

-.006
[-.026, .014]
.252
[-.805, 1.340]
3.224***
[2.813, 3.604]

-.035
[-.108, .030]
-2.898***
[-6.578, -.067]
1.290***
[.775, 1.812]

-.029†
[-.058, -.002]
-1.668**
[-3.419, -.100]
2.153***
[1.770, 2.551]

Phi

40.287***
58.723***
49.753***
41.905***
[28.571, 53.232] [45.628, 74.805] [26.924, 79.777] [31.354, 53.987]
No. of Districts
285
400
157
375
No. of Provinces
53
76
76
77
DIC
-612.4
-999.9
-232.0
-855.1
Note: HPDs are in brackets.
†within 90% HPD, * within 95% HPD, ** within 99% HPD, and *** within 99.9% HPD.
*TRT and its successor parties
Table 5.3. Determinants of the TRT’s* Vote Share across Elections (District-tier)

had narrower HPDs3 than those in the PR tier in the 2005 election. In 2005, the TRT
3

Bayesian statistics rely on the highest posterior density (HPD) to infer the credible interval of an
estimated parameter. It is analogous to conﬁdence interval in frequentist statistics.
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Province level
(Intercep)
Agri. Pop.
Urban Pop.
South
District level
Poverty line
Income ineq.
Personal vote

2001

2005

2007

2011

-.743
[-2.982, 1.493]
-3.510**
[-6.496, -.612]
-2.581
[-6.455, 1.364]
2.199***
[.515, 3.888]

-2.720***
[-4.191, -1.171]
-2.492***
[-4.829, -.131]
.071
[-.662, .809]
2.567***
[1.700, 3.355]

-4.061***
[-5.652, -2.195]
-1.514**
[-3.242, -.121]
-.007
[-1.321, 1.271]
1.537***
[1.009, 2.095]

-3.231***
[-4.920, -1.480]
-1.449*
[-2.927, -.117]
.001
[-1.563, 1.494]
2.095***
[1.390, 2.895]

.040
[-.036, .117]
.116
[-2.677, 2.571]
1.668***
[1.416, 1.891]

.020
[-.013, .056]
.246
[-1.513, 2.251]
1.534***
[1.281, 1.781]

.014
[-.032, .056]
2.322*
[.371, 3.952]
3.468***
[3.006, 3.971]

.023
[-.010, .054]
1.288*
[.044, 2.579]
2.267***
[1.975, 2.529]

Phi

43.447***
33.484***
124.26***
[30.282, 58.862] [25.124, 42.559] [69.364, 200.973]
No. of Districts
282
387
155
No. of Provinces
58
76
76
DIC
-891.3
-1105.0
-458.8
Note: HPDs are in brackets.
* within 95% HPD, ** within 99% HPD, and *** within 99.9% HPD.

60.237***
[44.381, 78.545]
375
77
-1153.8

Table 5.4. Determinants of the DP’s Vote Share across Elections (District-tier)

achieved its hegemonic status when the party swept seats across a wide range of provinces
with diﬀerent economic characteristics, which makes the eﬀect of agricultural population
less acute. Although the 2007 election was closely monitored by the military and factions
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and candidates left the TRT to complete in the same voting pool as the TRT candidates
did, it did not dilute the agrarian support for the party. Moreover, we see the coeﬃcient
of agricultural population gets larger with each election cycle in both tiers, indicating that
the class conﬂict is reﬂected in the electoral arena. Income inequality began to have eﬀects
in the 2007 election. Districts with high income inequality were less likely to vote for the
TRT candidates, indicating that the confrontation between populism and the conservative
forces was deeply felt in those districts.
For the Democrat Party, provinces with a substantial agricultural population returned fewer vote shares for the party at the district level across the elections. This is
probably due to weak candidates ﬁelded by the party in the North and the Northeast,
where most provinces have large agricultural populations. In 2007 and 2011, the Democrat
Party was the only party that represented the conservative forces. It is not surprising that
its candidates performed well in districts with high income inequality. The southern region
strongly supports the Democrat Party. Voters there are unlikely to vote for the TRT in
the PR tier even though the policies beneﬁt them as well.
The only variable that showed no statistical eﬀect was urban population. The composition of voters is likely to be more complicated in urban areas. Urbanized provinces,
such as Bangkok, have many migrants from rural provinces. While the Democrat Party is
popular among the urban middle class, the TRT is popular among the urban poor. This
is probably why, at the aggregate level, urban population was not a good predictor of vote
shares for either party. Moreover, its eﬀect was also likely to have been captured by the
economic indicators at the district level or the agricultural population.
At the individual level, although diﬀerent social characteristics determined the vote
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choices for diﬀerent parties in diﬀerent elections, the general trend is clear. Compared with
the voters who supported the TRT and its successor parties, voters who supported the DP
were more likely to be urban, southern, and have better ﬁnancial standing (Table 5.5).
By contrast, farmers were less likely to vote for the DP than for the TRT. Looking at
each election, the vote choices for the 2001 election were asked one year after the election.
It is reasonable that farmers were more likely to report a vote choice for the TRT after
they received beneﬁts from the TRT’s social policies. Farmers continued to support the
TRT when asked about their vote choice in the upcoming 2005 election. Household income
became a signiﬁcant determinant of vote choice in 2005 when the TRT became more populist
than it was in 2001.

Variable
Intercept (DP)

2001
2005
2006
-1.069*** -1.845*** -2.478***
(.243)
(.127)
(.256)
Rural-Urban
-.079
.035
.498***
(.076)
(.025)
(.088)
Income
.093
.007*
.143†
(.073)
(.003)
(.083)
Farmer
-.508**
-.761***
-.348†
(.171)
(.172)
(.201)
South
2.557*** 2.703*** 2.983***
(.253)
(.175)
(.266)
No. of Obs.
1245
1825
1106
McFadden R2
.0830
.1233
.1492
Log Likelihood -969.15
-1154.4
-647.2
Note: standard errors are in parentheses.
Signiﬁcant level: †<.1, *<.05, **<.01, ***<.001
*TRT and its successor parties.

2007
2011
-1.484*** -1.130***
(.332)
(.196)
.199*
.127†
(.086)
(.074)
.086
.050
(.065)
(.082)
-1.193*** -.937***
(.178)
(.183)
5.581*** 3.648***
(.1.012)
(.360)
1453
1281
.1266
.1536
-1037.5
-785.42

Table 5.5. Determinants of Vote Choice between TRT* and DP
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The snap election in 2006 was boycotted by the DP and other parties. Thus, there
were only the TRT and small parties competing in the elections. The DP urged voters to
cast a “no vote” as a protest to the TRT. The respondents who cast “no vote” and invalid
votes were coded as DP voters in the analysis. In this election, urban-rural divides, together
with household income, being a farmer, and residing in the South, determined vote choice
for the TRT against all other parties. This result captured the mood before the coup and
it is not surprising that the coup was welcomed by urban dwellers and the Bangkokians
in particular. When asked about votes cast in the 2007 election, the ﬁrst election after
the coup, the divides continued and farmers were less supportive of the DP than the TRT.
The southerners, by contrast, were staunch supporters of the DP. They were also strongly
against the TRT; they preferred to vote for other parties than for the TRT. A similar voting
pattern appeared in the 2011 election as well.
Besides the contrasting voting behavior for the TRT and the DP, I also analyzed
changing support for other parties over time (Table 5.5). In 2001 and 2005, approximately
ten percent of respondents voted for other parties. This percentage began to dwindle in
2006. Unlike the other two major parties, they did not have followers who shared similar
social characteristics. Since the supporters of other parties were few in the surveys, I
grouped them together in the analyses. These parties mainly relied on the charisma and
the vote base of party leaders to attract votes. The bases of these parties were located in
diﬀerent regions that had diﬀerent socioeconomic conditions. For instance, the vote base
of the Chart Thai Party (Thai Nation) was in the central region in which the economic
condition was better than the conditions in the North and the Northeast. On the other
hand, the vote base of the Bhumjaithai Party (Thai Pride) was in Buriram province in the
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Northeast. When they are grouped together, the eﬀects of social characteristics are likely
to be canceled out. However, the result also shows that these parties did not attract voters
with certain social traits since the source of their support mainly depends on where the
voters lived.

Variable
2001
2005
2006
Intercept (Other Parties) -.092** -1.878*** -3.182***
(.295)
(.154)
(.414)
Rural-Urban
-.301**
.025
.289†
(.114)
(.032)
(.150)
Income
-.047
-.014
.087
(.090)
(.003)
(.138)
Farmer
-.141
.095
-.233
(.197)
(.172)
(.314)
South
.489
.617*
2.110***
(.424)
(.277)
(.408)
No. of Obs.
1245
1825
1106
McFadden R2
.0830
.1233
.1492
Log Likelihood
-969.15 -1154.4
-647.2
Note: standard errors are in parentheses.
Signiﬁcant level: †< .1, *<. 05, **< .01, ***< .001
*TRT and its successor parties.

2007
-3.563***
(.600)
.199
(.150)
.230*
(.111)
-.350
(.285)
3.179**
(.1.231)
1453
.1266
-1037.5

2011
-2.566***
(.196)
-.130
(.142)
.246†
(.142)
-.415
(.296)
.171
(1.066)
1281
.1536
-785.42

Table 5.6. Determinants of Vote Choice between TRT* and Other Parties

The empirical evidence shows that the TRT and the Democrat Party have distinct
supporters. The political conﬂict in Thailand is said to be along rural-urban divides and
the rich versus the poor. From the data analyzed here, it is more accurate to describe
the conﬂict as being between the agrarian population and non-agrarian population. This
result is not surprising because most of the Thai population still engages in farming and
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ﬁshery (40.8% in 2010) (National Statistical Oﬃce, 2014). Since farms are located in rural
areas, rural-urban divides summarize the contrasting social standings of the agrarian and
the non-agrarian populations. Thus, there is an overlapping of the rural-urban divides
with class divisions. The TRT was the ﬁrst party that beneﬁted from support from the
vast population in the hinterland with social policies. The social policies united voters
in support for the TRT in the North and the Northeast. Thus, the distribution of the
agrarian population also highlights regional diﬀerences. As shown in Figure 5.5, the vote
shares of the TRT and the DP at the district level are closely related to the distribution of
the agrarian population across the country. The North and the Northeast have the largest
agrarian populations and they are also the stronghold of the TRT. The central region and
Bangkok have the lowest percentages of agrarian population and they reward the TRT with
fewer votes. The South, despite having substantial agrarian and ﬁshery populations, is a
staunch supporter of the DP.
The overwhelming support for the TRT in the North and Northeast, however, masks
the poor-rich conﬂict in these two regions. As shown in Figure 5.5, the predicted vote share
of the TRT decreases as income inequality gets large, while the predicted vote share of the
DP increases. This contrasting eﬀect of income inequality is consistent across the regions.
The initial vote share of the TRT is high in the North and Northeast due to the large
agrarian populations in the regions, the vote share, however, gradually dwindles when a
district moves from having low income inequality to high income inequality. A close inspection shows that province capitals (mueang) have higher income inequality on average than
other districts in these two regions. It indicates that the rural-urban and poor-rich divides
exist not only across regions but within regions as well. The military coup and the red-yellow
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Figure 5.2. Comparing the TRT’s and DP’s Vote Shares with the Percentage of
Agrarian Population across Thailand
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Figure 5.3. Predicted Vote Share in the 2007 and 2011 Elections
confrontation activated the long-lasting yet dormant problem of inequality and it becomes
a factor determining the vote share of the two parties, even in the TRT’s stronghold.
By contrast, the South is insensitive to economic conditions and voters there support the
Democrat Party unconditionally. Without the South, the support base of the Democrat
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Party is limited to some districts in Bangkok and its surrounding provinces, where economic
conditions are disproportionately better than other provinces.
The ﬁndings explains why the 2007 and the 2011 electoral reforms failed to live
up to the reformers’ anticipations. The social characteristics of supporters for the TRT
and the DP hardly change from one election to another even after measures in addition
to electoral reforms were taken to break up the TRT. As argued earlier, this convergence
between societal groups and party support led voters to develop ranked preferences for
parties. It also caused voters to shift their loyalty from individual candidates and local
factions to parties. Voters, then, tended to cast bloc votes and rewarded parties with all
district seats. This is why the PPP/TRT could still win the 2007 election with a large
margin even though several factions left the party to contest in the election.
Maps in Figure 5.5 show the types of party system across Thailand under AV. There
are much more single-party districts in the 2007 election compared to the previous AV elections. Focusing on the elections of 1996 and 2007, while single-party districts were scattered
across the North and the Northeast in 1996, they were more concentrated in these two regions in 2007. The ﬁnding indicates that voters in these two regions have changed their
voting behavior; they also tended to cast bloc votes like their counterparts in urban areas.
This changing behavior beneﬁted the PPP/TRT a great deal. Figure 5.5 further presents
the breakdown of seats based on the status of districts. As expected, most seats came
from single-party districts and the PPP/TRT had the majority of them. Moreover, small
parties could only secure a few seats from single-party districts, apparently from the party
leaders’ support bases. In addition, these parties tended to share seats with the PPP/TRT
in ticket-splitting districts. Finally, the newly established parties had little appeals in the
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Figure 5.4. Distribution of Party System Type under AV
PR tier since most of them oﬀered the copycat platforms of the PPP/TRT. It is not surprising that seats in the PR tier were shared by the two major parties. Underestimating the
convergence between social cleavages and party support that led to the change in voting
behavior is the main reason why the 2007 electoral reform failed to achieve its political
goals. The outcome was a nascent two-party system instead of a multi-party system that
the reformers anticipated.
The 2011 electoral reform re-adopted SMD in the district tier. The new incarnation
of the TRT was again the beneﬁciary of the rule change. The result is not surprising given
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that the support base of the Democrat Party was limited to the South and Bangkok. As
farmers were less likely to vote for the Democrat Party, when they were given options, the
party was the least preferred party among others. Thus, if the Democrat Party expected
that rural voters would defect from small parties and vote for it, the calculation was certainly
inaccurate. Moreover, the rule change also produced a counterproductive eﬀect by impelling
those small parties back to the camp of the PT/TRT. As shown in Figure 5.5, the PT/TRT’s
vote shares increased in the 2011 election compared to the 2007 election in the district tier.
The Democrat Party, by contrast, has maintained its support base without much progress
in other regions, even while holding the incumbent advantage in the 2011 election. The
result is contradictory to what the party might anticipate. It actually helped the PT/TRT
re-capture the districts that it yielded to the parties being emancipated from it in 2007.

Figure 5.5. Breakdown of Seats in the 2007 Election
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These ﬁndings suggest that the convergence between social cleavages and party support has changed voting behavior. Although the 1996 and the 2007 elections both used AV,
the party structure was very diﬀerent. In 1996, only the Democrat Party could command
bloc votes across a wide range of districts while most parties relied on local factions to
win seats. Lacking dichotomous preferences for factions or candidates led to ticket splitting, which enabled a lot of parties to enter the parliament. Without understanding the
real reason that drove the result, AV was thought as an electoral system that produced
multipartism. However, voting behavior changed when a direct party-voter linkage was
established. As a result, voters tended to cast bloc votes and rewarded parties with all district seats. Thus, despite several measures aiming to undermine the political forces behind
the PPP/TRT, the party still won a majority of seats through party sweeps in the 2007
election.
The 2011 electoral reform also failed to live up to the anticipation of the Democrat
Party. The party’s voting pool was in the South and Bangkok, while the PT/TRT’s voting
pool covered the North and the Northeast regions. Replacing AV with SMD actually put
pressure on small parties that competed in the North and Northeast to merge with the
PT/TRT. The DP might think that a two-party competition could beneﬁt it to win more
seats from small parties, but the result was the opposite. The reason is that the DP’s
supporters were in minority in other regions, which made it disadvantaged under SMD. As
the only representative of the conservative forces, the Democrat Party’s repeated failures
in the electoral arena reveal the unbalanced support bases for the two major parties. As
long as election results are determined by an equal vote, the party is unlikely to win any
election in the near future. Thus, despite these two attempts at changing the party system,
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the conservative forces still could not gain power through elections. It implies that the
convergence between societal groups and party support is sticky enough to resist short-term
interventions. As the military took over the government and planed for another political
reform, any measure to tilt the electoral playing ﬁeld might fail again if the convergence
between social groups and party support is once again disregarded.

Figure 5.6. Comparisons of Vote Shares in the 2007 and the 2011 Elections

5.6 Conclusion
This chapter investigates the relationship between social characteristics and party
support at the aggregate and the individual levels, and found that the Thai Rak Thai Party
and the Democrat Party had supporters with distinctive social characteristics. This chapter
argues that party structure has changed since 2001 when the TRT built a direct linkage with
agrarian voters through social policies. By shifting voters’ loyalty from factions/candidates
to parties, party label becomes an important factor determining vote choice. As voters
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developed ranked preferences for parties, they tended to cast bloc votes instead of splitting
tickets under AV. The PPP/TRT was able to win a majority of seats due to the new voter
behavior. It also explains why the 2007 electoral result deviated from the previous AV
elections.
The convergence between social cleavages and party support also provides the information about the distribution of voter preferences. While farmers and provinces with a
substantial agricultural population tended to vote for the TRT, they were less supportive
of the DP. Given that the majority of Thai voters resides in rural areas and engages in
farming, the DP is uncompetitive in many provinces and, therefore, unlikely to win seats
under SMD. It explains why the DP did not win as many seats as it anticipated when
MMM was re-adopted in the 2011 election.
Findings in this chapter suggest that voters have changed their behavior since 2001
due to the change in party structure. How did this new context aﬀect strategic behavior
necessary to reach the Duvergerian equilibrium at the district level? The next chapter
answers this question.
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Chapter 6
Party System Fragmentation and Strategic Behavior
in Diﬀerent Party Structures

In the previous two chapters, I have probed the causes that led to diﬀerent outcomes
for the three Thai electoral reforms. The 1997 electoral reform was able to reduce party
system fragmentation at the national level due to better electoral coordination by parties
and local factions under SMD compared with under AV. The multiple ballot structure
of AV hindered cooperation among rival local factions since multiple parties could still
survive when voters split tickets as a result of lacking dichotomous preferences with regard
to parties and local factions. As found in Chapter 4, voters residing in rural provinces were
more likely to split tickets for diﬀerent parties and thus allowed more parties to win seats
at the district level. The failure to coordinate at the district level led to more parties at
the national level. Thus, when the obstacle of such coordination was removed and rival
local factions were able to cooperate within political parties, it led to a reduction in the
fragmentation of the party system in 2001.
On the other hand, party structure has also changed since 2001. As parties have built
direct linkages with voters and consolidated the linkage through social policies, party label
has become meaningful in the electoral arena in a way that it was not before. As the political
conﬂict intensiﬁed and the supporters of the Thai Rak Thai Party and the Democrat Party
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became distinct and loyal partisans, the distribution of votes among parties was largely
determined by the distribution of voter preferences for particular parties. In Chapter 5, I
found that the supporters of the two major parties came from diﬀerent social groups and
that their support was stable over the last four elections. The durable social bases of party
support explain why the last two electoral reforms did not dramatically change the seat
distributions among parties as the reformers had anticipated.
The ﬁndings in the previous two chapters indicate that the party structure before
and after 2001 conditioned the eﬀects that the electoral rules had on the fragmentation of
the party system. Before 2001, due to the common strategy employed by local factions and
candidates to win seats – namely, the use of expensively maintained vote canvassing system
– a candidate’s decision to run (and stay in the race) was highly sensitive to the likelihood of
winning. Thus, candidates tended to withdraw from elections when the chance of winning
was low. Such rational choice is the main source of the reduction in the number of parties
active at the district level over time, even before there was electoral coordination among rival
local factions. After 2001, party labels began to signal to voters which interests the parties
represented. Such development is important since it provided crucial information that
voters used to rank their preferences for parties. In the electoral arena, such information
is necessary for voters to engage in strategic voting or strategic defection that helps the
district party system reach the Duvergerian equilibrium induced by electoral rules (Cox,
1997; Moser and Scheiner, 2012). Thus, I argue that the development of party label after
2001 should lead us to see that strategic behavior from voters became the main cause of
the reduction in the number of parties at the district level in this strong party structure.
In what follows, I explain the relationship between electoral rules and strategic be119

havior of candidates and voters within districts. Based on the theoretical relationship I
have proposed, I provide my arguments and hypothesis. I then illustrate the overall trend
of party system fragmentation at the district and the national levels between 1986 and 2011,
when a weak party structure has turned into a strong one. I investigate the determinants of
district party system fragmentation before and after 2001. I discuss the ﬁndings and their
relevance to the previous chapters before the conclusion.

6.1 Electoral Rules and Strategic Behavior within Districts
The relationship between electoral systems and party system fragmentation can be
summarized by Duverger’s Law and Duverger’s Hypothesis (Duverger, 1954). Duverger’s
Law states that SMD shall lead to a two-party system. Duverger’s Hypothesis, then,
predicts that PR should tend to produce a multi-party system. Numerous examples around
the world, however, defy Duverger’s Law at the national level. Probing the reasons, Cox
(1997) argued that Duverger’s Law should be more evident at the district level than at the
national level. Since electoral rules determine winners and losers in district elections, they
should induce strategizing from both candidates and voters who care about the election
result. Strategic behavior of candidates and voters within districts is the mechanism that
leads to Duverger’s Law.
With regard to voters, strategic voting or strategic defection happens when voters
pour votes towards viable contenders. With regard to candidates, they calculate the likelihood of winning under diﬀerent electoral rules and decide whether to run for established
parties (strategic entry) or withdraw from the contest when the chance is slim (rational entry). If strategic behavior occurs, the number of viable or serious contenders under diﬀerent
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electoral rules should be close to or smaller than M+1, where M is the district magnitude
(the number of seats allocated in each district). The deduced result of M+1 is called the
Duvergerian equilibrium. However, the Duvergerian equilibrium is based on the premise
that candidates and voters act strategically and they do so only when several assumptions
are met. Table 6.1 summarizes the assumptions of the Duvergerian equilibrium.
Table 6.1. Assumptions of the Duvergerian Equilibrium
Key Assumption
Party/Candidate
Voter
Voters only care about the
Short-term Inoutcome of the current elecParties/candidates only aim
strumentally
tion. They should be able
to win the current election
Rational
to vote with freewill based
on their preferences.
Voters know who the trailParties/candidates
have
ing candidate and the front
Suﬃcient Infor- suﬃcient information about
runner are. They should be
voters’ preferences and
mation
able to get the information
expectations.
with low cost or even free.
All types of voters are Voters should have a
represented
by
par- single-peaked preference for
Distribution of ties/candidates.
Com- parties/candidates; indiﬀerPreference
petition among parties lays ence between the two least
the foundation for strategic preferred candidates will
voting.
not trigger strategic voting.
Hidden Assumption
Party organization should be able to react to the diﬀerent constrains of electoral rules. For instance, in a ﬁrstIntra-party compast-the-post electoral rule, parties should only endorse
petition
one candidate while raising the cost for other members
to compete in the election.
Source: Cox (1997, 76-79).

The assumptions illustrate that both parties/candidates and voters have a short121

term goal in mind. That is, they only care about the result of the current election. The
assumption rules out non-myopic motivation when actors aim for possible beneﬁts gained
in the future. Another assumption is that parties/candidates should be distinguishable
for voters. They campaign to represent diﬀerent voter interests and voters rank their
preferences of parties/candidates based on the message conveyed by parties/candidates.
Suﬃcient information is important for both parties and voters to decide whether strategic
behavior is necessary to reach their goals. There is one hidden assumption about the
structure of parties, though. If parties are able to control the nomination process, they can
avoid over-nomination, which dilutes votes. For instance, parties should only nominate and
endorse one candidate per district under SMD.
It is apparent that these assumptions are at work in reaching the Duvergerian equilibrium through two mechanisms. For parties, strategic entry or rational entry ensures
that only viable candidates enter the competition. Voters, on the other hand, engage in
strategic voting when they pour votes to these viable candidates. Failure to reach the Duvergerian equilibrium can either be due to a failure in strategic entry/rational entry or a
failure in strategic voting. Cox seems to think that strategic voting is more important than
the strategies taken by parties and candidates to impose the upper bound on the eﬀective
number of competitors since he discussed strategic voting ﬁrst in Making Votes Count.
Elites (parties and candidates) make entry decision based on the anticipation of whether
they are likely to become the victim of strategic voting. Thus, even though there are many
competitors in a race (as those early rounds of elections in a newly democratized country),
the number of competitors will gradually decrease when voters learn to vote strategically
and elites take the message to make entry decision in the next election.
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If the eﬀective number of competitors is reduced in such sequence: strategic voting
leads to strategic/rational entry, which in turn makes strategic voting easier, it would require that all the assumptions mentioned above have been met. Thus, when investigating
the district-level fragmentation in post-communist countries, Moser and Scheiner (2012)
argue that the level of party system institutionalization matters because parties in a less
institutionalized party system do not convey the information necessary for strategic voting to take place. Since parties in this environment do not structure votes, independent
candidates usually compete side by side with parties, which makes it diﬃcult for voters
to distinguish front-runners from hopeless losers. In this situation, voters are unlikely to
vote strategically since the eﬀect of strategic voting is less predictable. When voters do
not vote strategically, votes are relatively equally distributed among candidates, which in
turn encourages entry since everyone has almost the equal chance of winning. Thus, we
generally expect that the eﬀective number of competitors at the district level might stay
high in a less institutionalized party system. However, it is also possible that the eﬀective
number of competitors would gradually decrease over time due to rational entry, even when
parties do not structure votes. I elaborate my argument in the following section.

6.2 Strategic Behavior before and after 2001
In the context of Thailand before 2001, when most parties relied on local factions to
win seats instead of attracting voters with policies (i.e. weak parties), I would expect that
it would be more likely that rational entry is the main mechanism determining the level
of fragmentation of the party system. Since party label was insigniﬁcant for vote choice
and frequent party switching and the short life spans of parties testiﬁed that established
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parties did not possess advantages in the electoral arena, strategic entry is unlikely the
main mechanism determining the level of fragmentation. As shown in Chapter 4, the
average number of parties entering elections in districts decreased over time until 1996.
This indicates that as local factions and candidates gradually consolidated their electoral
assets, it drove away potential contenders. This is because local factions and candidates
relied on personal clientelist networks to secure votes. Given that local factions/candidates
needed to invest ﬁnancial resources in upholding a viable network, a winner obtaining a
high vote share conveyed information to future contenders about the size of her electoral
assets. This information signals the cost of participating in the election and the likelihood
of winning. Since local factions/candidates are oﬃce seekers, they should be sensitive about
the cost and withdraw from competition when the likelihood of winning is small.
On the other hand, we learned that voters, especially those living in rural provinces,
tended to split tickets under AV. The reason they did not bloc vote is that they lacked
dichotomous preferences for local factions/candidates. Thus, it is reasonable to conjecture
that the majority of voters at the time were incapable of engaging in strategic voting since
they could not rank candidates/local factions. Vote buying through the vote-canvasser
system also violates the assumption that voters should have free will when going to the
polls. These two factors prevented voters from voting strategically. This also suggests that
the reduction in the eﬀective number of parties before 2001 should be caused mainly by
other mechanisms.
However, stable party-voter linkage began to develop beginning in 2001. As party
labels become meaningful in conveying the positions of parties, this signaling should help
voters distinguish winners and losers more easily through the distribution of voter pref124

erences. As I have shown in Chapter 5, the agrarian population tended to vote for the
TRT, while southerners and the non-agrarian population tended to vote for the DP. The
convergence between societal groups and party support provides information about the
distribution of voter preferences in districts. Thus, even with more parties entering the
contests, voters can still detect possible winners and pour votes to those candidates. In
other words, I would expect that strategic voting should be the main cause of a reduction
in the number of parties after 2001. Moreover, as politics becomes polarized by the redyellow confrontation, electoral competition becomes more intense and voters should care
even more about the electoral outcomes. The testable hypothesis is as follows:
Hypothesis: Rational entry poses relative importance to determine the eﬀective number of
parties before 2001, but strategic voting becomes the main cause after 2001.

6.3 Change in the Fragmentation of the Thai Party System
Before testing the hypothesis, we shall look at the change in party system fragmentation over time. The fragmentation of the party system, as shown in Figure 6.1, always
deviated from the prediction of the M+1 rule at the district level. Following the literature in the ﬁeld, I measured party system fragmentation by the eﬀective number of parties
(ENP).1 Although AV has large district magnitude, the predicted number of viable parties
can be either two or four depending on whether the majority of voters cast bloc votes or
split tickets. If the majority of voters cast bloc votes, the number of viable parties should
1

ENP was constructed by Laakso and Taagepera (1979), which is weighted party vote shares. The
indicator is calculated by the formula EN P = ∑n1 v2 , where vi is party i’s vote share or seat share.
i=1

i
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be close to two since AV becomes a grouped SMD game. If the majority of voters split
tickets, the number of viable parties should be four since the majority of districts elect three
winners.

Figure 6.1. Party System Fragmentation across Years
As discussed in chapter four, candidates in Thailand responded to the incentives of
AV to form local factions in order to secure bloc votes. However, until 1996 the majority of
districts elected more than one party as a result of ticket splitting. The average ENPs at
the district level echoed this ﬁnding and were between two and four in the period between
1986 and 1996. Moreover, the overall trend was that party system fragmentation was on the
decline at both national and district levels until the 1996 election. The only exception was
the 1988 election, when the Democrat Party faced party splitting that increased the ENP
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at the national level. The downward trend, as argued above, was the result of rational entry
where strong winners drove away potential contenders in the next election. With fewer and
fewer parties participating in elections, the ENP at both levels decreased over time.
Focusing on the level of party system fragmentation between 1996 and 2001, while
the national level of party system fragmentation decreased in 2001, the district level of party
system fragmentation increased by contrast. The result seems to contradict my argument
in Chapter 4. I have argued that better electoral coordination between parties and local
factions is the main reason for the decrease in party system fragmentation in 2001. However,
it seems to have only aﬀected the national level fragmentation as the ENP shrunk from 4.9
to 4.3. At the district level, the average ENP actually increased in that year. This seeming
contradiction is closely related to the formula calculating the eﬀective number of parties.
The ENP index is sensitive to two factors – the vote share of the ﬁrst winning party
and the number of parties in the contest (Dunleavy and Boucek, 2003). When the vote
share is more than a majority or there are a small number of contenders, the ENP tends
to be small. However, if the ﬁrst-place winner has only a plurality and there are many
contenders, the ENP tends to inﬂate. Comparing the 2001 election with the 1996, we can
see these eﬀects. The average number of parties entering the district-level contests in 2001
was 6.85, compared to 5.68 in 1996, and the average vote share of the ﬁrst-place winning
party was 0.51 in 2001, compared to 0.57 in 1996. It is not surprising that the 2001 election
has a higher average ENP than that of 1996. By contrast, the 2001 national ENP was
smaller than that of 1996. This is because when votes were aggregated at the national
level, the total vote shares of small parties became trivial as the denominator got larger. It
also indicates that most small parties entering the 2001 election were not serious contenders.
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There were other reasons for the burgeoning of entrants in 2001.
Since 2001, parties have received state subsidies for the purpose of strengthening their
role as intermediaries between citizens and the state; this policy encourages the formation
of small parties. To qualify for the subsidy, parties are required to participate in elections.
Thus, even though they are not viable contenders, small parties continue participating in
elections in order to get subsidies. While the TRT and the DP became the two major vote
magnets that put pressure on other parties struggling to secure votes, the situation did not
deter small parties from entering the contests. However, even with more parties entering
the contests, there was no signiﬁcant inﬂation of ENP at the national level. As argued in
Chapter 5, party support has become stable as the two major parties attract voters from
distinctive societal groups. Party label provides the crucial information for voters to pin
down the position of parties as well as discern the prospect of winning given the distribution
of voter preferences in a district. As voters are able to distinguish possible winners and
hopeless losers through party labels, they direct their votes to viable candidates. Strategic
voting explains why the national ENPs were smaller after 2001, even in the 2007 election
that used AV.
This brief analysis of party system fragmentation highlights two things. First, it
seems likely that the gradual decrease in fragmentation is related to rational entry, when
candidates withdraw from contests in districts where winners have strong support. Since
2001, however, voters have likely become an important determinant of the level of fragmentation when they pour votes to potential winners. The next section tests this hypothesis.
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6.4 Data and Methods
To test the hypothesis, I used the election data from 1986 to 2011 at the district
level. However, since one of the explanatory variables has a one-election lag, I only analyzed
nine election results. To make sure that each district covered exactly the same territory
as in the previous election, information about districting was refereed to ensure that the
same sub-districts were analyzed even when they were in diﬀerent electoral districts across
elections. In other words, the unit of observation was sub-districts and they were assigned
to diﬀerent electoral districts depending on each election.
The purpose of this is to investigate the eﬀect of rational entry based on the results
of the previous election. Note that the districting information is only available since the
1996 election. For the elections between 1986 and 1995, I assigned the sub-districts based
on the districting information of the 1996 election. More speciﬁcally, sub-districts of the
electoral district 1 in 1996 were assumed to belong to the same electoral district (District
1) in the previous elections. Since the 1996 election had more electoral districts than the
previous elections, it is less risky that a sub-district would be wrongly assigned. That
is, a province might be divided into two electoral districts in 1996 due to the increase in
population but the two electoral districts were one district in previous elections. Thus, it
is less troublesome to assign sub-districts to an old electoral district than to a new one
that divides these sub-districts into diﬀerent electoral districts. The latter happens when
the electoral system alternated between AV and SMD. But these elections have districting
information that I can refer to.
I performed separate analyses for each election to investigate the dynamics of rational
entry and strategic voting. My dependent variable was the level of party system fragmenta129

tion at the district level. Although in the last section I used ENP to measure party system
fragmentation, here, to investigate the system fragmentation under AV, I instead used the
eﬀective number of candidates (ENC) as my dependent variable. I calculated ENC with
the same formula that I used to calculate ENP, but using candidates’ vote shares instead
of parties’ vote shares. The original argument made by Cox (1997) is that electoral rules
aﬀect the number of candidates entering the contests at the district level. In a one-seat
district, every party only gets to nominate one candidate, so a candidate’s receiving votes
are her party’s receiving votes. Thus, the ENC is equivalent to the ENP. In an electoral
system that has multi-seat districts (e.g. AV, open list PR, SNTV, and STV etc.), each
party is likely to nominate multiple candidates. In AV, for instance, each party is required
to nominate a number of candidates equal to the district magnitude. When there are six
parties competing in a three-seat district, the number of contenders is eighteen. With such
a large number, the ENC is always greater than the ENP. Although what we concern is
party system fragmentation at the district level, it is more accurate to use ENC instead of
ENP in this analysis because voters cast ballots for individual candidates not parties.
Under AV, voters can cast their ballots in diﬀerent combinations, ranging from bloc
votes to ticket splitting. That is, a voter can choose to cast all ballots to candidates of the
same party or to candidates belonging to diﬀerent parties. Using ENP as the dependent
variable would have required an assumption that voters cast bloc votes and would have
ignored the dynamics of ticket splitting. Using ENC, on the other hand, allowed me to
capture both. For instance, consider the scenario where party A has one strong candidate
that wins ﬁrst place while the party’s two other candidates lag behind. In total, party A’s
vote share is high because of the strong candidate (which is the only one who gets elected).
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This will result in a small ENP. ENC, however, will be a large number, reﬂecting the poor
performance of the other two candidates. On the other hand, if all three candidates of party
A win seats, both ENP and ENC will be small. In short, ENC captures diﬀerent voting
combinations and reﬂects the level of fragmentation better than ENP under the electoral
rule of AV. For the elections using SMD, ENC and ENP are equivalent since each party
only nominates one candidate per district.
Rational entry and strategic voting are the two explanatory variables. Rational
entry is measured by the vote share of the winner in the previous election. The rationale
is that if the winner’s vote share is high in the previous election, it would deter potential
contenders from entering in the next election. When the number of candidates decreases
in the next election, ENC should tend to be smaller. However, in the elections that use
AV, rational entry is deﬁned by the last-place winner’s vote share. That is, in a three-seat
district, rational entry is the third-place winner’s vote share.
Strategic voting is measured through the SF-ratio provided by Cox (1997). The SFratio is the ratio of the votes between the second-place loser and the ﬁrst-place loser. For
instance, in a three-seat district, the ﬁrst-place loser is the fourth candidate ranked by the
receiving votes in descending order. The rationale is that if there is strategic voting, voters
shall pour votes to the ﬁrst-place loser in order to make him/her win the last slot. When
this happens, votes are relatively concentrated in the few front-runners, thus, creating a
lower ENC. The SF-ratio is between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating no vote pooling to viable
contenders. I calculated the SF-ratio under AV using candidates’ receiving votes instead
of parties’ receiving votes. Since the dependent variable is ENC in the elections using AV,
SF-ratio is calculated based on the same unit (candidates). For the elections using SMD, a
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candidate’s receiving votes are his/her party’s receiving votes.
The analyses controlled for two variables in both electoral systems. The ﬁrst control
variable is the number of parties participating in the district election. Although most
analyses controlled for district magnitude as it directly related to the number of candidates
in the contest, I controlled for the number of parties instead due to a Thai regulation.
The regulation required parties to ﬁeld candidates in up to at least one-fourth to one-half
of the total number of parliamentary seats, depending on the election year (Hicken, 2009,
96, footnote 20). That is, even though parties might like to ﬁeld candidates in only a
few districts where they had a good chance of winning seats, they had to participate in
other districts to comply with the regulation. This regulation led to more parties entering
races in districts with small magnitudes since it was easier there than in larger districts
to run the required number of candidates (which, as stated earlier, must be equal to the
number of seats in contention). Moreover, state subsidies to political parties mentioned
earlier also encouraged entrants based on a reason irrelevant to the concern over election
results. Thus, the number of competing parties must be controlled for, since it also aﬀects
the dependent variable. Fortunately, the eﬀect of this control variable overlaps with that
of district magnitude to some extent. Therefore, it is justiﬁable to omit district magnitude
to avoid redundancy. I also controlled for the South. Since it is the stronghold of the
Democrat Party, the level of party system fragmentation is usually lower in the region.
For each election, I ran two separate models for two independent groups. The ﬁrst
group contained districts with the margin of victory greater than 0.2 and the second group
with the margin of victory smaller than 0.2 in the current election. The margin of victory
is the vote gap between the last winner and the ﬁrst loser. That is, in a three-seat district
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under AV, the margin of victory is the vote diﬀerence between the candidate who won the
last seat and the candidate who was right behind, divided by the former’s votes. Thus, a
large value means the last winner garners far more votes than the ﬁrst loser. By contrast,
a small value indicates that the competition between the last winner and the ﬁrst loser is
pretty tight. Although Cox (1997) argued that we should be able to observe strategic voting
in the current election if the previous election was tight, the purpose in the analysis here is
not to corroborate the condition for strategic voting to take place. Instead, the purpose is
to inspect the importance of strategic voting before and after 2001.
More speciﬁcally, to divide districts into two groups using the results of current
election and to probe the eﬀect of strategic voting on the dependent variable is self-evident,
one might argue. Since districts with a small margin of victory must be, to some extent, a
result of strategic voting, it would not be surprising to see strategic voting assert a signiﬁcant
eﬀect on ENCs in these districts. That is, strategic voting leads to votes concentrating to
the front-runners (the winner and the ﬁrst loser) and, therefore, the margin of victory
must be low (so does ENCs). However, as mentioned earlier, the purpose of the analysis
is to compare the importance of rational entry and strategic voting in aﬀecting the ENCs
in diﬀerent party structures. Thus, it is better that we compare the eﬀects in the same
condition across elections. The eﬀect of rational entry should be similar in both types of
districts. Yet, it is also likely that a district with a large margin also has a large margin of
victory in the previous election, which might discourage entry and results in a small eﬀect
of rational entry in these districts.
Separating districts in this way helped me investigate the supposed eﬀect of strategic
voting on the dependent variable free of the intervention of other factors. I expect to see
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that strategic voting has a small eﬀect in the districts with a large margin regardless of
the timing. However, in districts with a small margin, rational entry should pose relative
importance for determining the dependent variable before the 2001 election. After 2001,
strategic voting should assert a larger eﬀect on the dependent variable than rational entry.
Although strategic voting and rational entry have the same unit scale (between 0 and 1),
their eﬀects are not comparable due to the meanings they represent. That is, the eﬀect of a
unit increase in rational entry on the dependent variable is not equivalent to the eﬀect of the
same unit decrease in strategic voting. Thus, in order to compare the relative importance
of these two variables across elections, I plot the estimated coeﬃcients and inspect their
changes over time. I expect to see the absolute values of the coeﬃcients of rational entry
decrease as time progressed, while the values of strategic voting increase by contrast. All
the models were estimated using OLS.

6.5 Findings and Discussion
Table 6.2 shows the results. In districts which the margin of victory is smaller than
0.2, rational entry had a larger coeﬃcient than that of strategic voting in determining ENC
before 2001, other things being equal. Moreover, the coeﬃcient of rational entry was only
statistically signiﬁcant until 1996. For strategic voting, there was a larger coeﬃcient on the
value of ENC after 2001, and the coeﬃcients were statistically signiﬁcant across all election
years. Although I argue that strategic voting should have small eﬀects before 2001, it does
not mean it should not have any eﬀect at all. As found in Chapter 4, urban voters were
more likely to cast bloc votes, which indicates that they were capable of ranking parties
and candidates. This means voters were also capable of strategic voting although they were
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6.2A

1988

(Intercept)
Winner’s
vote
share*
SF ratio
No. of party
South
R2
No. of
Obs.

1992.1
1992.2
Large
Small
Large
Small
Large
Small
.563
2.169***
4.336***
4.268*** 4.461***
5.073***
(.608)
(.490)
(.303)
(.442)
(.563)
(.627)
-7.957*** -17.114*** -11.293*** -13.671*** -8.728*** -16.273***

(.955)
3.473***
(.434)
.481***
(.044)
1.574***
(.291)
.5152
335

(Intercept)
Winner’s vote share*
SF ratio
No. of party
South
R2
No. of Obs.

(1.404)
3.608***
(.307)
.553***
(.032)
2.356***
(.228)
.5722
593

(.597)
3.477***
(.246)
.213***
(.026)
.264
(.190)
.7552
303

(.964)
2.682***
(.336)
.477***
(.025)
.510**
(.171)
.6622
617

(.942)
2.237***
(.442)
.305***
(.044)
-.140
(.165)
.6444
328

(1.357)
3.756***
(.392)
.333***
(.031)
-1.419***
(.238)
.6858
600

6.2B
1995
1996
2001
Large
Small
Large
Small
Large
Small
3.599***
4.164*** 5.091*** 5.456*** 1.094*** 1.358***
(.221)
(.235)
(.178)
(.319)
(.111)
(.162)
-4.503*** -10.154*** -8.857*** -9.181***
-.492*
.084
(.501)
(.648)
(.445)
(.855)
(.227)
(.310)
1.267***
4.045*** 1.059*** 2.004*** 1.259*** 1.819***
(.185)
(.172)
(.125)
(.188)
(.077)
(.105)
.287***
.220***
.158***
.085*** .178*** .135***
(.027)
(.024)
(.017)
(.025)
(.013)
(.016)
-0.828*** -1.474***
.063
-.723** -.401***
-.105
(.115)
(.214)
(.107)
(.217)
(.068)
(.110)
.6490
.7461
.7307
.5840
.5271
.6354
387
541
469
448
701
217
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6.2C
2005
2007
2011
Large
Small
Large
Small
Large
Small
(Intercept)
2.434*** 2.127***
1.006* 3.544*** 2.119*** 2.066***
(.090)
(.131)
(.477)
(.759)
(.083)
(.104)
Winner’s vote share* -1.366***
-.271
-1.062*
-.349 -.797 ***
.158
(.119)
(.157)
(.532)
(.702)
(.214)
(.352)
SF ratio
.426*** 1.365*** 3.480*** 3.237***
.817** 1.303***
(.052)
(.057)
(.328)
(.469)
(.059)
(.061)
No. of party
.030**
.026
.250*** .176***
-.010
.008
(.011)
(.019)
(.033)
(.035)
(.009)
(.009)
South
.180*** -.104*** -1.456***
.524 -.568*** .443***
(.041)
(.044)
(.144)
(.349)
(.049)
(.060)
2
R
.2728
.8780
.5109
.1314
.3542
.7998
No. of Obs.
746
107
449
479
707
209
Note: standard errors are in parentheses.
Signiﬁcance level: *< .05, **< .01, ***< .001
*Winner’s vote share in the last election.
Table 6.2. Determinants of ENC across Elections

in a small number among the electorate. On the other hand, in the districts where the
margin of victory is greater than 0.2, the coeﬃcient of strategic voting tended to be smaller
than that of rational entry even in the elections held after 2001. The only exceptions are
the 2001 and 2007 elections, in which the coeﬃcients of strategic voting is greater than the
coeﬃcients of rational entry in both types of districts.
As mentioned above, to inspect the relative importance of rational entry and strategic voting in determining the dependent variable, we cannot compare the values of the
coeﬃcients since they do not possess the same meaning. Instead, I plot the absolute values
of the coeﬃcients across elections and scrutinize the changes in relative importance of these
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two variables. Figure 6.2 illustrates the changes on both types of districts. As expected, the
values of rational entry decrease over time. The coeﬃcients of rational entry (as winner’s
vote share) in districts with a small margin are usually greater than those in districts with a
large margin. Also note that the coeﬃcients of rational entry are not statistically signiﬁcant
in districts with a small margin since the 2001 election. On the other hand, the values of
strategic voting (as SF- ratio) do not change much; the values are similar across elections.
However, the coeﬃcients of strategic voting are larger than the coeﬃcients of rational entry in both types of districts since 2001, except the 2005 election. The TRT reached the
hegemonic status in the 2005 election and it is not surprising that strategic voting is less
eﬀective across both types of districts due to the overwhelming support it enjoyed in that
year. Moreover, given that all the coeﬃcients of strategic voting are statistically signiﬁcant
even after 2001, it indicates that it is an important factor in determining the district-level
party system fragmentation compared to rational entry during the same period.
The ﬁndings echoed my ﬁndings from the previous two chapters. The continuing
decrease in system fragmentation at both the national and district levels before 2001 were
mainly due to rational entry, but not to intra-district party coordination. Although it
is diﬃcult to distinguish the two behaviors based on the outcome (both result in lower
fragmentation), party coordination involves coordination on a large scale within districts.
Party coordination should also be relevant to the change in formal institutions as discussed
in Chapter 4. The eﬀect of rational entry was not statistically signiﬁcant in the 2001 election perhaps due to party coordination initiated by the TRT. Parties that had incorporated
rival local factions probably would not have used the last winner’s vote share to determine
whether they should run or not since the action aimed to win election (otherwise, parties
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Figure 6.2. Change in Rational Entry and Strategic Voting across Elections
would not have made the eﬀort to coordinate in the ﬁrst place). However, it is also possible that rational entry was not a good predictor because of re-districting under diﬀerent
electoral rules. This could explain the insigniﬁcant eﬀects of rational entry in 2007 and
2011, election years in which the previous winner’s vote share was produced under diﬀerent
electoral rules. However, given that the eﬀect of rational entry was also insigniﬁcant in
2005 in districts with a small margin of victory, even though both this election and the
previous election, in 2001, used MMM, which casts doubt on this possibility.
With regard to strategic voting, this variable has asserted more inﬂuence in determining ENC since 2001. Strategic voting is based on the premise that voters have ranked
preferences for parties and candidates. However, as found in Chapter 5, such preferences
mainly developed after 2001 due to the TRT’s social policies. Thus, strategic voting’s eﬀect
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in the 2001 election was a surprise. This result might have been due to the electoral rules of
SMD, which can trigger strategic voting more easily than AV. That is, given the one-ballot
structure and a small district magnitude, it is easier to distinguish front-runners and losers
under SMD than it is under AV. For the 2001 election, the electoral system might have been
the reason for the signiﬁcant eﬀect of strategic voting. However, the 2007 election used AV
and strategic voting was still the main cause in determining the level of fragmentation.
Therefore, electoral system alone cannot explain why strategic voting became the main
determinant after 2001. Together with what I found in Chapter 5 about the convergence
between party support and social cleavages, it suggests that the intensifying social divisions
after 2001 led to voters developing ranked preferences for parties. And such divisions should
make voters care more about winning and cause them to direct their votes to the top-two
contenders regardless of what electoral rule is in use. When comparing SF-ratios between
the district tier and the PR tier, I saw conﬁrmation of these voting patterns.
Figure 6.3 illustrates strategic voting in both the district tier and the PR tier. Strategic voting had a bimodal distribution in the SMD tier in 2001, but the distribution was
skewed to the left in the PR tier. It seems bizarre to observe this pattern in the PR tier
since it was the ﬁrst election that had a PR tier and one might expect that voters would
have just cast ballots as they did in the SMD tier. However, it shows that there was vote
pooling to the front-runners, which were the TRT and the DP, respectively. In the 2001
election, the TRT was a new challenger to the DP, but Thaksin was a well-known politician,
so voters might have tended to vote for popular parties. Starting with the 2005 election,
the patterns in both tiers began to synchronize.
The pattern in the 2007 election needs some explanations, however. To be able to
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Figure 6.3. Strategic Voting between 2001 and 2011
compare strategic voting in this election with other elections using SMD, the SF-ratio here
was calculated based on parties’ votes instead of on candidates’ votes. Moreover, the SFratio is calculated using the votes of the second and the third parties ranked in descending
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order. In other words, I assume that all the districts have the magnitude of one even though
the actual district magnitude ranges from one to three under an AV election. As I argue
above, when voters have ranked preference for parties, they tend to bloc vote and this
behavior turns an AV game into a grouped SMD game. Thus, we would expect that voters
tend to pour votes to the top two parties in each district regardless of district magnitude.
If this happens, the distribution of the SF-ratio should be similar to the one under SMD.
However, the pattern in the district tier had three peaks. This is due to ticket splitting.
Even though the majority of voters tended to cast a bloc vote, ticket splitting still happened.
Thus, depending on whether all seats in a district are captured by one party or shared by
two or three parties, the type of party system is closely related to the distribution of the
SF-ratio.
As the left panel in Figure 6.4 shows, the median SF-ratio is the smallest in oneparty districts and it gets larger in two- and three-party districts. This is because the vote
gap between the second-place and the third-place party is close when they also win seats.
For instance, the vote ratio between the second-place party (which wins a seat) and the
third-place party (which wins no seat) in a two-party district will tend to be small since
some votes are poured to the second-place party to let it win a seat. If both parties win a
seat in a three-party district, the vote gap will be small and it results in a large SF-ratio.
Moreover, if the ﬁrst-place party has majority support in one-party districts, it discourages
strategic voting since the action will not change the election result. In this situation, the
SF-ratio also tends to be large. We can see this in the right panel of Figure 6.4. In districts
where all seats were won by the PPP/TRT or the DP, the SF-ratio tends to concentrate
around 0.6, although another peak is around 0.2. It indicates that these two major parties
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Figure 6.4. Strategic Voting in the 2007 Election
usually enjoyed majority support and, thus, strategic voting was discouraged in the districts
where they swept all seats. However, in districts where a third party captured all seats, the
SF-ratio tends to be around 0.2, indicating that the third party beneﬁted from defection,
possibly from the supporters of one of the major parties. These are the reasons that we see
three peaks in the district tier. Nonetheless, the pattern in the PR tier of the 2007 election
is still similar to those of other elections.
It is clear that Thai voters tended to pour votes to the front runners in the PR tier
even though theoretically they had no institutional incentive to do so. One way to inspect
whether voters defect in the PR tier is to compare the vote diﬀerence between the district
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tier and the PR tier when parties win the ﬁrst place, the second, or the third and worse in
district contests. While I expect to see parties occupying the ﬁrst and the second place tend
to get extra votes in the district tier due to strategic voting, the vote diﬀerence should be
around 0 or negative (meaning more votes in the PR tier) when a party only won the third
place or worse. If a party is not viable in a district contest, its supporters might defect to
vote for another party in the district tier but should stick to the party in the PR tier. This
should lead us to see more votes given to the party in the PR tier than in the district tier.
Figure 6.5 compares the distribution of vote diﬀerence between the TRT/PT, the DP,
and the third party in the 2005 and 2011 elections. The 2007 election is not investigated
here since voters had multiple votes in the district tier but only one ballot in the PR
tier. The vote diﬀerence between the district tier and the PR tier will always be positive.
Moreover, voters could split the tickets, making the investigation complicated. The 2005
and 2011 elections both used MMM so voters had one ballot to cast in the district tier and
another one in the PR tier. It is easier for me to inspect the voting pattern with parties
occupying diﬀerent places in the district contests.
The vote diﬀerence of the TRT/PT in both elections is around 0, meaning that the
party got almost equal votes in both tiers regardless of the place it won in the district
contests. However, the tails are skewed to the left, indicating that the party tended to win
more votes in the PR tier. For the DP, the vote diﬀerence is also around 0 in the 2005
election. In the 2011 election, however, the party tended to get extra votes when it won the
ﬁrst and the second place in district elections. When it lagged behind, the party got more
votes in the PR tier. This is exactly what we would expect. The TRT was the most viable
party in most districts, so it is likely that votes were poured to its main challenger-the DP.
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Figure 6.5. Vote Diﬀerence between District and PR tiers
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When the DP was not viable, such as in districts in the Northeast, its supporters defected
to vote for another party in the district tier but voted for the party in the PR tier. This
explains why the distribution is skewed to the left when the DP won the third place in
district contests.
As for the third party (Thai Nation Party and the Bhumjai Thai Party are the thirdlargest party in the parliament in 2005 and 2011, respectively), they tended to get extra
votes when they came as the ﬁrst and the second in district elections. However, when they
lagged behind, the distributions are not skewed to the left but to the right side. It indicates
that the candidates of the third party tended to garner personal votes but these votes did
not contribute to the party’s PR votes. Although theoretically we would expect that the
supporters of the third party defected in the district tier when the party lagged behind but
stayed with the party in the PR tier, this is not the case here.
The PR tier in the 2011 election used a national list but had no minimum threshold
for winning seats; it should discourage defection further compared with when there was a
minimum threshold in the 2005 election (5% of national votes). However, in 2011 when
politics was more polarized than it was in 2005, Bhumjai Thai Party got far more votes in
the district tier than in the PR tier. Taken together with what I found earlier, it indicates
that the supporters of the third party tended to defect in the PR tier and voted for the TRT
or the DP. As mentioned in Chapter 5, these parties usually relied on their party leaders’
support bases to secure votes and, thus, it is likely that their supporters cast ballots for
these parties’ candidates in the district tier to show allegiance. But they cast the PR vote
for major parties. This voting pattern may be related to the sharpening social divisions
and polarized politics, which could trigger voters to pour votes to the two major parties
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when the electoral competitions become intense. I test the conjecture in the next chapter.

6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, I argue that the fragmentation of the district party system is determined by diﬀerent mechanisms in diﬀerent party structures. The statistical analyses
conﬁrmed that before 2001 rational entry asserted relative importance in determining the
level of fragmentation. After 2001, strategic voting took the leading role in determining the
level of fragmentation. The diﬀerent eﬀects of strategic behavior by candidates and parties
versus that of voters were closely related to the party structure at diﬀerent times. When
parties are the coalitions of local factions which rely on clientelist networks to secure votes,
rational calculation of the costs and the likelihood of winning determines the number of the
contenders in the next election, which in turn determines the fragmentation level at the
district level. By contrast, when voters cast ballots according to the position a party claims,
party label signals the information about viable contenders. In this strong party structure,
strategic behavior from voters takes the lead in determining the level of fragmentation.
The ﬁndings suggest that the transformation of the Thai party system was codetermined by the diﬀerent behaviors of parties/local factions/candidates and voters at
diﬀerent times. Actors behaved diﬀerently when parties appealed to voters directly through
social policies. As parties cultivated social roots and politics began to polarize, it spurred
voters’ interest in electoral outcomes. However, electoral systems alone do not trigger
strategic behavior; they need certain political context to facilitate the expected results.
The ﬁndings about Thailand’s electoral reforms and change in party system suggest that
a polarized political system might induce voters to vote strategically, and through that
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constrains the level of party system fragmentation. Putting Thailand in comparative perspectives, I investigate the relationships between strategic voting, electoral rules, and the
level of political polarization in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Thai Party System in Comparative Perspective

One of the ﬁndings presented in Chapter 6 is that the supporters of small parties
tended to vote for the two major parties in the PR tier. This ﬁnding is surprising since the
PR electoral system is said to provide a weak incentive for strategic defection. According
to conventional wisdom, because parties are more likely to win seats under this permissive
electoral rule than under plurality rule, voters are more likely to reveal their true preferences and cast sincere votes. This ﬁnding, therefore, indicates that voters may have faced
additional incentives that led them to defect from their most preferred parties in the PR
tier.
This chapter examines the literature on strategic voting and provides a theory to
explain under what conditions strategic voting is likely to take place. I argue that when
politics is polarized, it should impel voters to engage in strategic voting. In the case of a
highly polarized system, electoral competitions become intense and it enhances the feeling
that the race is close. In this situation, voters are likely to think that their roles are pivotal
to aﬀect the election outcomes and to engage in strategic voting. The degree of party system
polarization, therefore, provides an additional incentive for strategic voting. I tested this
hypothesis on a large-N, cross-national dataset and present my ﬁndings in this chapter.
In what follows, I ﬁrst discuss the existing theories and ﬁndings about the sources
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of incentives for strategic voting. I then provide my own theory to explain how party
system polarization aﬀects strategic voting. In the third section, I discuss the concept and
measurement issues related to strategic voting. I then present and discuss my ﬁndings
before concluding this chapter.

7.1 The Sources of Incentives for Strategic Voting
Strategic voting refers to the phenomenon in which a voter does not vote for her most
preferred party (Kawai and Watanabe, 2013, 625). That is, a voter might prefer Party A to
Party B, yet the voter casts the ballot for Party B anyway because Party A is uncompetitive
in the contest and, therefore, incapable of preventing other, less-preferred parties from
winning the election. In this situation, the voter’s vote choice and her preference for parties
do not match. This misaligned voting is a problem that public choice theory tries to
tackle given that the purpose of formal rules is to produce an outcome that aggregates the
true preferences of the public. On the other hand, in the case of too much party system
fragmentation, which can undermine government stability, strategic voting can have the
desirable eﬀect of constraining the number of parties in a polity.
Electoral systems play an important role in this process by encouraging or discouraging strategic voting depending on which kind of governance is preferred. If the purpose is
to constrain the number of parties in exchange for government stability and accountability,
plurality rule should be adopted since it tends to induce strategic voting that beneﬁts the
top-two front-runners (Cox 1997). If the purpose is to let all kinds of preferences get represented in the legislature, a proportional representation voting system is an ideal option since
it does not put pressure on voters to vote strategically. The reason that plurality rule tends
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to induce strategic voting is due to the high threshold for winning the only seat, which has
a psychological eﬀect on voters, encouraging them to defect from nonviable parties (Duverger, 1954; Cox, 1997). By contrast, the PR electoral system has a low threshold, which
allows diﬀerent kinds of voter preferences to be represented by parties in the legislature.
Moreover, when the district magnitude (the number of seats in a district) is large, which
is the case in most PR systems, it is diﬃcult for voters to ascertain who the last possible
winner will be, which is necessary information for engaging in strategic voting. In this case,
it is more likely that voters will stick to their most preferred choices and cast sincere votes.
Studies on the eﬀects of electoral systems on strategic voting are abundant. Cox and
colleagues, for instance, propose that the psychological eﬀect that leads to strategic voting
is more evident at the district level when the district magnitude is smaller than ﬁve (Cox
and Shugart, 1996; Cox, 1997). Numerous studies have tested this conjecture with elections
using plurality rule and support it with empirical evidence (Alvarez and Nagler, 2000; Blais
and Nadeau, 1996; Blais et al., 2001; Duch and Palmer, 2002; Fournier and Kohno, 2000;
Karp et al., 2002; Kawai and Watanabe, 2013; Moser and Scheiner, 2012; Myatt, 2007).
These studies conﬁrm that plurality rule does lead to strategic voting, although other
factors, such as partisanship, preferences for speciﬁc candidates, signiﬁcance of party label
for vote choice, and the level of party system institutionalization also play a role in the
causal relationship.
Recent research, however, contends that strategic voting is also common under permissive electoral rules like PR. Scholars investigated voting behavior in PR systems and
found that voters acted strategically in several cases (Abramson et al., 2010; Artabe and
Gardeazabal, 2014). Since the institutional incentives for strategic voting are weak under
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PR, these scholars argue that voters’ expectations on the post-electoral coalitions and the
ensuing policy outcomes must drive them to vote strategically. More speciﬁcally, voters
in parliamentary systems face additional incentives to defect because the formation of a
government does not depend solely on the election outcomes; the possible result of postelectoral negotiations among parties leads voters to think beyond the electoral results at
the district level (Kedar, 2005). Thus, even though the incentive to defect at the district
level is weak due to the PR electoral system, voters defect anyway in hopes of aﬀecting the
formation of the post-electoral government and policy outcomes at the national level.
The discussion above indicates that there are two sources of incentives that induce
strategic voting. On the one hand, we see strategic voting at work under plurality rule
at the district level. On the other hand, we see voters defect under PR as they try to
aﬀect some outcomes at the national level. The seemingly contradictory arguments and
ﬁndings are partly due to the diﬀerent units of analysis in the studies. Studies focusing
on plurality-rule electoral systems usually test their arguments at the district level. Since
the eﬀect of electoral systems is more evident at the district level than at the national
level, studies of this sort seek to discover whether strategic voting is indeed induced by
plurality rule when certain conditions are met. On the other hand, studies on PR systems
observe individuals’ vote choice and calculate the rate of defection based on respondents’
party and/or policy preferences. Conclusions are usually based on the election results at
the national level. In other words, the sources of the diﬀerent incentives for strategic voting
might have been tested in a way that systematically omits some sources of those incentives
from the analyses.
To bridge the gap between the contradictory ﬁndings, I simultaneously tested the
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district- and national-level sources of incentives for strategic voting. I applied a multi-level
analysis to sort out the eﬀects that factors at diﬀerent levels have on the dependent variable.
Moreover, I broadened the analysis to include countries using diﬀerent electoral rules and
having diﬀerent institutional designs to make the ﬁndings more conclusive. Regarding the
incentives at the national level, I provide another theory by arguing that the incentive for
strategic voting becomes stronger when the party system is highly polarized.

7.2 Theory and Hypotheses
Based on the literature, we know that voters’ concerns about post-electoral coalition
governments and policy outcomes provide additional incentives for strategic voting. The
incentives generated by political institutions might counterbalance the eﬀect of electoral
rules on strategic voting. As Abramson et al. (2010) show in their cases, supporters of
third parties are likely to defect to major parties in parliamentary-PR systems, although
Kedar (2005) argues that moderate voters (presumably the supporters of major parties)
might defect to vote for extreme parties in hopes of pulling the future policies closer to
their preferred positions. It is also possible that major parties might plead their supporters
to vote for small parties to let them pass the electoral threshold and become coalition
partners (Moser and Scheiner, 2012, 130, note 10). In each case, a rational voter casts a
strategic vote to aﬀect government formation and policy outcomes and, as a result, some
parties will be sacriﬁced in the process.
However, from a strategic perspective, concerns over government formation and policy outcomes do not necessarily mean that voters will abandon their most preferred parties.
If the parties they prefer can beat the electoral threshold, gain representation, and be in
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the coalition government, these voters do not have reasons to defect since their preferred
policies might get implemented – or at least the future policies would not be too far away
from their ideal point. These voters, however, might defect due to the belief that their roles
are pivotal in aﬀecting the election outcomes. That is, voters believe that they can change
the election outcome by defecting from their most preferred choice. The question is, then,
why strategic voters would believe that their roles are pivotal when going to the polls.
Research shows that in parliamentary-PR systems with multiple parties, strategic
voting is essential to reach electoral equilibriums or stable outcomes (Austen-Smith and
Banks, 1988, 418). This conclusion is based on the premise that voters believe that their
role is pivotal, which is unlikely in national elections. Although no single voter is pivotal
in aﬀecting election outcomes in a national election, an intense competition might gives
voters the feeling that their votes are important to aﬀect the outcome and, thus, they
should not waste their votes. And a highly polarized system might enhance the feeling
and should lead votes to vote strategically. On the other hand, the incentive for strategic
voting is already strong under a plurality rule. Thus, we would expect that strategic voting
is more likely to be observed under plurality rule. However, as politics becomes polarized
and electoral competition becomes intense, it gives the impression that every vote counts
to aﬀect the electoral outcomes at the district level. This feeling might further encourage
strategic voting under a plurality rule.
Based on this discussion, I propose the following hypotheses: Electoral systems are
the source of incentives for strategic voting at the district level. Following the literature, a
restrictive electoral rule (i.e. district magnitude smaller than ﬁve) should induce strategic
voting more so than a permissive electoral rule. At the national level, parliamentary systems
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should mitigate the tendency of PR to discourage strategic voting. And a more polarized
party system should lead to more strategic voting at the district level irrespective of electoral
systems.

7.3 Concept and Measurement Issues
Before presenting my data and methods for testing my hypotheses, it is necessary
to discuss the concept and measurement issues related to strategic voting. As mentioned
above, strategic voting refers to a situation in which vote choice does not accurately reﬂect
party or policy preferences. Scholars have argued that strategic voters are a subset of
rational actors (Abramson et al., 2010; Moser and Scheiner, 2012, 150). That is, working
with the assumption that voters are rational and that they care about election outcomes,
rational voters can be divided into two categories: rational voters who vote strategically
and rational voters who vote sincerely. Those who defect from their most preferred but
uncompetitive parties are rational voters who vote strategically. On the other hand, voters
who vote sincerely for their most preferred and competitive parties are also rational. In
both situations, voters are rational, but the competitiveness of their most preferred party
leads them to vote either strategically or sincerely. In other words, rational scrutiny of likely
election outcomes occurs in both cases. However, rational-sincere voters usually outnumber
rational-strategic voters since the parties the former support tend to be large, competitive
parties.
The distinction between rational-sincere votes and rational-strategic votes is nuanced
yet important. Research that used aggregate electoral data to make inferences about the
incidence of strategic voting did not actually distinguish between the two behaviors. The
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Figure 7.1. Concept of Rational Voting
most commonly used indicator, the SF-ratio, is the vote ratio between the second-place
loser and the ﬁrst-place loser. A small ratio is interpreted to indicate that voters poured
their votes to the ﬁrst-place loser in hopes of aﬀecting the election outcome and that,
therefore, strategic voting is taking place. However, without knowing the true preferences
of individual voters, the outcome (as aggregated behavior) is actually the combination of
rational-sincere votes and rational-strategic votes.
More speciﬁcally, a small SF-ratio indicates that votes are relatively concentrated
to the front-runners. Voters who pour votes to these front-runners can either be rationalsincere voters or rational-strategic voters. To infer the extent of strategic voting from the
SF-ratio, we assume that parties are rational actors and they enter the contests with the
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belief that they are viable in at least some districts (otherwise, they would choose not to
enter in the ﬁrst place). Given that there are always some voters who prefer small parties
to large ones, the more rational voting there is, the more likely it is that strategic voting is
taking place. Indicators of this sort, therefore, indirectly measure and infer strategic voting
from aggregate electoral data, which is usually available after elections.
Some researchers, however, opt for a direct measure of strategic voting. The direct
measurement observes the gap between voter preferences and actual vote choice at the
individual level. Questions in survey data are used to measure the percentage of strategic
voting as the mismatch between the actual vote choice and voters’ preferences for parties,
either as the voters’ themselves identify them or, alternately, as inferred, based upon voters’
issue positions and socioeconomic characteristics (Blais and Nadeau, 1996; Alvarez and
Nagler, 2000; Blais et al., 2001; Abramson et al., 2010). This direct measure has the
advantage of calculating more precisely the number of strategic voters among all rational
voters. It also conﬁrms that strategic voters make up only a small fraction of rational
voters. However, such data is usually not available across countries and elections.
Although both methods of measurement have their advantages and disadvantages
(see more discussion in Alvarez and Nagler (2000)), I decided to rely on aggregate electoral
data to make inferences about strategic voting for the ﬁndings presented in this chapter. I
did, however, use a new indicator to measure the extent of strategic voting instead of the
SF-ratio. Although the SF-ratio is commonly used in other studies, there are limits to its
usefulness. When the district magnitude is large, the indicator is less useful in measuring
the amount of strategic voting. Cox and Shugart (1996) show that strategic voting is more
likely to take place when the district magnitude (M) is smaller than ﬁve. They explain that
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when M is greater than ﬁve, the information needed for such behavior becomes diﬃcult to
come by. That is, it is easier to know who the ﬁrst-place winner will be than to identify
the third- or the fourth-place winner.
The amount of information needed for strategic voting increases as the magnitude
becomes large and, thus, we expect that strategic voting is less likely to happen under PR.
However, most PR systems elect far fewer parties than the magnitude allows. Looking at
some extreme cases, for example, Israel and the Netherlands both use PR with a district
magnitude of 120 and 150, respectively. But the number of viable parties (according to the
eﬀective number of parties by votes (ENPV)) was 8.97 in Israel and 5.80 in the Netherlands
in 2006. Meanwhile, the number of parties competing in the election was 31 in Israel and 24
in the Netherlands. It is apparent that votes were relatively concentrated to a few parties,
a sign of strategic voting at work. In this situation, the SF-ratio would not help us much in
detecting the extent of strategic voting since we cannot use magnitude as the cut point to
calculate the indicator. For instance, it makes no sense to calculate the vote ratio between
the 122nd and the 121st vote-getters in the case of Israel because the number of competing
parties is much smaller than the district magnitude.
To remedy this problem, I used another measure instead. The indicator I used measures how unequally votes are distributed among parties at the district level. I borrowed
the indicator from Jones and Mainwaring (2003). The original indicator, the Party Nationalization Score (PNS), is used to measure a party’s distribution of votes nationally. PNS
is the reverse of the Gini coeﬃcient, an indicator measuring income inequality. Instead of
income, I used parties’ votes at the district level to calculate the indicator, but I retained
the import of the Gini coeﬃcient. Thus, the smaller the coeﬃcient is, the more equally
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votes are distributed among parties. By contrast, a high coeﬃcient indicates that strategic
voting may have taken place, as votes are relatively concentrated to a few parties.
This indicator – vote inequality – retains the logic of the SF-ratio, but compensates
for its shortcomings. The purpose of the SF-ratio is to detect strategic voting by inspecting
the degree of vote concentration between the ﬁrst and the second losers. Vote inequality
measures that concentration, too. However, vote inequality is not limited to two contenders,
but includes all contenders in a district election. Moreover, I can use the coeﬃcient to
detect strategic voting when district magnitude is large, which, as I mentioned above,
was a problem with the SF-ratio. However, like the SF-ratio, this is an indirect measure.
Whether voters defect from their most preferred parties is inferred from the outcome, such
that higher vote concentration is interpreted as an indication of a greater amount of strategic
voting.

7.4 Data and Methods
I compiled the dataset from three sources. The ﬁrst one is district-level electoral
data provided by two projects, Brancati (2011) and Kollman et al. (2010). I also collected
district-level electoral data from Taiwan and Thailand from the election commissions of
both countries (Central Electioin Commission, 2013; Oﬃce of the Election Commission of
Thailand, 2007, 2011). The second source of data is at the national level, provided by
(Carey, 2011). This data includes the type of political institutions and electoral systems in
each country, and the number of years a country has been democratic. The third source is
survey data – four waves of Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (Comparative Study
of Electoral Systems, 2003, 2007, 2013, 2014). I used the survey data to obtain the index
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of party system polarization as suggested by Dalton (2008). In total, the dataset I created
contains over 10,000 observations at the district level and 84 observations at the national
level in 36 countries. Summary statistics can be found in the appendix.
As I mentioned in the last section, the dependent variable is vote inequality. The key
explanatory variable is the polarization index (PI). Following Dalton (2008), the index is
based on voters’ perceptions of party positions along a left-right ideological spectrum. The
index is weighted by parties’ national vote shares so the position of major parties is more
important than the positions of small parties. A high PI indicates that the ideological or
policy distance between parties is large and, thus, the party system is more polarized than
a system with a small PI. This index aggregates respondents’ perceptions and, therefore,
is a system-level index. I expected to see a positive relationship between vote inequality
and PI. That is, a highly polarized party system should lead voters to pour votes to a few
parties. As votes are concentrated to a few parties, vote inequality tends to be high as well.
The other two explanatory variables are the type of political institutions at the
national level, and electoral systems at the district level. I coded parliamentary systems as
1, and presidential, semi-presidential, and mixed systems as 0. Since voters in parliamentary
systems have been found to vote strategically due to the concern over the post-electoral
government formation, I expected to see higher vote inequality in these systems than in
presidential systems. For electoral systems, I coded district magnitude larger than ﬁve as 1
to represent permissive electoral rules, and magnitude smaller than or equal to ﬁve as 0 to
represent restrictive electoral rules. Following the literature on electoral rules, I expected
to see higher vote inequality in districts with a small magnitude than in districts with a
large magnitude.
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There are two control variables at the district level and two at the national level.
At the district level, I controlled for the ﬁrst-place winner’s vote share. When votes are
concentrated to the ﬁrst-place winner, there are fewer votes available to other candidates,
which might result in high vote inequality. Also, when the magnitude is large, it is also likely
that the number of contestants is large too. When the ﬁrst-place winner gets more votes,
the distribution of votes is skewed to the winner. Thus, I included the interaction term
between magnitude and the ﬁrst-place winner’s vote share as the second control variable.
I expected to see that the higher a vote share in a district with a large magnitude was, the
higher the vote inequality should be.
I also controlled for democratic-regime years at the national level. The reason has
to do with the level of institutionalization a party system has achieved. Strategic voting
needs information to facilitate it; usually party position conveys this information, enabling
voters to ascertain which party is likely to trail behind, at least based on the socioeconomic
characteristics of the fellow voters in their districts. However, newly democratized countries
usually have less institutionalized party systems in which parties do not compete over
position diﬀerences (Mainwaring and Zoco, 2007). Thus, I expected that the longer a
country has been democratic, the more likely it is to have developed an institutionalized
party system. And as major parties consolidate their support from voters, voters are likely
to vote for the major parties, which should result in high vote inequality. For this variable,
I counted the number of years a country has been democratic since 1945.
Finally, social cleavages were added in the analysis as the second control variable at the national level. Previous research shows that social cleavages tend to increase
party system fragmentation, especially under PR systems (Ordeshook and Shvetsova, 1994;
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Amorim Neto and Cox, 1997; Cox, 1997; Singer and Stephenson, 2009). This is probably
due to more parties entering the contests when there are many societal groups to be represented. However, the eﬀect of social cleavages on strategic voting is less predictable. It is
likely that social groups tend to cast sincere votes due to a strong sense of identity and that
leads to lower vote inequality. Thus, based on previous ﬁndings I expect to see that social
cleavages tend to lower vote inequality when the district magnitude is greater than ﬁve. I
used Alesina et al. (2003)’s linguistic fragmentation index as the proxy for social cleavages.
Given that the dependent variable is a district-level variable and the key explanatory variables are at the district and national levels, I applied mixed-eﬀects models in the
analysis. The dependent variable is continuous but bounded between 0 and 1 and, thus,
it follows the beta distribution. I applied mixed-eﬀects beta regression with a logit link,
estimated through Bayesian statistics in the analysis (Figueroa-Zúñiga, Arellano-Valle and
Ferrari, 2012). I am interested in knowing how the interaction between electoral systems
(district magnitude) and national factors aﬀects the dependent variable. The model, therefore, has a varying intercept and a varying coeﬃcient with random eﬀects, which I specify
below.
Level-1 Model

η(Yij ) = β0j + β1j ∗ (M )agnitudeij + β2j ∗ (W )inner’s(V )oteshareij + β3j ∗ Mij ∗ W Vij + eij

Level-2 Model
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β0j = γ00 + γ01 ∗ P olarizationIndexj + γ02 ∗ P arliamentaryj + γ03 ∗ Democratyearj + γ04 ∗
(S)ocial(C)leavagej + u0j

β1j = γ10 +γ11 ∗(P )olarization(I)ndexj +γ12 ∗(P ar)liamentaryj +γ13 ∗Democrat(y)earj +
γ14 ∗ (S)ocial(C)leavagej + u1j

β2j = γ20 + u2j

β3j = γ30 + u3j

Mixed-Eﬀects Model

η(Yij ) = γ00 + γ01 ∗ P Ij + γ02 ∗ P arj + γ03 ∗ Y rj + γ04 ∗ SCj + γ10 ∗ Mij + γ11 ∗ P Ij ∗ Mij +
γ12 ∗ P arj ∗ Mij + γ13 ∗ Y rj ∗ Mij + γ14 ∗ SCj ∗ Mij + γ20 ∗ W Vij + γ30 ∗ Mij ∗ W Vij + u0j +
u1j ∗ Mij + u2j ∗ W Vij + u3j ∗ Mij ∗ W Vij + eij

7.5 Findings and Discussion
Before looking at the statistical results, Figure 7.2 presents vote inequality in four
diﬀerent combinations of district magnitudes and political institutions. Parliamentary systems with the magnitude greater than ﬁve have the highest median vote inequality, followed
by presidential/M>5, presidential/M<5, and parliamentary/M<5. It is clear that electoral
systems is the most important factor determining vote inequality at the district level. How162

ever, the diﬀerence in magnitude does not aﬀect the level of vote inequality in presidential
systems as it does in parliamentary systems. The initial results show that votes tend to
be distributed unequally in parliamentary systems with large magnitudes, indicating that
strategic voting might be more common in parliamentary-PR systems.

Figure 7.2. Vote Inequality in Diﬀerent Combinations
Table 7.1 shows the results of adding factors at the national level and observing their
interactions with factors at the district level. As shown in Model 1 on the table, districts
with a magnitude greater than ﬁve tend to have higher vote inequality on average but the
eﬀect is not statistically signiﬁcant. When the ﬁrst-place winner’s vote share is large, this
also tends to be correlated with high vote inequality. As for the national factors, although
the coeﬃcient of polarization index is positive, meaning that the more polarized a party
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(Intercept)
Polarization index (PI)
Parliamentary system (Par)
Democratic year (Yr)
Social cleavages (SC)
Magnitude > 5 (M)
M*PI
M*Par
M*Yr
M*SC
lst Winner’s vote share (WV)
WV*M
No. of Party

Phi

Model 1
-.231
[-.756, .219]
.693
[-.344, 1.816]
.569**
[.233, .941]
-.008**
[-.015, -.0004]
-1.219**
[-2.017, -.368]
.134
[-.230, .516]
-.397
[-1.199, .386]
-.376**
[-.623, -.124]
.004
[-.0006, .008]
1.128***
[.153, 2.313]
1.575***
[.949, 2.278]
.115
[-.229, 1.909]
–
–

Model 2
-3.033***
[-5.013, -1.089]
2.377†
[.292, 4.595]
0.034
[-.595, .634]
.005
[-.009, .017]
-1.015
[-2.445, .423]
-.049
[-.237, .149]
.293
[-.060, .630]
-.216**
[-.377, -.060]
-.001
[-.003, .0008]
.418***
[.024, .798]
2.523***
[2.072, 2.975]
-.035
[-.293, .273]
.201***
[.126, .273]

25.602***
[24.486, 26.769]

89.271***
[85.201, 93.331]

No. of Districts
10010
10010
No. of Country (election year)
84
84
pD
244
296
DIC
-19967.5
-32402.1
Note: HPDs are in brackets.
†within 90% HPD, * within 95% HPD, ** within 99% HPD, and *** within 99.9% HPD.

Table 7.1. Determinants of Vote Inequality
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system is, the higher the vote inequality is observed at the district level, its eﬀect is not
statistically signiﬁcant. A parliamentary system is also likely to have high vote inequality
compared to a presidential system. And, the longer a country has been democratic, the
lower the vote inequality is at the district level. A country with high linguistic fragmentation
also tends to have lower vote inequality at the district level. These ﬁndings about the eﬀects
of parliamentary systems and social cleavages conform to the theoretical expectations, but
the eﬀects of magnitude, PI, and years of democracy do not.
As for the interactions between district magnitude and national factors, parliamentary systems with magnitude greater than ﬁve tend to have lower vote inequality. Moreover,
if there are many social cleavages in a country, districts with magnitude greater than ﬁve
actually tend to have higher vote inequality. This result contradicts previous research
stating that the interaction between social cleavages and permissive electoral rules tend to
inﬂate the number of parties. Since strategic voting has an eﬀect of reducing party system
fragmentation, the result here indicates that the interaction between social cleavages and
permissive electoral rules actually tend to result in fewer eﬀective parties at the district
level. However, the result might be related to the number of parties participating in district elections as there are usually many parties representing diﬀerent societal groups in a
heterogeneous society.
When there are many parties in a contest, votes are more likely to be distributed
unequally across many parties than when there are just a few contenders. Likewise, a party
system in an old democracy is more likely to be institutionalized as major parties alternate
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to control the state. In this situation, there are a relatively small number of parties in
the contests since most small parties will choose to withdraw from the competition. By
contrast, there are likely to be many parties in contests in newly democratized countries
before major parties have had a chance to consolidate their support and deter uncompetitive
parties from participating in elections. In other words, the eﬀect of the number of parties
in district contests might be captured by district magnitude, democratic years, and social
cleavages when the number of parties is omitted.
After controlling for the number of parties (Model 2), the eﬀects of democratic
years, social cleavages, and parliamentary systems all disappear. And the coeﬃcient of
polarization index is now signiﬁcant at 90% HPD. The eﬀects of the interactions between
magnitude and parliamentary systems and social cleavages remain the same. The new
results indicate that the eﬀects of these factors on the dependent variable are due to their
inﬂuence on whether there will be more or fewer parties in district contests. That is,
parliamentary systems with large district magnitude tend to have lower vote inequality
on average compared to other combinations. The result indicates that parliamentary-PR
systems still tend to discourage strategic voting at the district level.
On the other hand, the positive eﬀect of party system polarization on vote inequality
is the same across diﬀerent district magnitudes. The negative eﬀect of democratic years
also disappears when the number of parties is controlled for. The sign of democratic years
becomes positive but is not statistically signiﬁcant. Although theoretically the longer a
country becomes democratic, the more likely it will have an institutionalized party system
with a few parties competing for the state power, newly democratized countries could also
develop institutionalized party systems in a relatively short period of time. For instance,
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the degree of party system institutionalization varies across Eastern Europe even though
these countries became democratized almost at the same time. The diﬀering degrees of
institutionalization were found to aﬀect the number of parties at the district level and
strategic defection in the region (Moser and Scheiner, 2012). This might explain the eﬀect
of democratic years disappears when the number of parties is controlled for, since the
number of parties might relate to the level of party institutionalization in a polity.
However, since the eﬀect of social cleavages with large magnitude remains positive
even after the number of parties was added in the model, it indicates that as more social
cleavages exist in a country, the more likely that strategic voting is to take place, which
might counterbalance the eﬀect of entry induced by permissive electoral rules. This ﬁnding
can partially explain an earlier ﬁnding that shows a curvilinear relationship between social
cleavages and the number of parties at the district level (Moser and Scheiner, 2012, 180207). More speciﬁcally, the eﬀect of social cleavages on the number of parties is positive
until some point and then the relationship turns negative irrespective of electoral rules.
This curvilinear relationship might be due to parties withdrawing from contests when some
of them could not win any seats. Or it might be due to strategic defection when some
societal groups (presumably small in number) realize that their parties are not going to
win any seats. The result here supports the later argument. In sum, parliamentary-PR
systems still tend to discourage strategic voting at the district level compared to presidential
systems and small district magnitude. With a more polarized system, more strategic voting
is observed at the district level irrespective of district magnitudes.
To further prove that system polarization provides an incentive for strategic voting,
I ran another analysis using the SF-ratio as the dependent variable. Since vote inequality
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is aﬀected by the number of parties in the contests, the ﬁndings above might be biased
due to this factor. To rule out this possibility, I scrutinized the SF-ratio in districts with
a magnitude of one only. Although the analysis below does not investigate the eﬀect of
electoral systems, we can still know whether institutional types aﬀect strategic voting. I
controlled for the margin of victory in the ﬁrst level model for the reason that when the
winner gets far more votes than the ﬁrst loser, it indicates that strategic voting is less
likely to take place in this kind of districts. Thus, I expect to see that a larger margin of
victory tends to have a higher SF-ratio. As for national factors, I expect to see that a more
polarized system tends to have a lower SF-ratio.
Table 7.2 shows the result. Note that a small SF-ratio means that the ﬁrst-place loser
gets far more votes than the second-place loser, indicating a great degree of defection. As
expected, in districts with a large margin of victory, the SF-ratio tends to be large as well,
meaning that strategic voting is less likely to happen in these districts. However, a more
polarized system tends to reduce the eﬀect of the margin of victory, and so do parliamentary
systems and social cleavages. The longer a country has become democratic, the stronger
the eﬀect of the margin of victory on increasing the SF-ratio. Because major parties in old
democracies have consolidated their support and tended to enjoy a large margin of victory
and, thus, it is less likely to see strategic voting at work in this combination.
Taken together, these ﬁndings suggest that party system polarization adds another
incentive for voters to act strategically in addition to the incentive created by electoral
rules. Voters in parliamentary systems with permissive electoral rules were found to pour
votes to a few parties since this combination usually results in more parties participating
in elections. In this situation, votes are likely to be concentrated to a few front-runners to
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(Intercept)
Polarization index (PI)
Parliamentary system (Par)
Democratic year (Yr)
Social cleavages (SC)
Margin of victory (MV)
MV*PI
MV*Par
MV*Yr
MV*SC
Phi

Coeﬃcient
-.501
-.385
.206
-.004
-.256
1.894***
-2.183*
-.410†
.013*
-1.844***

HPD
[-1.221, .180]
[-1.968, 1.375]
[-.249, .671]
[-.103, .005]
[-1.245, .741]
[.845, 3.108]
[-3.834, -.645]
[-.791, -.031]
[.004, .022]
[-3.252, -.217]

3.29***

[3.15, 3.44]

No. of Districts
8202
No. of Country (election year)
30
pD
66.7
DIC
-3151.3
Note: † within 90% HPD, * within 95% HPD, ** within 99% HPD,
and *** within 99.9% HPD.
Table 7.2. Determinants of the SF-Ratio

avoid being wasted (Abramson et al., 2010). The ﬁndings here, however, show that voters in
parliamentary-PR systems are less likely to vote strategically when the number of parties
are controlled for. Finally, there is an interesting ﬁnding that social cleavages tend to
encourage strategic voting irrespective of electoral systems.
These ﬁndings shed some light on the relationship between party system fragmentation and party system polarization. Theoretically, the two dimensions are likely to have
a positive relationship according to the theories of spatial competition (Downs, 1967; Cox,
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1990). That is, systems with plurality rule tend to have two viable parties with positions
close to the median voter’s position. In this case, the levels of both party system fragmentation and polarization are low. By contrast, levels of both tend to be high in PR systems.
However, these arguments are based on the premise that voters cast sincere vote. The ﬁndings here, though, suggest that the relationship between fragmentation and polarization is
likely to be negative when voters engage in strategic behavior. That is, a highly polarized
party system impels voters to pour votes to a few parties (more likely the major parties),
which results in lower party system fragmentation. Given that most parliamentary systems
use PR, it allows more parties to enter the parliament. This might have an adverse eﬀect on
coalition and government stability. Major parties, therefore, might try to polarize politics
as a means of reducing the number of parties and increasing coalition and government stability. Future research should investigate this possibility, especially in newly democratized
countries, where there are usually many parties competing in elections.

7.6 Conclusion
This chapter investigated the sources of incentives for strategic voting across countries with diﬀerent electoral systems and political institutions. This chapter found that
in addition to electoral systems, party system polarization provides another incentive for
voters to act strategically. Permissive electoral systems (i.e. those with district magnitudes larger than ﬁve) provide a weak incentive for strategic voting since the threshold for
winning is low and parties can enter the contests with a low cost. In this situation, the
number of competing parties mushrooms and it further discourages strategic voting since
the information that makes it possible becomes diﬃcult to come by. However, the more
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parties enter the contest, the more of them are less likely to win any seat. Moreover, voters
in parliamentary systems face another incentive to vote strategically, as their votes also affect the post-electoral government formation. The combination of permissive electoral rules
and a parliamentary system was thus likely to have a high degree of strategic voting due to
the large number of competing parties. After controlling for other factors, parliamentary
systems with permissive electoral rules are less likely to induce strategic voting than other
combinations of electoral rules and political institutions.
On the other hand, party system polarization provides an incentive for strategic
voting at the national level. Voters in a highly polarized system are more likely to pour
votes to a few parties to avoid wasting votes. The eﬀect of system polarization on strategic
voting is evident across diﬀerent electoral systems and political institutions. This ﬁnding
also suggests that the relationship between party system fragmentation and polarization
may be negative. It implies that for a system with many parties, polarizing politics might
be an important tool major parties can use to encourage strategic voting for the purpose
of constraining party system fragmentation and promoting government stability.
The ﬁndings in this chapter provide the evidence to explain strategic voting observed
in the Thai case. Small parties in Thailand usually have local bases of support and voters
might cast ballots to show allegiance to local patrons in the district tier. However, they
defect from these small parties in the PR tier when politics becomes polarized and competition becomes intense. In this situation, voters tend to think that their roles are pivotal
to aﬀect the election outcomes. Thus, these voters tend to vote for the two major parties
in the PR tier. As a result, party system polarization encourages strategic voting at the
district level even when using a permissive electoral rule.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion

In this dissertation, I argue that the change in party structure is the key factor explaining the transformation of the Thai party system under the three waves of electoral
reforms. Diﬀerent party structures, when interacting with electoral systems, lead to different outcomes. Electoral system eﬀects diﬀer depending on whether it is the party or
individual candidates/factions that have a direct appeal to voters. When parties could
command voters’ support directly (direct party-voter linkage), the eﬀects of AV and SMD
on party system fragmentation became similar as both tended to bring down the number
of parties through voters’ strategic behavior. When such linkage is absent, AV tended to
inﬂate the number of parties because voters split the tickets. Voters did so due to their
lack of ranked preferences for parties.
The Thai case clearly demonstrates that the same electoral system can have diﬀerent
eﬀects on a country’s party system due to diﬀerent party structures. As parties implemented
social policies that helped build direct linkages with voters and voters began to care about
election outcomes when the political conﬂict escalated, these events activated the role of
voters in the electoral games. Strategic voting, therefore, helps electoral systems achieve
their expected eﬀects on party system fragmentation. Thus, the ﬁndings here provide
additional evidence supporting the argument that electoral systems eﬀects can diﬀer in
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diﬀerent political contexts (Moser and Scheiner, 2012).
However, the Thai case also provides an interesting example when SMD successfully
reduced party system fragmentation under a weak party structure and a poorly institutionalized party system. Previous studies argued that SMD was more eﬀective in institutionalized party systems since voters were more likely to react to the incentive of electoral rules
and engaged in strategic voting. Parties, in anticipation of strategic voting, would engage in
rational entry, which further brings down the number of parties. Thus, we generally would
expect that parties and voters are much likely to fail to react to the incentives of electoral
systems in a less institutionalized party system since such party system does not provide
the information necessary for strategic voting to take place and, as a result, rational entry
might not follow. However, the immediate reduction in party system fragmentation in the
2001 election deﬁes previous ﬁndings. This dissertation argues that a less institutionalized
party system might not facilitate strategic voting (which needs other factors to instigate
the action), the role of elites, however, should not be ignored in such a situation—they are
actually the most important player in shaping the party system.
Chapter 4 outlines the theory explaining how changing AV to SMD encourages intradistrict coordination between parties and local factions and that it helped bring down the
number of parties in the 2001 election. I argue that party leaders’ eﬀort in incorporating
rival local factions into the same party was hindered under AV when voters split tickets.
Ticket splitting allowed multiple local factions to win seats. And as long as these local
factions could win seats, they had no further incentive for intra-district coordination among
themselves and with parties for the reason that this action would not enhance the chance
of winning. Moreover, rival local factions avoided being in the same party because doing so
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would require that they shared their electoral networks, which were expensively maintained
by local faction leaders. As local factions had to invest a lot in keeping an eﬀective network,
they usually reserved the right of using the network to family members to avoid defection.
These two factors damped party leaders’ eﬀort in putting up large alliances at the district
level even though party leaders usually tried to do so given that they had an eye on the
premiership. However, with SMD, these major obstacles were removed and it explained
why Thaksin and his party could win more than a majority of district seats in the 2001
election due to successful intra-district party coordination.
This ﬁnding runs counter to previous research stating that electoral rules usually
failed to have the expected results in poorly institutionalized party systems. Actually, if
the Thai party system were institutionalized at the time of the ﬁrst electoral reform, we
probably would not have witnessed such dramatic change in party system fragmentation.
Exactly because parties had no social roots and partisan support, it allowed elites to have
much leeway to re-shape the party system. The ﬁndings from Thailand, therefore, conclude
that the tendency of SMD to constrain the number of parties could occur even in a newly
democratized country with a less institutionalized party system. However, the eﬀect mainly
comes from successful elite coordination. Although the Thai party system was underinstitutionalized, Thai elites were veterans of the election games since the country has a
long history of electoral competition. Thus, elite behavior largely determined the party
system’s fragmentation level before 2001.
The impact of the 1997 electoral reform on the Thai party system might be a surprise
to both reformers and scholars of electoral systems since its eﬀect is immediate and its
consequence severe. Although we generally do not expect electoral systems to work in a
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less institutionalized party system due to the inactive role of voters, it does not mean that
elite behavior should have no eﬀect at all. To the contrary, elite behavior is more important
and deserves attention in such an environment. This suggests that institution designers
should and could adeptly use the rationality of elites to induce desirable actions to achieve
some goals. However, successful political engineering requires strong logical reasoning and
a deep understanding of both formal rules and the political context of a particular country.
As the results of the last two electoral reforms demonstrated, as party structure changes,
actors change their behavior and that the eﬀects of formal institutions might deviate from
previous experiences.
The fragmentation of the Thai party system remained low even after the attempts
at inﬂating the number of parties were carried out ahead of the 2007 election. I argue
that it is because voters joined the force and became the main player to bring down the
number of parties. As discussed in Chapter 2, AV provides the opportunity for voters to
split tickets and, thus, AV tended to inﬂate the number of parties at the district level before
2001. Voters split tickets because they did not have dichotomous preferences for parties.
Moreover, vote buying was rampant and when voters got multiple bribes from diﬀerent
parties, ticket splitting was a must since vote canvassers were monitoring the result.
However, these voters began to develop ranked preferences after the TRT implemented several social policies that beneﬁted farmers in particular. When this social group
united in support for the TRT, it made the Democrat Party (which attracted urbanites
and the southerners) disadvantaged in the electoral arena. As the TRT became invincible,
questions and concerns about the fairness of elections began to polarize the Thai electorate.
The 2006 military coup further sharpened social cleavages and consolidated the support of
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diﬀerent societal groups for major parties. As voters developed ranked preference for parties
and cared about election results, they changed their behavior by casting more bloc votes
instead of splitting the tickets under AV. This explains why the 2007 election did not see a
signiﬁcant inﬂation of parties in the parliament.
The result of AV election in 2007 is due to the change in voting behavior. Voters
changed their behavior when they developed ranked preferences for parties. In other words,
we would expect that a certain societal group has the tendency to vote for a certain party
that represents these voters’ interests. Chapter 5 inspected whether there was convergence
of social cleavages and party support and the ﬁndings suggest that there was indeed convergence. While provinces with a large agricultural population tended to reward the TRT
with more votes, they tended to vote less for the Democrat Party. Moreover, as politics
became more polarized, districts with high income inequality (which were usually province
capitals and major cities) tended to vote more for the Democrat Party but less for the TRT,
even in provinces with substantial agricultural populations. It indicates that the common
understanding about the conﬂict in Thailand, which is said to be along the poor-rich and
rural-urban divides, is actually a class struggle between agrarian and non-agrarian populations. The rural-urban divides are not only limited to the center (Bangkok) and the
periphery (the North and Northeast regions), but also within the periphery. The South, by
contrast, is a staunch supporter of the Democrat Party and is less responsive to class and
social divisions due to a strong sense of regionalism.
The ﬁndings suggest that the convergence between social cleavages and party support
is sticky enough to resist short-term interventions. It also suggest that the Thai party
system has become more institutionalized than before since parties now can command
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stable support from voters. Such development is conducive for democracy since parties
represent the interests of citizens and become the intermediary between the state and the
society, which is a critical role in representative democracy. These ﬁndings, therefore,
explain why the 2007 political reform failed to live up to the reformers’ anticipations. The
social characteristics of supporters for both parties hardly change from one election to
another even after measures in addition to political reform were taken to break up the
TRT. Moreover, the more the anti-Thaksin forces attacked the TRT, the stronger support
was for the party. Thus, the 2006 military coup was counterproductive to the attempt
at undermining the support for Thaksin, and the 2007 political reform was ineﬀective to
achieve that goal.
The ﬁndings in Chapter 5 lay the foundation for the investigation of changing behaviors of elites and voters in diﬀerent party structures. Strategic voting is thought to be
the main mechanism reducing party system fragmentation and it is more likely to be triggered by restrictive electoral rules. However, strong party structure is an important factor
that determines whether voters will react to the incentive of electoral rules and engage in
strategic voting. The ﬁndings in Chapter 5 suggests that the Thai party system has become
more institutionalized as parties had social roots and enjoyed stable support from societal
groups. As a result, we would expect that voters became the main player in the electoral
arena and helped electoral systems bring down party system fragmentation.
However, the Thai party system had fewer and fewer eﬀective parties over time even
without the change in electoral systems and party structure. Thus, other mechanism must
be at work to reduce party system fragmentation over time, and the mechanism is rational
entry. As explained in Chapter 3, local factions relied heavily on vote-canvasser system to
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solicit votes. Since they had to invest a lot to maintain such system, local faction leaders
were sensitive to the likelihood of winning and were likely to withdraw from competition
when the chance was slim. The vote share of the winner in the last election provides
important information for making entry decisions since it signaled the size of the winner’s
electoral assets. Thus, I argue that elites’ rational entry should be the man cause to aﬀect
party system fragmentation over time before 2001 under a weak party structure.
Chapter 6 tested the eﬀects of rational entry and strategic voting on district-level
party system fragmentation across ten elections. The ﬁndings suggest that rational entry
did play a more important role to determine party system fragmentation before 2001, but
strategic voting became the main mechanism after 2001. That is, the convergence of societal cleavages and party support is the prerequisite for strategic voting to take place. As
voters have ranked preference and care about election outcomes, they are more likely to
engage in strategic behavior. While the existing literature emphasizes how party system institutionalization aﬀects strategic voting, the role of elites is actually more important when
the party system is less institutionalized. Most studies found elites usually failed to react to
the incentives of electoral systems when voters did not vote strategically. Thus, in the long
run, a poorly institutionalized party system is expected to have high party system fragmentation. However, the Thai case demonstrates that fewer and fewer competitors entered the
district contests as time progressed, indicating that even with voters being unimportant in
the electoral games, party system fragmentation might continue to fall due to elites’ rational entry. Future research should explore the reasons for elites to stay in or withdraw from
contests besides ﬁnancial consideration. While most studies on electoral systems pay much
attention to voters (since most of them study western democracies with institutionalized
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party systems), this dissertation suggests that a new frontier (elite decision) deserve much
more attention than voters in poorly institutionalized party systems.
Finally, I argue that besides electoral systems, party system polarization is another
source encouraging strategic voting. As the observations on the voting pattern in the
district- and PR-tier revealed, Thai voters, especially those supported the third parties
in the district tier, actually tended to defect in the PR tier even though the institutional
incentive for strategic voting was weak there. One explanation of defection under a permissive electoral rule is political institutions. Scholars have argued that parliamentary-PR
systems provide the incentive for strategic voting as voters try to aﬀect the post-electoral
government formation and future policy outcomes. However, the factor alone is not suﬃcient to explain why voters defect. As discussed in Chapter 7, voters also need to feel that
their roles are pivotal in aﬀecting the concerned outcomes. Polarized politics enhances such
feeling since in such a situation elections are perceived as a zero-sum game. As competition
becomes intense, it gives the impression and the feeling that each voter’s role is pivotal
in aﬀecting the election outcome. In this situation, it should further encourage strategic
voting irrespective of electoral systems.
The statistical results presented in Chapter 7 conﬁrmed the argument. Although
the eﬀect of party system polarization was signiﬁcant only at 90% HPD, we still see that
a more polarized party system tends to encourage strategic voting irrespective of district
magnitudes (electoral systems). Based on the result, the observations in Chapter 6 about
the supporters of small parties (who were more likely to defect to the major parties in
the PR tier) is not exceptional, especially when Thai politics continued to polarize. These
ﬁnding also suggest that the relationship between district-level party system fragmentation
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and national-level party system polarization is likely to be negative. Although standard
spatial model would predict the relationship to be positive, it is based on the premise that
voters vote sincerely. However, an equilibrium outcome requires that voters act strategically
and the empirical tests show that it is the case. Another interesting ﬁnding in Chapter 7
is that a heterogeneous society also encourages strategic voting. Although the reason is
not yet fully understood, it is likely that some of the social (linguistic) groups are small in
number and, thus, a dire prospect of winning seats and representation. In this situation,
even though there are parties representing these societal groups, voters might defect to the
second-best choice to avoid wasting votes. Future work can use better dataset to test the
hypothesis.
With regard to policy implications, the current (2014) coup makers already set up
an interim government to carry out yet another political reform and a new election is
expected to take place in late 2015. However, based on the ﬁndings in this dissertation,
it is likely that the pro-Thaksin forces will survive the new political reform and win the
next election. Nevertheless, the convergence between social cleavages and party support
can be destroyed by overt and aggressive political engineering directed by undemocratic
rules as evidenced by numerous cases in Latin America and the previous experiences in
Thailand. Thus, the length of time the military stays in power will be a critical variable
for the stability of this convergence. Although the military has set the possible date for
the next election, the international community should urge the military to keep its promise
and activists inside Thailand should push for the return of democracy as early as possible.
But more importantly, it is time to think about the question whether the military should
always be the last resort to solve political conﬂicts. Military intervention to halt democracy
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never leads to political development. Even worse, it pushes Thailand into a vicious circle
(military-democracy-military). To get out of the circle, either democracy or the military
should be removed from the chain—hopefully it is the latter.
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Chapter 3
Chronology of Key Events
Year
1997

2001
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Event
A new constitution was promulgated to strengthen the power of the
executive branch. The old electoral system of Approval Voting was
replaced by a mixed-member majoritarian voting system.
The ﬁrst parliamentary election held under the mandate of the
1997 Constitution. The Thai Rak Thai Party won 248 seats and
the Democrat Party won 128 of 500 seats.
The Thai Rak Thai Party won a landslide victory in March, holding
375 seats.
Thaksin sold his family’s share of the Shin Corp. without paying
tax in January. The anti-Thaksin forces staged demonstrations
asking Thaksin to resign (the yellow-short movement). Thaksin
dissolved the parliament and called a snap election in April. The
opposition parties, including the Democrat Party, boycotted the
election. The TRT won the snap election but the demonstrations
continued. The military took over the government while Thaksin
was attending the United Nations general assembly in New Year in
September.
The military administration appointed a committee to draft a new
constitution in April. The TRT was disbanded in May. The 2007
Constitution was approved by a referendum in August. The new
constitution weakens the power of the prime minister. The electoral
system was changed back to AV. A new general election was held
in December. The successor party of the TRT, the People’s Power
Party, won 233 of 480 parliamentary seats.
Thaksin was back to Thailand but ﬂed to Britain in August. Antigovernment demonstrations resumed in September. The protesters
occupied the Bangkok international airport for several weeks in
November. The Constitutional Court disbanded the PPP and the
Democrat Party formed a new coalition government in December.
Supporters of Thaksin staged protests against the Democrat-led
government in March and April (the red-shirt movement). After the
government’s crackdown on the protests in April, demonstrations
resumed to demand a new election in December.
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Year

Event
Thaksin’s supporters protested against the government and demanded early elections between March and May. Political tensions
2010
intensiﬁed amid the clashes between the protesters and the government.
The Democrat Party led a committee to amend the 2007 Constitution in February. MMM was re-adopted. The new incarnation of
2011
the TRT, the Pheu Thai Party, won the election with 265 seats in
July.
Souce: BBC News http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-15641745; author
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Chapter 4
A. Summary Statistics of Variables
Variable
District level
Single-party district
Magnitude
No. of party
N
Province level
Rural pop.
South
N

1986
Mean S.d.

1988
Mean S.d.

1992.1
Mean S.d.

1992.2
Mean S.d.

.305
.463
2.535 .612
10.94 2.576
129

.210
.409
2.514 .615
9.985 2.548
142

.338
.474
2.549 .602
7.450 2.561
142

.323
.469
2.535 .614
6.542 2.286
142

.836
.100

.827
.154

.830
.161

.830
.161

Variable
District level
Single-party district
Magnitude
No. of party
N
Province level
Rural pop.
South
N

.272
.302
67

.270
.363
72

.264
.369
73

73

1995
Mean S.d.

1996
Mean S.d.

2001
Mean S.d.

.324
.469
2.522 .584
5.761 2.141
155

.429
.496
2.519 .584
5.685 2.594
156

.565
.497
2.564 .602
8.576 2.161
156

.825
.148

.823
.147

.722
.147

.262
.356
76

.262
.355
76
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.264
.369

.242
.355
76

B. Model Speciﬁcation: Mixed-Eﬀects Logistic Model
Level-1 Model
η(Yij = 1) = β0j + β1j ∗ M agnitudeij + β2j ∗ N o.P artyij + eij

Level-2 Model
β0j = γ00 + γ01 ∗ ruralj + γ02 ∗ southj + u0j
β1j = γ10 + u1j
β2j = γ20 + u2j

Mixed-Eﬀects Model
η(Yij = 1) = γ00 +γ01 ∗ruralj +γ02 ∗southj +γ10 ∗M agnitudeij +γ20 ∗N o.P artyij +u0j +u1j ∗
M agnitudeij + u2j ∗ N o.P artyij + eij

η represents a logit link.
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Chapter 5
A. Summary Statistics of Variables

Variable
District level
TRT vote share (PR)
DP vote share (PR)
TRT vote share (District)
DP vote share (District)
Poverty line*
Income inequality
Personal vote (TRT)
Personal vote (DP)
N
Province level
Agricultural population
Urban population
South
N
Note: *The unit of poverty

A1. Electoral data
2001
2005
Mean S.d. Mean S.d.

2007
Mean S.d.

2011
Mean S.d.

.42
.15
.23
.20
.38
.17
.23
.21
3.75 1.39
.42
.05
.91
.28
.91
.43
285

.61
.19
.22
.21
.56
.17
.25
.23
4.99 3.02
.43
.05
.94
.17
1.02
.41
400

.41
.20
.40
.24
.36
.17
.30
.25
5.28 2.62
.44
.05
.96
.30
.62
.28
157

.48
.23
.35
.23
.45
.21
.32
.26
6.43 2.75
.42
.07
.96
.24
.82
.31
375

.58
.21
.07

.37
.26
.18

.39
.24
.18

.40
.28
.18

.21
.11
.25

.16
.28
.39

58
76
line is thousand Thai Baht.

.17
.15
.39
76

A2. Survey Data

Variable
Vote for TRT*
Vote for DP*
Vote for Other*
Rural-Urban
Household income
Farmer
South
N

2001
2005
Mean S.d. Mean S.d.
.61
–
.71
–
.25
–
.18
–
.14
–
.10
–
1.78 1.32 2.69
2.64
2.56 1.20 10.14 19.27
.46
.49
.36
.47
.12
.33
.14
.34
1245
1825
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2006
Mean S.d.
.65
–
.28
–
.06
–
1.71 1.10
2.28 1.13
.38
.48
.12
.33
1106

.17
.15
.39
77

A2. Survey Data (cont.)

Variable
Vote for TRT*
Vote for DP*
Vote for Other*
Rural-Urban
Household income
Farmer
South
N
Note: *Percents reported.
Scales of variables vary depending on surveys.

2007
2011
Mean S.d. Mean S.d.
.62
–
.60
–
.32
–
.34
–
.06
–
.06
–
2.77
.84
1.6
1.13
3.46 1.14 2.05 1.03
.30
.46
.30
.46
.09
.25
.15
.36
1453
1281

A3. Items Used as Dependent and Independent Variables (Survey Data)
Variable
ABS 2002 KPI 2005
ABS 2006
Vote choice
Q28
V6AA
Q39
Rural-Urban
level2_3
V88
IR10F_1
Income
se009
V96
se9
Farmer
se012a
V97 se12a_1,se12a_2
South
region
region
regi
Variable
CSES 2007
CSES 2011
Vote choice
C3023_LH_PL D3006_LH_PL
Rural-Urban
C2030
D2031
Income
C2020
D2020
Farmer
C2012
D2011
South
C2026
D2027
Note: Vote choice was asked in KPI 2005,
CSES 2007 and CSES 2011 separately for the
district tier and for the PR tier.
The analyses use the vote choice in the PR tier.
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B. Mixed-Eﬀects Beta Regression
Mixed-eﬀect beta regression model is used to estimate parameters with diﬀerent
hierarchical levels when the dependent variable is continuous but bounded between 0 and
1. More speciﬁcally, the model can be summarized as

i.i.d.

yij |βi , γ, ϕ ∼ beta(µij ϕ, (1 − µij )ϕ)
where β and γ are estimated parameters at the ﬁrst and the second level, respectively. ϕ is
the precision parameter, assumed to be constant across the observations.
The model can be estimated through Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) or
Bayesian statistics.

This article applies Bayesian statistics following Figueroa-Zúñiga,

Arellano-Valle and Ferrari (2012). The priors of the parameters are assumed to follow
the normal distribution at each level. Using the Gibbs sampler, the parameters are estimated in R with R2Jags package. Diagnoses on the convergence of the chains are conducted
in each model. R codes are available upon request.

Model Speciﬁcation (PR-tier)
Level-1 Model

η(Yij ) = β0j + β1 ∗ P overtyij + β2 ∗ Incomeineqij + eij
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Level-2 Model

β0j = γ00 + γ01 ∗ agripopj + γ02 ∗ urbanpopj + γ03 ∗ southj + u0j

Mixed-Eﬀects Model

η(Yij ) = γ00 +γ01 ∗agripopj +γ02 ∗urbanpopj +γ03 ∗southj +β1 ∗P overtyij +β2 ∗Incomeineqij +
u0j + eij
η is logistic link. The model of the district-tier is the same with a third variable, personal
vote, being added to the Level-1 model.
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Chapter 6
Summary Statistics of Key Variables
Variable
ENC
Winner’s vote share*
SF-ratio
No. of party
South
Margin of victory > .2
N

1988
1992.1
1992.2
Mean S.d. Mean S.d. Mean S.d.
7.257 3.069 7.104 2.546 6.929 2.525
.180 .987
.194 .088
.186 .086
.684 .259
.775 .228
.774 .211
9.985 2.672 7.464 2.566 6.489 2.336
.164 .371
.157 .364
.164 .371
.361 .480
.329 .470
.353 .478
928
920
928

Variable
ENC
Winner’s vote share*
SF-ratio
No. of party
South
Margin of victory > .2
N

1995
1996
2001
Mean S.d. Mean S.d. Mean S.d.
5.639 2.093 4.846 1.631 2.791 .842
.197 .094
.225 .091
.256 .115
.649 .290
.607 .305
.475 .307
5.669 2.170 5.578 2.502 6.791 1.869
.164 .371
.158 .365
.166 .372
.417 .493
.511 .500
.763 .425
928
917
918

2005
2007
2011
Variable
Mean S.d. Mean S.d. Mean S.d.
ENC
2.090 .442 6.816 2.134 2.208 .623
Winner’s vote share*
.499 .122
.627 .119
.202 .081
SF-ratio
.318 .272
.790 .185
.346 .302
No. of party
4.42 1.259 9.666 2.156 6.276 1.853
South
.144 .351
.164 .371
.158 .365
Margin of victory > .2
.874 .331
.483 .500
.771 .419
N
853
928
916
*The last winner’s vote share in the last election
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Chapter 7
A. Information on Observations
Country
Albania
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Brazil
Bulgaria

Political Institution
Election Year
Semi-presidential/Mixed
2005
Parliamentary
1996
Parliamentary
2008
Parliamentary
1999
Presidential
2002
Presidential
2006
Parliamentary
2001
1997
Canada
Parliamentary
2004
Croatia
Semi-presidential/Mixed
2007
1996
Czech Republic
Parliamentary
2002
2006
Denmark
Parliamentary
1998
2003
Finland
Semi-presidential/Mixed
2007
2002
France
Semi-presidential/Mixed
2007
1998
2002
Germany
Parliamentary
2005
2009
1998
Hungary
Parliamentary
2002
1999
Iceland
Semi-presidential/Mixed
2003
2007
2002
Ireland
Parliamentary
2007
1996
Israel
Parliamentary
2003
2006
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Electoral System
Plurality
Alternative Vote
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
Plurality
PR
PR
PR
PR
Majority-Plurality

MMM

Majority-Plurality
PR
STV
PR
PR

Country
Electoral System

Political Institution

Korea, South

Presidential

Mexico

Presidential

Netherlands

Parliamentary

New Zealand

Parliamentary

Norway

Parliamentary

Peru

Presidential

Philippines

Presidential

Poland

Semi-presidential/Mixed

Portugal

Semi-presidential/Mixed

Romania

Semi-presidential/Mixed

Russia
Slovenia

Presidential
Parliamentary
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Average Magnitude
2000
2004
2008
1997
2000
2003
2006
2009
1998
2006
1996
2002
2008
1997
2001
2005
2001
2006
2004
1997
2001
2005
2007
1999
2002
2005
2009
1996
2004
1999
1996
2004
2008

Election Year

Plurality

Plurality

PR
MMM

PR
PR
Plurality
PR

PR

PR
MMM
PR

Country
Electoral System

Political Institution

Spain

Parliamentary

Sweden

Parliamentary

Switzerland

Taiwan

Presidential

Semi-presidential/Mixed

Thailand

Parliamentary

United Kingdom

Parliamentary

United States

Presidential
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Average Magnitude
1996
2000
2004
2008
1998
2002
2006
1999
2003
2007
1995
2001
2004
2008
2007
2011
1997
2005
2004

Election Year

PR

PR

PR

SNTV
MMM
Approval Vote
MMM
Plurality
Plurality

B. Summary Statistics
Variable
Vote inequality
Magnitude > 5
1st winner’s vote share
No. of party
Polarization index
Parliamentary system
No. of democratic year
Linguistic fragmentation index
SF-ratio*
Margin of victory
Polarization index
Parliamentary system
No. of democratic year
Linguistic fragmentation index
*Only districts with a magnitude

Minimum
.00012
0
.1252
2
.0487
0
0
.0021
.00002
.0000
.0487
0
0
.0021
of one are

195

Mean
.5935
.0811
.4808
9.655
.3366
.5119
34.89
.2419

Maximum
.9416
1
.9997
50
.6876
1
65
.8360

.4370
.3457
.3051
.5
34.77
.2214
analyzed.

.9999
.9812
.6876
1
65
.8360

S.D.
.1732
.2730
.1169
7.228
.1354
.5028
22.83
.2050

N
10010
10010
10010
10010
84
84
84
84

.2704
.2185
.1338
.0585
24.38
.2186

8202
8202
30
30
30
30
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